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This book was a long and involved process. It began with a number 
of fateful personal interactions. They included a statement by 
Watanabe Mieko (“O-nē-kotoba is an insult against women”), an ada-
mant denial by Nancy Kersten (“I reject the use of women’s speech in 
Japanese”), criticism from my mother (“Hideko, don’t talk like a 
boy!”), and a simple question from my husband (“Why won’t you let 
me use boku in the house?”). These questions initially led to my first 
book on the speech of powerful women, and subsequently to the 
present project. Initial stabs were completed with the kind help of 
Okamoto Shigeko, Janet (Shibamoto) Smith, and Jan Bardsley. I 
want to give special thanks to Laura Miller, who read various itera-
tions of the manuscript and whose comments (and vigorous cheer-
leading) made this a much better book. It has been a very fun book 
to write, beginning with the initial research in the bars of Shinjuku 
Ni-chōme. I treasure my conversations with Claire Maree, who took 
me to Ōtsuka Takashi’s bar for the first time. After my first visit, 
Ōtsuka always welcomed me to his bar and was happy to answer all 
the questions I had about gay life, language use, and his play. I must 
thank my husband, Mark, who has been the endless supporter of this 
book; and I would be remiss if I did not also thank my son, Fumiya, 
who loves the sound and playfulness of o-nē-kotoba in the TV show 
Kureyon Shinchan. Much of my research on queer entertainers was 
facilitated by my niece, Tsuboi Sachiyo, who recorded countless 
Japanese TV variety programs. Special thanks to Sakaguchi-san at 
the astounding Gordon W. Prange Collection at the University of 
Maryland for her help for collecting newspaper and magazine articles 
on danshō. I am also indebted to Takabatake Sumie and her daughter 
Asako of the Kashō Museum, who helped me choose Nakayoshi 
(“Best Friends,” 1927) for the cover of my book. The Yayoi Museum 
has kindly given me permission for its use. Finally, I also want to 
offer thanks to Palgrave Macmillan editor Brigitte Shull, whose 
enthusiastic embrace of the book was wonderful; editorial assistant 
Lee Norton’s help has certainly made for a better book.
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I have followed the Japanese name order, family name first, for 
Japanese who reside and work in Japan (as in Endō Orie). However, I 
have used the English name order for Japanese who live and publish 
outside of Japan (as in Shigeko Okamoto).

Transliteration follows the Hepburn style, with macrons for long 
vowels except for ii. Macrons are not used for Japanese words that are 
commonly accepted without them (such as Tokyo). Transliteration for 
spoken utterances follows the idiosyncratic rules of linguistics that 
strive to transcribe the actual sounds of speech rather than the char-
acters on a page; for example, “female” uttered in actual conversation 
will be rendered “josē” rather than the Hepburn system’s “josei.”

With the exception of public personalities, the names of consul-
tants and friends used in the book are pseudonyms.
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Introduction

This book is about the social construction of gender in relation to 
linguistic practice and performance by Japanese sexual minorities, 
including bisexuals, lesbians, gays, and transgendered and transsex-
ual people. It attempts to demonstrate that gender and gender iden-
tities are not something we own but rather achieve through various 
resources available to us. The main resource here is language; I exam-
ine not only how we use language to express ourselves linguistically, 
but also how the language we use in social and political interaction 
constructs our reality and its gendered and sexual dimensions. I 
see language as an ideological as well as a material practice in the 
Bakhtinian sense, where it is constituted by and through subjects. 
The language I discuss in this book is dialogic; three components—
speaker, interlocutor, and the relation between the two—produce, 
interact, and negotiate with one another. In this book, the speakers 
are queer, interlocutors are both queer and non-queer, and the rela-
tion between the two positions is unknown and negotiable.

In my analysis, I reject the essentialist notion that there are two dis-
tinctive categories of sexes, women and men, which are constituted by 
separate social roles and responsibilities. The same goes for similarly 
essentialist categories dividing homosexuality from heterosexuality. 
I treat gender and gender identities as fluid, unstable and negotia-
ble, as I investigate linguistic choices. In other words, I believe that 
speakers manipulate their linguistic resources as they negotiate their 
identities and desires. Choices speakers make are socially compelled 
(at a macro-level) and constantly negotiated (at the micro-level), all to 
their advantages. Needless to say, this positioning has a history.

Four decades overflowing with sociolinguistic studies and femi-
nist interventions have taught us many things about the relationship 
between language and gender. We have come to understand that gen-
der is one of many social identities and cannot be studied separately 
from other identities. Therefore, we cannot assume that gender is the 
most important social category for speaker’s identities. Moreover, gen-
der is no longer seen as a static category, but as something constantly 
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realized in interactional form. Gender is “motile and locally invoked”1 
and “a local production rather than an enduring category.”2 By exten-
sion, many studies demonstrate how separate linguistic categories for 
women and men reinforce the social myth that women and men are 
fundamentally and categorically different (notably Bing & Bergvall 
1996). Thus, researchers now feel compelled to find answers for “how 
particular linguistic practices contribute to the production of peo-
ple as women and men,” rather than simply searching for linguis-
tic behavioral differences among people based on their sex.3 This is 
why context-dependent research holds the key for understanding how 
individual speakers “negotiate the norms, behaviors, and discourses 
that define masculinity and femininity for a particular community at 
a particular point in history.”4

Japanese language is often claimed to feature two separate linguis-
tic genres for women and men, something codified into academic 
discourses in the initial work on Japanese language and gender in the 
1970s and 1980s. These studies were based on an imagined homoge-
neous Japanese society where women and men are assigned to different 
but equally important social responsibilities and roles. It follows that 
these homogenized women and men were supposed to own separate 
but equal linguistic genres: onna kotoba or joseigo (women’s language) 
and otoko kotoba or danseigo (men’s language). Thus, earlier studies in 
the field of gender and language for Japanese searched for these sex/
gender differences in language, confirming their essentialist notions 
that women and men are fundamentally different with different roles. 
These studies believe that the sex/gender of the speaker determines 
how s/he speaks—the sex/gender is the cause and the account for 
linguistic differences. Here are a couple prototypical examples.

A. Watashi         ga ageru      wa.
 I subject particle give    sentence-final particle
 “I will give it.”

B. Ore          ga          yaru         ze.
 I    subject particle give sentence-final particle
 “I will give it.”

These studies claim that the two sentences are semantically the 
same (something the English translation strongly suggests) and 
assume that the first sentence is spoken by a woman and the sec-
ond by a man. The only linguistic feature the two sentences share 
is the use of ga, the subject particle and a neutral marker. The other 
three features exhibit differences and yet bring the same meaning; 
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they include (1) the use of first-person pronoun (watashi vs. ore), (2) 
the use of a verb that reflects a different level of politeness (ageru vs. 
yaru), and (3) the use of sentence-final particle (wa vs. ze). Therefore, 
the question of where the differences come from had to be solved, 
ignoring two other important questions: why do the differences exist, 
and how so such differences affect our social lives? Rather than look-
ing into possible answers—including social class, regional difference, 
age, personal preference, immediate context, and power relations—
most of those initial studies focused on sex/gender as the absolute 
attribute for the differences.

Why zero in on sex/gender to the exclusion of all other explana-
tions? A couple of reasons come to mind, beginning with the fact 
that researchers focused on Tokyo dialect because they presumed it 
to be the standard form of language; its supposed superiority made it 
worthy of study. Secondly, they looked at the speech of homemakers, 
especially those in middle to upper classes. These studies simply com-
pared the speech of men, who are likely engaged in full-time work, 
with stay-at-home mothers whose social roles and responsibilities are 
significantly different from their spouses. Demographically, this was 
particularly the case in the 1970s and 1980s. But since both men and 
women are assumed to share their (middle to upper) class, along with 
education and (standard) linguistic backgrounds, this left sex/gender 
difference in a pronounced, or even exaggerated, position.

This is possible because the scholars’ notion of gender was fixed 
and non-negotiable. Their reasoning was the essentialist brand in 
which they assumed that there are only two sexes, women and men, 
and that if the sentence has to be assigned to one group, the former 
(sentence A) belongs to a woman whereas the latter (sentence B) 
belongs to a man. Thus, they argue that watashi is more commonly 
used by women in informal contexts (the examples use direct ending, 
suggesting the informal setting) whereas ore is preferred by men. The 
same is true with the sentence-final particles wa and ze.

The problem with this argument is that they explained gender 
difference in terms of gender difference—a perpetual circular argu-
ment. Is it the case that because she is a woman, she utters sentence 
A? Or is it the case that because she speaks the sentence A, she is a 
woman? In short, these examples show that sex as a dualistic cate-
gory of female and male exists prior to and outside of talk. Moreover, 
they suggest that gendered meaning resides in certain words (watashi 
vs. ore) and linguistic forms (ageru vs. yaru; wa vs. ze). On the con-
trary, subsequent research has easily shown that neither watashi 
nor ore index specific genders, meaning that men use watashi while 
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women use ore in real life situations.5 The same goes for verbs and 
sentence-final particles. Therefore, the most important question to 
ask is not “who (woman vs. man, homo vs. hetero) says it” but rather 
“what does saying it—or not saying it—produce?”6 In this book, I 
ask the following key questions: Why queer speakers produce, shift, 
or manipulate certain linguistic categories in a given context (motiva-
tion)? What are they trying to accomplish (result)? And how are the 
linguistic categories related to their gender, sexual, and social identi-
ties (negotiation)?

As I just indicated, the essentialist depictions of the Japanese peo-
ple and language in the first decade or so of sociolinguistic research 
were challenged by new research projects starting in the late 1980s.7 
They focused on a number of areas. First, there were questions about 
the category of “women.” Which group of women are we talking 
about—stay-at-home wife or working (full-time or part-time); youn-
ger or older; urban or rural; single or married or divorced; educated 
or not; financially dependent or independent; and with kids or with-
out? Treating women as a homogeneous group not only slights the 
differences among women themselves but also reinforces the essential 
category of “women.” Later, even the category of “women” as an 
existing identity is challenged by studies influenced by Butler. It is the 
question of “what constitutes, or ought to constitute, the category of 
women?”8 The category of “women” and “men” in relation to lin-
guistic usage is precisely what I explore in this book.

Second was the question of where and how data were collected. 
Imagined speakers bring only imagined linguistic characteristics. 
Interviews and questionnaires can be reliable only when they are 
combined with the data on real speakers in real-world contexts. This 
realization leads us to recognize the importance of collecting con-
crete examples of conversations and analyzing them in their linguistic 
and paralinguistic contexts.

The third advance we saw in the subsequent studies was the real-
ization that speakers shift in interaction. They do not stay in one 
linguistic form. For instance, speakers switch from direct (dictio-
nary form) to distal ending (masu/desu form) for all sorts of rea-
sons.9 A speaker may utilize two different first-person pronouns, 
such as watashi and boku, with the same listener in the same context. 
Why? Because the meaning (“I” if translated into English) of those 
words in interaction do not always stay the same or remain fixed. 
Linguistic meanings are socially and often politically constructed, 
contextually changeable, and thus constantly negotiated in interac-
tion among speakers.
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The last advance had to do with language ideology—the ques-
tion of why we speak the way we do. Recent studies by Okamoto, 
(Shibamoto) Smith, Inoue, and Nakamura demonstrate how cultural 
ideologies are constructed historically, and how this influenced the 
Japanese to shape their linguistic behavior as normative speakers.10 
This was a new way of approaching the issue of gender-appropriate 
speech. This realization, along with a focus on the field of Japanese 
language and gender studies, has brought wider possibilities for more 
context-dependent, historically relevant, and linguistically diverse 
research. The sex difference in language approach based on an essen-
tialist dualism of women and men must be abandoned and replaced 
with the constructionist view of gender, which treats gender as a com-
plex and fluid cultural construct. In the constructionist framework, 
gender is not seen as a natural binary categorization or attribute, nor 
as something we own. Rather it is something we do, perform, and try 
to accomplish with the help of repeated linguistic practice.

T  S  L

The difference between sex (as biological, natural, physical, real, 
actual, unrefined) and gender (as social, fictitious, refined, forced) 
was once presumed to be clear and obvious for language and gen-
der researchers. However, the distinction between the two was ques-
tioned and challenged most powerfully by Butler, who claimed that 
sex “by definition has been gender all along,”11 meaning sex and gen-
der are ontologically of a piece, that gender is “an ongoing discursive 
practice” and “is open to intervention and resignification”12 and that 
gender exists only in the service of heterosexism.13 Butler restruc-
tures gender “as a cultural fiction, a performative effect of reiterative 
acts,”14 where “heterosexuality is no longer assumed to be the origi-
nal of which homosexuality is an inferior copy.”15

Butler has often been criticized for her highly abstract notion of 
gender that does not lend itself to clear methodologies designed to 
apply in the study of actual life practices in interaction.16 However, I 
draw on her theory of the performative aspect of gender. Here gen-
der is not an attribute of a person, but rather a complex and unstable 
social construct that can “exist in multiple forms and transcend sexed 
boundaries.”17 This helps me analyze linguistic practice by sexual 
minorities in the Japanese context. Taking gender as a performance or 
practice rather than an attribute or essence and refusing the notion of 
gender as a preexisting category or role enable us to understand how 
and why some Japanese gay men reject normative speech style and 
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create new configurations of gender by speaking o-nē-kotoba (what we 
could think of as “queen’s speech”).

In contrast to language and gender studies that have a relatively 
substantial history of methodological and theoretical development, 
language and sexuality studies are a new area of inquiry, once (and pro-
visionally) called “queer” linguistics in the late 1990s. Barrett argues 
that this approach “provides a means for beginning to understand 
the ways in which people actually construct and produce markers of 
queer identities and deal with the ambiguity of identity categories and 
communities that are imagined differently by different community 
members.”18 As Morrish and Sauntson mention in their outline of 
the historical process and argument in the development of language 
and sexuality studies, the field has significant relevance with poten-
tial maturity and expansion.19 This is especially true as specialists in 
languages other than English work through these issues.

Unlike Cameron and Kulick’s work, which outlines the long his-
tory of language and sexuality research of the last ninety years in 
four distinctive phases for the English language,20 the field of lan-
guage and sexuality for Japanese is relatively unexplored. There are 
a few exceptions such as works by Long, Ogawa and (Shibamoto) 
Smith, Abe, Valentine, and Maree,21 although this is very little work 
considering that homosexuality has been quite visibly celebrated for 
thousands of years in Japanese art, poetry, and literature.22 It may 
be the case that the rich history of Japanese male homosexuality has 
little relevance for the way in which homosexuality is understood or 
is represented today, either by the wider society or by homosexuals 
themselves. Nevertheless, recent literature on the topic of sexuality in 
Japan since the 1990s has introduced a diversified picture of sexual 
minority communities and individuals.

Some argue that the treatment of homosexuals in Japan differs 
from many Western societies such as the United States.23 They point 
to the nonexistence of legal constraints (the absence of sodomy laws) 
and the absence of religious and moral institutions forbidding ho-
mosexual behavior in Japan, noting that people have been very much 
left alone and “tolerated.”24 Legal expert Taniguchi Hiroaki argues 
that there are “no laws in Japan legislate either for or against sexual 
minorities.”25 Allow me to illustrate the situation with an anecdote 
from my childhood. I remember asking my mother about a M-F 
transgendered individual in my hometown of Tokushima, a rural city 
on the Inland Sea. This o-kama, as my mother called him/her, was 
very visible in town. O-kama literally means “rice pot” and is gener-
ally considered a discriminatory word for male homosexuals.26 An 
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exception is when it is used as a self-referential term.27 My mother 
expressed a typically “tolerant” attitude when she described this 
transgendered individual as strange but harmless. It is this mindset 
that is coded into Japanese law.

It is important to note that the issue of transgender has recently 
received enormous attention from within and outside the queer com-
munity. Not only has sex-reassignment surgery become legal in 1996, 
but individuals with Gender Identity Disorder (GID) can now change 
their legal sex in the Official Family Registry (koseki) if five condi-
tions are met. One has to be over twenty years old and single at the 
time of application, not have children or gonad function, and have a 
sex-appropriate organ through surgery. While the GID Act acknowl-
edges the needs of transsexual individuals, many argue that these 
five conditions are too severe and unrealistic. In fact, the third reg-
ulation, possessing no existing children, is in the process of amend-
ment to “no children under the age of twenty.”28 The legal issue with 
GID mirrors the reality of how Japanese accept sexual minorities. 
The GID is a medical problem that needs to be “fixed or corrected,” 
while homosexuality is not.

While issues related to sexual minorities have received more aware-
ness and gained some legal protection through the courts, the status 
of homosexuality is very much unknown and/or unstable. It is true 
that some sexual minorities (more gay men and M-F transgendered 
individuals than lesbians and F-M transgendered individuals) are visi-
ble in public, especially in print and broadcast media;29 that there are 
literally hundreds of gay bars just in Tokyo; that there are no reports 
of homosexuals being physically attacked or abused; and that there 
are groups of supporters and organizations that help sexual minori-
ties with medical, social, and legal problems. However, it is also the 
case that most lesbians and gays are very much in the closet and that 
issues related to sexual minorities are hardly discussed in public media 
in a serious manner. This discourse takes place in a dozen commercial 
magazines for sexual minorities that play a crucial role in establishing 
their visibility and enhancing awareness inside and outside the homo-
sexual community.

The visibility of gay men and M-F transgendered people in the 
media was highlighted in 2007 when the 58th Kō-haku utagassen 
(red-white singing competition), the popular end-of-the-year TV 
program by NHK, invited a few gay and transgendered singers and 
celebrities for the first time in its storied history. This annual program 
is structured to have two teams of singers separated out by sex and 
marked by color; thus, the (red “kō”) women and (white “haku”) 
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men compete against one another by singing their best songs, and 
may the best(-singing) sex win. The 58th edition injected a curious 
difference. Besides the usual two teams as opposite categories, several 
sexual minorities appeared in a new category. Mikawa Kenichi, a gay 
singer, is a mainstay of the competition, having served as one of the 
most powerful anchors of the white team for many years. Ikko,30 a 
transgendered makeup artist, and Majima Shigeki, a gay chorogra-
pher, are relatively new to both celebrity and Kō-haku. Mikawa, Ikko, 
and Majima made a splash by taking the stage as representatives of 
a new pink team—in other words, as a new category combining red 
and white.31 In addition to the new category of pink team, a singer 
who has GID, Nakamura Ataru, participated in the competition as 
a member of the red team.32 These episodes are significant in the 
sense that NHK—the most conservative channel by virtue of being 
the nationally funded network—acknowledges Japanese sexual mi-
norities in one of the most venerable TV programs in Japan. It is rit-
ually watched by many people, especially the older crowd, every New 
Year’s Eve and in every corner of Japan. At the same time, the fact 
that these sexual minorities were introduced in a happy and joyful 
occasion involving spectacular dancing and singing reflects the lack 
of seriousness of media in general. Sexual minorities are stereotyped 
as entertainers. Curiosity is the only driving force. Sexual minori-
ties portrayed by media are funny and entertaining, but without real 
voice. The invitation of sexual minorities to the program by NHK 
satisfies the curiosity of viewers while also showing the viewers how 
open, accepting, and tolerant the media has become.

I  L U  
S M

During my early fieldwork in Japan in the late 1990s, I heard many 
stories by sexual minorities about their actual experiences and the 
consequences thereof in real life. When I interviewed Mitsuhashi 
Junko, a well-known cross-dresser (part-time at that time, but full-
time by 2008) and scholar, s/he told me that one of the fundamental 
 problems s/he faces every day is that society assumes that there are 
only two genders/sexes; for instance, when s/he tries to go to any 
public bath (sentō) in Japan, s/he does not know which one s/he 
should choose, female bath or male bath.33 Her/his anatomy is male 
(is his sex male then?), but s/he also has a female physical appear-
ance thanks to female clothes (is her gender female, then?). In im-
itating gender, s/he “implicitly reveals the imitative structure of 
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gender itself—as well as its contingency.”34 S/he also told me that 
s/he made a conscious decision to use watashi (I) as her/his first-
person pronoun because watashi is, for her/him, the only one that 
can be used across gender35 and is thus neutral.36 S/he wants to avoid 
a gender-specific person pronoun such as atai (I). It is interesting to 
note that while s/he imitates a woman as an M-F cross-dresser, s/
he at the same time refuses to perform an “assumed” gender (in this 
case feminine) by choosing a neutral and formal first-person pronoun. 
However, almost ten years later in 2008, Mitsuhashi had become a 
full-time cross-dresser and informed me that s/he uses watashi as a 
“feminine” person pronoun, not as a “neutral” one, and also that s/
he sometimes switches to atashi when talking with “other” women.37 
Speakers use linguistic resources available to them to negotiate their 
identity in various manners.

Another consultant, the owner of a lesbian bar, told me that she 
was verbally abused more than a few times for using a women’s bath-
room in department stores because her body does not represent a 
womanly appearance. Her identity and physical body as a woman do 
not fit the expectations of normative womanhood. Her feelings were 
shattered when she was denied her identity by genuine women. Her 
ontological gender identity does not guarantee her gender in practice. 
She now uses men’s bathrooms in department stores and stations, 
where she has never been verbally abused.

The fact that, as an M-F cross-dresser, Mitsuhashi is allowed to 
use a women’s bathroom while the lesbian bar owner is not ques-
tions what it is that constitutes women-ness or men-ness. Mitsuhashi 
lacks “the reality of gender” with “illusory appearance”38 as a cross-
dresser, but s/he is treated or “tolerated” as a woman. Meanwhile, 
the lesbian bar owner with a “real” female body lacks the appear-
ance of women. As Butler argues, “the reality of gender . . . becomes 
unclear how to distinguish the real from the unreal” and, therefore, 
gender is “a changeable and revisable reality.”39

D V T D 
S M

Jagose defines queer as follows:

Queer describes analytical models, which dramatize incoherence in 
the allegedly stable relations between chromosomal sex, gender and 
sexual desire. Resisting that model of stability—which claims hetero-
sexuality as its origin, when it is more properly its effect—queer focuses 
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on mismatches between sex, gender and desires. Institutionally, queer 
has been associated most prominently with lesbian and gay subjects, 
but its analytic framework also includes such topics as cross-dressing, 
hermaphroditism, gender ambiguity and gender-corrective surgery. 
Demonstrating the impossibility of any “natural” sexuality, it calls 
into question even such apparently unproblematic terms as “man” and 
“woman.”40

Examination of labeling/categorization/classification of a group 
of people is a useful tool to understand how (in what process), 
when, and why certain terms are created, not to mention the con-
sequences expected by their creation.41 Moreover, as Hayes argues, 
“labels never remain static; new ones always come to be preferred.”42 
Descriptions of male homosexual behavior and stories have been 
found in Japanese historical records and literature since the Nara 
Period.43 Today, several commonly used terms to describe homo-
sexual behavior and people are included in dictionaries such as The 
Great Japanese Dictionary (Nihongo dai jiten, or GJD)44 and the 
Kōjien,45 the most prestigious dictionary. I found five in the Kōjien 
and six in the GJD.

1. Reference terms for both female and male homosexuals
a.  Dō-sei-ai “same-sex love” (written in Chinese charac-

ters–kanji): Love targeted at same-sex individual and its 
 relationship.

b. Baisekushuaru “bisexual” (written in katakana):46

(1)  Individuals who have sexual relations with both women 
and men.

(2)  Ryō-sei-ai-sha “bisexual individual,” the Japanese 
native term.

2. Reference terms for male homosexuals
a.  Homo “homo” (written in katakana): Dō-sei-ai “same-sex 

love”
(1) The shortened form of homosexual.
(2) Dō-sei-ai-sha “same-sex loving individual.”
(3) The term refers to men.

b.  Gei “gay” (written in katakana): “Male” homosexuals. 
Examples are “gay” bar, and “gay” boy.47

c. O-kama “pot” (written in hiragana):48

(1) The polite word for kama “rice pot” and kamado 
“stove.”
(2) Female servant.
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(3)  Buttocks that changed to mean danshoku/nanshoku 
“male color (male homosexuality)” and his sexual 
 partner.

3. Reference terms for female homosexuals
a.  Rezubian (written in katakana): Female homosexuals (listed 

only in GJD).49

b. Rezu (written in katakana): The shortened form of lesbian

The interesting aspect of this list of reference terms is that (1) the 
words dō-sei-ai (same-sex love) and baisekushuaru (bisexual) have 
been included much earlier than i-sei-ai (opposite-sex love) which 
made an entry for the first time in the sixth edition of Kōjien in 
2008, proof that heterosexuality is considered as standard, un-
marked, and assumed (as in the English language);50 (2) the two 
terms homo (homosexual) and gei (gay) are both derived from 
English words and refer only to male gays; (3) rezubian (lesbian), 
the most common term to refer to female homosexuals, is found 
only in GJS, not in Kōjien, but the shortened form rezu is found 
in both dictionaries; (4) o-nē (effeminate male homosexual) is not 
included in either dictionary; and (5) o-nabe (masculine female 
homosexual)51 is also missing. As you see, there are only two terms, 
dō-sei-ai (same-sex love) and baisekushuaru (bisexual), that apply to 
both female and male homosexuals. The fact that the two terms gei 
(gay) and homo (homosexual) refer only to male homosexuals, as 
well as the lack of words referring to female homosexuals, ref lects 
the longstanding history of more visible male homosexuality in 
Japanese society.

However, visibility is not the only advantage male homosexu-
ality enjoys. We see a hierarchical structure built into the two terms 
o-kama (for male homosexuals) and o-nabe (for female homosexu-
als), which are generally considered rough equivalents for the two 
sexes. O-kama is translated as “rice pot” and o-nabe as “pot/pan” 
in English, but there is a crucial difference secreted away in the 
semantics of the terms. O-kama is specifically used to cook rice, 
the staple of the Japanese diet. This centrality to food culture is 
expressed in language. The rice bowl may sit off to the side of a 
place setting, but it is actually called the shushoku (main dish); the 
meats and vegetables on the same table, which are cooked in o-nabe, 
are called o-kazu (side dish).52 In other words, when it comes to 
cultural prestige and place, o-kama (read gay men) are the “main 
dish”; they are implicitly more vital and essential than o-nabe (or 
gay women).
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Language both reflects and structures reality; women are further 
deep in the closet than men and go virtually unrecognized in public 
discourse. There are a few more terms missing from the dictionaries, 
including toransujendā (transgender), toransusekusharu (transsexual), 
nyū-hāfu (new half), and o-koge (lit. the burned rice bottom in a cook-
ing pan/fag hag). The term nyū-hāfu was originally created by rock 
musician Kuwata Keisuke when he interviewed Betti, the owner of a 
show-pub in Osaka, who introduced him/herself as “otoko to onna no 
hāfu yo” (half between man and woman) in 1980.53 The term hāfu 
(half) is conventionally used to signify the mixture of two ethnicity/
nationality as in “Amerika jin to nihonjin no hāfu” (half American 
and half Japanese). The current usage of nyū-hāfu (new half) usu-
ally refers to M-F transgendered/transsexual people in show business.
The word o-koge usually refers to straight women who prefer social-
izing with gay men as friends or lovers. O-koge (fag hag) is someone 
who is attached (like burned rice in the rice pan) to o-kama (femi-
nine gay men), or literally a rice pot. It is interesting to notice that 
Japanese language has native terms to refer to homosexuals as well as 
loan words such as homo (male homosexual), gei (male gay), rezubian 
(lesbian), toransujendā (transgender), toransusekusharu (transsexual), 
and bai (bisexual). The three indigenous terms—o-kama (feminine 
male homosexual), o-nabe (masculine female homosexual), and o-koge 
(fag hag)—share metaphorical reference to household items, cooking 
utensils: o-kama/cooking rice pot, o-nabe/cooking pot, and o-koge/
the burned bottom of the rice pot. At the same time, the terms also 
imply a metonymical relationship,54 suggesting that the place for both 
women and gay men is the home or kitchen and not public space. 
From this perspective, they might be understood as both heterosexist 
and misogynist.

OCCUR (Ugoku gei to rezubian no kai “Organization for mov-
ing gays and lesbians”), the internationally known, politically active 
gay and lesbian group, surveyed the four most commonly used terms 
among gay men: dō-sei-ai (same-sex love), gei (male gay), homo (male 
homo), and o-kama (effeminate gay men).55 Respondents claimed 
that dō-sei-ai suggests a serious academic and cultural image of ho-
mosexuality; homo brings a discriminatory sense to homosexuality; 
gei sounds like an American, politicized, and progressive image; and 
o-kama refers to drag or transsexuality, including entertainers, and 
has a covert negative discriminatory nuance. One of my consultants 
argues that the term o-kama is used to refer to feminine gay men, 
especially on TV, but that he and his gay friends use it in a sort of self-
mocking way among themselves. The OCCUR members themselves 
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prefer “gei” (gay), the more progressive and politically conscious term, 
to refer to gay men who have come out; it is the tōjisha (someone in 
the group) word. However, in reality, closeted gay men also use this. 
The word o-kama is a relatively older term used since 1900 to refer 
to homosexual men sporting more effeminate behavior. In fact, this 
is the term most often used to refer to danshō (male prostitutes) in 
the wake of World War II. Although it is considered discriminatory 
unless it is used as a self-referential term, some older gay men (such as 
Tōgō Ken) still prefer it.56 As a Japanese native speaker, I have heard 
three terms used to refer to female homosexuals. They are rezubian 
(lesbian), rezu (les), and bian (bian), all of which are derived from the 
single English word “lesbian.” The term o-nabe (cooking pot/mascu-
line female homosexual) should be understood as transgender and/or 
transsexual rather than lesbian.57

O   B

Queer Japanese intends to examine how sexual minorities negotiate 
their power, identity, and desire through their linguistic practices 
in present-day Japan. Data was collected in the span of nine years 
between 1999 and 2008 in Tokyo. It comes from books, magazines, 
TV programs, newspaper articles, interviews, verbal interactions at 
workshops, restaurants and bars, and private homes, text messages on 
cell phones, the script for a play, and email exchanges.

In the first chapter, “Queer Etiquette?: Advice Columns with a 
Difference,” I examine how lesbians, gays, and bisexuals share their 
knowledge and experience in navigating sexual identities through ad-
vice columns (sōdanshitsu) in Anise and Carmilla (for lesbians and 
bisexuals) as well as in Bádi and G-men (for gay men). These are 
all post-1990s commercial publications. This chapter gives readers 
some sense of what Japanese lesbian and gay communities are like 
(their sense of “membership”) as well as an insight into the social 
and sexual issues they are concerned with. I investigate the messages 
these magazines carry for bisexuals, lesbians, and gays concerning 
etiquette and social norms; the roles these mediated messages play in 
their identity construction; and the way in which advice on behavior 
and manners symbolically creates meaning for everyday life. I show 
how sexual minorities achieve their sexual desire by “the stylized rep-
etition of acts through time.”58 In this chapter, my focus is on the 
community of lesbians and gays where they build a foundational, self-
conscious commitment to openness and affirmation through sharing 
their problems in advice columns. It has become clear that this genre 
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of writing is a kind of training ground for understanding, sharing, 
coping, and building a sense for what it means to live in the commu-
nity, even when  geographical distance may separate readers from the 
hot spots of the urban areas.

In the second chapter, “Lesbian Bar Talk,” my focus moves to the 
linguistic practice of lesbians who frequent lesbian bars in Shinjuku, 
Tokyo. This chapter discusses two issues: (1) naming and identity 
construction in discourses and (2) linguistic practices and interac-
tions. In the first part of this chapter, I examine how certain terms of 
social categorization are used to differentiate one individual’s identity 
from that of others and how the social spaces of lesbian bars help 
individuals construct, renew, or vitalize their identities. Then I con-
sider how lesbian speech at the bars tends to contain extensive use 
of “masculine” forms with wide contextual and individual variation. 
As I discuss subsequently in great detail, these two phenomena are 
crucial to understanding the relationship between Japanese lesbian 
identities and linguistic practice.

In the third chapter, “Cross-dressing Speech: The ‘Real’ 
Womanhood of Men,” my focus moves to a group of transgendered 
individuals in the 1940s, namely danshō, or male prostitutes, and 
their linguistic practices. Historically, the lives of danshō among 
average Japanese have been recorded in Japanese literature since 
Kamakura period (1192–1333).59 I explore their gender identity 
and sexual desires through their linguistic characteristics, which 
were recorded by the press after a spectacular incident in Ueno 
Park just after the war. In my analysis, I initially show the pro-
cess of linguistic discourse through which danshō constructed their 
gender identities as women. My focus then moves to an examination 
of their linguistic shifts in the use of two first-person pronouns, 
watashi and atashi. I also discuss other linguistic practices, in-
cluding the unusually frequent use of sentence-final particles and 
forms, the use of set phrases and expressions (e.g., iya “no”, baka 
“fool”), and the use of particular interjections (e.g., ara “well”). 
I conclude that the linguistic shifts between the two first-person 
pronouns are strongly related to their notion of gender identity, 
social role, and sexual desire. Further, I argue that other linguistic 
characteristics of danshō analyzed in this chapter ref lect their ma-
nipulation of linguistic resources available to children and women 
in order to reject, disagree with, or criticize the male interrogator 
(MC) from the press. Flirtation with the MC using stereotypical 
feminine linguistic features when expressing disagreement assures 
their position as danshō.
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In the fourth chapter, “Performing the Performative in the 
Theater of the Queer,” I analyze imagined o-nē-kotoba by examining 
a play written by the prominent gay writer, activist, and artist Ōtsuka 
Takashi (he is also an advice columnist for the magazine Bádi dis-
cussed in chapter 1). Chigau taiko (Different drums), a two-man per-
formance, is about the friendship between two gay friends who were 
once an item. By examining the script, I analyze how Ōtsuka creates 
o-nē-kotoba as a speech style for an effeminate gay man. The actor, 
Aoyama, is gay but not an o-nē-kotoba speaker, and he unconsciously 
changes his lines in an actual performance without the author’s ap-
proval. By comparing the discrepancy between the written script and 
live performance, I analyze how imagined and inscribed o-nē-kotoba 
is negotiated by a living, breathing gay speaker.

In the fifth chapter, “Queen’s Speech and the Playful Plundering 
of Women’s Language,” my focus moves to the actual o-nē-kotoba 
spoken (and written) by various public figures, including TV celebri-
ties (e.g., Miwa Akihiro, Kariyazaki Shōgo, Kaba-chan, Ikko, Osugi, 
Piiko) as well as scholars and activists. I analyze o-nē-kotoba from 
the perspective of five claims repeatedly made by my consultants: 
(1) o-nē-kotoba is the production of bar culture; (2) o-nē-kotoba is 
evaluated negatively among gay men; (3) o-nē-kotoba is an imitation 
of so-called women’s language; (4) o-nē-kotoba always involves an 
aspect of dokuzetsu (sharp tongue); and (5) o-nē-kotoba is a parody 
of straight women’s language. This chapter thus explores the conti-
nuities between the spoken o-nē-kotoba of danshō of the Shōwa Era 
(in chapter 3) and that of the gay men and other sexual minorities of 
Heisei (1989 to present).

In the sixth and final chapter, “Queen’s Speech as a Private Matter,” 
my focus moves to my consultants, gay friends, and their linguistic 
practices. It is a description of why, how, and where everyday gay men 
use o-nē-kotoba in a community. I discuss o-nē-kotoba in relation to 
their gender and sexual identity, to the issue of dialect, and to the text 
messages on cell phones.

This book is the first attempt to address the relationship between 
Japanese queer-identified speakers and their performative linguistic 
practices in concrete, real-life situations. As a linguistic study it incor-
porates queer theory, which complicates any notion of “meaning” 
with its emphasis on performativity and the paralinguistic. By pre-
senting the diversity of speech practice by transgendered, transsexual 
individuals, lesbians, gays, o-nabe, o-kama, and bisexuals who pro-
duce and/or reject the gender-appropriate linguistic norms found in 
hegemonic discourses and power structure, I examine the process of 
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negotiation, manipulation, and exploitation of the linguistic resources 
available to speakers. In other words, I analyze how queer speakers 
challenge and/or ridicule hegemonic discourses and negotiate their 
gender and sexual identities, roles, and desires in local contexts. 
These contexts include advice columns, lesbian bars, popular media, 
the theater, and everyday life. In short, my book is a contribution to 
the combined field of language, gender, and sexuality, a field where 
researchers have explored the fluid and negotiated relationships be-
tween gendered selves and their linguistic markers in specific cultural 
contexts. Finally, this book also challenges the strong cultural belief 
that women and men are created equally, but differently.



C H A P T E R  1

Queer Etiquette?: Advice Columns 

with a Difference

This chapter sheds light on how Japanese sexual minorities, mainly 
lesbians and gays, create community principles through advice given 
in four magazines: Anise and Carmilla for lesbians and bisexuals, and 
Bádi and G-men for gay men. These are post-1990s commercial pub-
lications that provide a forum for the sharing of knowledge and expe-
rience in navigating sexual identities.1 The four magazines feature 
sōdanshitsu (advice column) sections of varying scales and quality, 
spaces where readers seek advice for various issues—both sexual and 
social. Advice columns assume an imagined community where sexual 
minorities live, interact, exchange, and negotiate their everyday lives. 
By building a sense of community or imagined family, they provide 
the individual (and perhaps isolated) readers a place they could belong 
to and share. Moreover, the magazines address a gap in the historical 
trajectory of gay and lesbian media.

By analyzing these publications, I investigate the messages these 
magazines carry for lesbians and gays concerning etiquette and social 
norms; the roles these mediated messages play in their identity con-
struction; and, lastly, the way in which advice on behavior and man-
ners symbolically creates meaning for everyday life. By examining 
these questions, I argue that advice columns create space for Japanese 
lesbians and gays for two purposes: one is to build a sense of member-
ship in the community where they interact, cope, share, understand, 
and navigate among themselves for individual maturity and growth; 
the other is to present the openness of the community toward the 
straight world where social rules and etiquettes overwhelmingly take 
over the lives of the average Japanese. I argue that the four magazines 
ultimately challenge social norms and attitudes in the pursuit of indi-
vidual desire and happiness.
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This chapter reveals the lives of lesbians and gays through analy-
sis of advice columns appearing in these four magazines with spe-
cial focus on the lesbian magazines as they are richer in terms of the 
questions asked, with greater variety and depth, and are relatively 
longer than those in gay magazines. But first, I want to provide some 
background on how these magazines are planned and structured, and 
how they appeal to the lesbian and gay communities. Furthermore, 
by briefly comparing the style and structure of these magazines, I 
discuss the role of editors and writers as well as their objectives and 
then show how advice seekers and givers achieve their goals by seek-
ing and sharing advice and wisdom. Lastly, I analyze advice givers’ 
standpoints by examining their linguistic styles, narrations, and posi-
tions. In conclusion, I argue that the positions of advice givers are not 
judgmental, but rather tactical. They solve issues not by following the 
heteronormative rules, but by pursuing their desires and happiness.

M  E L  
G C

Mark McLelland’s extensive research on Japan’s “perverse press” 
shows that it was not until the 1950s that homosexuals felt comfort-
able talking about their experiences as tōjisha2 (one involved), that is, 
as gay community authors. The first flowering of postwar gay writing 
was restricted to privately circulated magazines such as Amatoria and 
Fūzoku kitan,3 which targeted both female and male homosexuals. 
Ironically, while these queer magazines continued to focus on homo-
sexual men’s lives, lesbian behavior more narrowly became an object 
of (hetero)male pleasure. As lesbians were increasingly “co-opted as 
a fantasy genre for heterosexual men,” publishing by tōjisha lesbi-
ans became exceedingly rare and lesbian subjectivity became lost to 
history.4

Joseph Hawkins and McLelland trace this lineage of publish-
ing through to more recent gay men’s magazines that have a longer 
and storied history. Barazoku (Rose tribe) (1971–2004) is the best 
known and is also the most unusual, being published by a straight 
man, Itō Bungaku.5 Fushimi Noriaki argues that although the role 
and significance of Barazoku over the past thirty-three years has been 
enormous, the heterosexual editor Itō cannot be considered a true 
spokesperson but simply a supporter of gay communities.6 The issue 
of insider status or tōjisha is a strong barrier, one that differentiates 
non-gay people from gay people (a function that subtly slides between 
differentiation and discrimination).7
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The theme of shōnen-ai (boy love) was enjoyed not only by 
Barazoku’s male readership, but also by straight and lesbian women 
who sent in fan letters to the magazine. This resulted in the estab-
lishment of a special section of the magazine entitled Lily tribe 
(Yurizoku) in which female readers solicited gay husbands. The phe-
nomenon of hetero women loving homosexual men, often referred as 
o-koge (fag-hag), receives visible expression in the contemporary field 
of yaoi media, an acronym spun from the expressions yama-nashi (no 
climax), ochi-nashi (no punch line), and imi-nashi (no meaning). Yaoi 
usually refers to male/male romance in text made for women and 
often by women. While yaoi constitutes the latest wrinkle in the pub-
lishing history of male homosexuality representation, many activists 
such as Satō Masaki argue that “yaoi girls were unfairly co-opting the 
‘reality’ of gay men and selfishly transforming it into their own mas-
turbatory fantasy.”8 In other words, yaoi representations are far from 
the reality of gay men’s actual life.

As an adult, my awakening moment concerning Japanese lesbian 
issues occurred when I was drinking in a bar in the early 1990s. It 
was there that Kakefuda Hiroko, the very first lesbian to come out 
in a highly public way, told me how Japanese feminist organizations 
ignored the issue of sexuality and the role of lesbians in their fight 
against Japanese patriarchal society.9 Being an active member of just 
such an organization, Kakefuda made me realize that the issues of 
sexual minorities were not part of my concerns.

In 1992, Kakefuda had written What It Means to Be a Lesbian, 
which became a well-known mainstream book. A few decades before 
What It Means to Be a Lesbian, a small lesbian group called Young 
grass group (Wakakusa no kai) had started its own activities.10 Along 
with the birth of the first lesbian group, various small-scale media 
began to appear as well (newsletters called mini-komi “mini commu-
nication”). They were produced by different lesbian groups with titles 
such as Wonderful women (Subarashii onna-tachi in 1976), The dyke 
(Za daiku in 1978), and Wheel of light (Hikariguruma in 1978), and 
Lesbian newsletter (Rezubian tsūshin in 1982).

In 1992, LABRYS, a self-published magazine produced by 
Kakefuda and her friends, was the first to attract a substantial les-
bian readership of 1,700 before it discontinued in December 1995.11 
Three years later, Phryne (Furiine), the first commercial magazine, 
appeared and then abruptly disappeared after only two issues. After 
the failure of Phryne, the next commercial magazine for lesbians and 
bisexual women, Anise, came out in 1996 but it too ceased publica-
tion the following year. (It resumed irregular publication later.) It is 
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significant that the term “bisexual” is included in the title of Anise, 
suggesting that bisexuality is available as an option in Japan. This is in 
contradistinction to the British lesbian advice literature in Chirrey’s 
study,12 where women’s sexual identity is conceptualized as one (les-
bian) or the other (heterosexual) in a binary categorization.

The magazine Carmilla appeared in 2002 but ended suddenly 
in 2005 after only ten issues.13 The publication of both Anise and 
Carmilla, in spite of their short lives, was a long-awaited event for the 
community of lesbians and bisexuals, especially because they were 
sold in large bookstore chains such as Kinokuniya. The gay maga-
zines Bádi and G-men, on the other hand, were not found in main-
stream stores in spite of the fact that these were no more explicitly 
sexual than Carmilla. I suspect that lesbianism is not as threatening 
as male homosexuality and/or that lesbian sex is still a subject of male 
heterosexual preoccupation.

The reality of the lesbian magazines’ history of failure in com-
parison to the success and longevity of the gay male media is un-
doubtedly related to both the financial and political context of the 
communities. Gay men are much better off financially and are highly 
visible in the public domain. An example is Fushimi Noriaki, one 
of the significant players who energizes the community by writing 
and organizing various events and panel discussions on the current 
social and political issues facing gay men. In fact, he regularly writes 
about gay men’s magazines to ensure the continuity and strength 
of the gay community as a whole. Although some gays criticize the 
content of the magazines as too pornographic, Fushimi emphasizes 
the importance of these magazines, especially for those who do not 
live in cities and have no easy access to the gay community. Fushimi 
himself edited two magazines, Queer Studies and Queer Japan which 
later changed the name to Queer Japan Returns in 2005, both of 
which target politically oriented and educated gay men. In contrast, 
the lesbian community has a few public figures such as the politician 
Otsuji Kanako14 but no leader similar to Fushimi. In fact, Fushimi 
was invited as one of the panelists to the General Assembly for the 
Establishment of the Japan Association of Queer Studies (JAQS) held 
at the University of Tokyo in 2007.

The Role of Editors and Writers

Before turning to the advice columns found in Anise, Carmilla, 
Bádi, and G-men, I would like to consider the larger editorial context 
in which they are embedded. In the mid-1990s, editors Hagiwara 
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Mami and Koshimizu Yū15 asked Ogura Yō, makeup artist and super-
visor for Bádi, for help in launching a new lesbian magazine after the 
failure of Phryne.16 Ogura agreed and emphasized the importance 
of Tara Publishing being involved in this mission for the purpose of 
creating a Japanese gay/lesbian community and thus enhancing the 
consciousness of the importance of being a member of a larger family. 
The resulting publication was Anise for Womyn (1996–97).17 Anise 
reflects this unusual mission in the content of the magazine, which 
features roundtables with a mix of lesbians and gays exchanging their 
opinions about issues facing the community as a whole.

Ogura explains that the core of gay men’s magazines is sex; that, 
he asserts, is the kushi, referring to the skewer that pierces the chunks 
of yakitori (grilled chicken). Everything else may be meat, but it is all 
strung together by the phallic skewer. In other words, everything is 
designed to help readers understand, interpret, appreciate, and enjoy 
sex.18 In addition to this clear objective, gay men’s magazines target 
specific types of gay men. Bádi19 shoots for waka-sen (younger types), 
jani-sen (idol types, coming from the singer group Janiizu), and slim 
gay types, while G-men targets more masculine and physically well-
built men.20 These different orientations are reflected in the images 
used on their covers.21

Bádi and G-men started a year apart, Bádi in 1994 and G-men 
1995. Bádi: Gay Life Magazine claims to be “No. 1 best-selling, with 
the most color pictures, and pages.” Their covers feature twenty-
something men with stylish, short hair. Fushimi once stated that Bádi 
owes its popularity (circulation of 80,000)22 to the work of its youn-
ger editors and that he himself sometimes feels lost in the magazine.23 
In contrast, G-men for Guys (circulation of 30,000)24 claims to be the 
“No. 1 adult gay magazine” with covers featuring thirty-something, 
well-built, short-haired macho types, their bodies often ornamented 
with tattoos.

Bádi and G-men are similar in terms of style and content; both 
include many color pictures of naked men having sex, the “skewer” 
structure, comics, short stories, social and political event informa-
tion, letters from readers, horoscopes, advertisements, and supple-
mentary adult DVDs. However, they are different in size (Bádi, close 
to 600 pages; G-men about 500 pages) and in a few other areas. Bádi 
includes approximately 200 pages of advertisements for a variety of 
commercial establishments for gay clients in all parts of Japan—bars, 
restaurants, clubs, host-clubs, adult variety shops, massage parlors, 
hotels, saunas, and beauty salons. The size of the revenue from adver-
tisements, which occupy one-third of each issue, is the reason that 
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Bádi is cheaper than G-men (Bádi 1,500 yen; G-men 1,800 yen). 
G-men carries advertisements on a smaller scale, about 100 pages of 
ads with content similar to Bádi; however, it also includes practical 
information on medical and counseling facilities.

Fushimi once stated that G-men presents good taste eroticism (at 
least as he defines it) with occasional political statements on HIV and 
other issues. He also argued that G-men was the first magazine that 
included a statement saying that “fantasy and sex without protection 
risks one’s life.”25 The chief editor, Tomita Itaru (who is in his forties), 
states that readers for G-men span all ages, although the majority are 
in their thirties and forties.26 The interesting difference between the 
two magazines is that only G-men has a section of personal advertise-
ments27 in which gay men seek friends, partners, cultural clubs, and 
organizations.

The size of lesbian magazines is much smaller (Anise, average 224 
pages; Carmilla, average 168 pages) with about ten percent for adver-
tisements—far less than their gay counterparts. While the gay men’s 
magazines have a clear objective, Anise does not. Instead, the editors 
ask readers to create such an objective. They claim that, unlike Phryne 
that attempts to cater to all women, Anise targets women who are 
conscious about their sexuality “to a certain degree.” The cover of the 
magazine usually displays manga of two cute, short-haired adolescent 
girls against a bright, colorful background.28

From this it is apparent that Anise targets young, middle-class 
women, mainly students and OLs (office ladies). These are the women 
who populate the photographs, which deploy the codes of art photog-
raphy when displaying nude bodies. In contrast, the drawings all dis-
play the kawaii (cute) aesthetic of shōjo (girl) manga. Because of the 
magazine’s client demographic, the editors strike an ambivalent posi-
tion in relation to straight society. Another important fact is that the 
four editors are also in their twenties, young and inexperienced.29

Carmilla, the other lesbian magazine,30 has a clearer motivation. 
Because it started its publication in 2002 in the wake of Anise’s initial 
failure, it is apparent that Carmilla takes sex as its starting point—
not unlike gay men’s magazines. If sex is a sort of skewer in the gay 
men’s magazines, it is soup stock or dashi for the lesbians. Dashi is 
the core of Japanese cuisine, including soups and nabe hotpots (made 
with fish, meat, and vegetables). With a good dashi, one can create 
very tasty dishes. Like Anise, Carmilla also targets OLs and students; 
however, the latter markedly focuses on explicit discussion and visu-
alization of sex (sometimes sadomasochistic). The chief editor, Inoue 
Meimy,31 claims that she started Carmilla specifically targeting 
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future rezubian yobi-gun (lesbian reserve troops). They are single, 
live in small cities, and are hungry for information, especially about 
lesbian sex.32 Carmilla is distinct from Anise in two major aspects. 
First, it covers more sex-related topics and prints numerous sexually 
explicit illustrations.33 The initial subtitle of Carmilla was “A book 
of side dishes for girls with girls.” Significantly, they changed this to 
“An erotic book for girls with girls” after two issues. Second, they 
also give greater visibility to feminine-type lesbians, as the fashion, 
hairstyles, and poses of the cover girls attest.34

People of almost every age turn to these magazines for advice and 
wisdom. The majority of those seeking answers in both lesbian and 
gay magazines are in their twenties,35 with the exception of G-men 
that attracts a wider group of advice seekers ranging from men in 
their twenties to those in their late fifties. Advice seekers in the four 
magazines come from all parts of Japan, including Okinawa and 
Hokkaidō.

Unlike lesbian magazines, which include numerous questions with 
a mixture of practical, social, and political inquiries, gay magazines 
lack analytical depth and coverage of the multiplicity of issues that 
face gay men today. There are no questions that address problems 
related to the family responsibilities many gay men face, the coming-
out issue, HIV-related concerns, or the sexual identity issues some 
lesbians have expressed in their publications. None of these are dis-
cussed or shared in their advice columns. Thus, the lack of such pre-
ferred content may be contributing to the fact that more socially aware 
and politically inspired gay men prefer other types of gay magazines 
such as Queer Studies.

Matters of Style

Lesbian and gay magazines differ in terms of size and types of ques-
tions. The size of advice columns in lesbian magazines is much larger 
than it is in gay magazines,36 perhaps suggesting lesbians have limited 
access to other lesbians with whom they can talk about their experi-
ence, especially regarding sex. This fact is also reflected in the type of 
questions they ask, such as “Where can I meet other lesbians?” (Anise) 
and “How do I find a love hotel?” (Carmilla). Unlike gay maga-
zines, lesbian magazines include limited information on love hotels or 
other facilities. Other types of questions women ask are also a sign of 
seeking knowledge on lesbianism in general. Such questions include 
categorization of lesbians into types (Anise and Carmilla); ambiva-
lent feelings about being lesbian or transgender (Anise); marriages of 
convenience (Anise); and medical treatments for taking hormones or 
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having sex-change surgery (Anise). These types of questions, the very 
core issue of lesbian identities, are not found in advice column for gay 
magazines.

Magazines for lesbians come closest to those for straight people 
when readers talk about their relationships; this is evident in the expres-
sion of their excitement of sex—“How do we use sex toys?”(Carmilla); 
concerns—“My partner is so jealous that I am scared of her. What can I 
do?” (Carmilla); frustration toward  partners—“My partner lied, how 
do I deal with it?” (Anise); and need for advice—“How can I leave my 
partner?” (Anise). The last type of question, though relationship ori-
ented, is more lesbian specific, dealing with issues such as marriage—
“What shall I do? I found out that I am lesbian only after I married my 
husband” (Anise); having a family—“Is it OK to have a child outside 
of marriage?” (Anise); attraction toward straight  women—“How can 
I avoid being attracted to a hetero woman?” (Anise and Carmilla); 
and coming-out issues—“My mother found Carmilla in my room. 
How shall I handle this?” (Carmilla and Anise).

Bádi frames its advice column in a different style and structure 
compared to G-men. Their advice column (which is included in a 
section under the title “Life Tips”) is a verbal exchange between a 
counselor and his young deshi (pupil) discussing the exclusive topic of 
gay relationship as a couple. Every month, the deshi brings a different 
relationship problem he is facing with his partner. Most of them are 
practical (“How should two men divide up housework?”), and not 
gay specific (e.g., “When do we know it’s time to live together?” or 
“How can we spice up our sexual relationship?”). On the other hand, 
the advice column in G-men has quite a different structure. Entitled 
“Back Room,” it is included in the reader’s opinion pages where there 
are four different topic sections: (1) “I read the previous issue” (yonda 
ze), where readers’ opinions on the previous issue are included; (2) “I 
have done it” (Ore yatchimattassu), where readers report their recent 
activities and experiences; (3) “Let me speak, too” (Ore ni mo iwa-
sero), which lets readers state opinions on various issues; and (4) “I am 
confused” (Watashi, nayande imasu), where they express their dilem-
mas and anxieties. It is this last section that is equivalent to an advice 
column in any regular magazine. It is interesting to note that there 
is a distinct difference between the first three sections and the last 
section in terms of linguistic practice. The titles of the first three sec-
tions exhibit casual, assertive, and masculine linguistic features such 
as sentence-final particles ze and su, the terms yaru (do) and chimatta 
(have done it),37 first-person pronoun ore, and the strong imperative 
form iwasero (let me say). Ore is a stereotypical masculine first-person 
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pronoun in standard Japanese, so the word choice and the grammat-
ical form would seem to reveal much about the readership’s relation-
ship to masculinity. However, the title of the fourth section—where 
readers ask for advice—uses the distal ending with watashi, a more 
polite first-person pronoun. This linguistic imbalance is a reflection 
of a power negotiation where the one seeking advice is in a subordi-
nate position. The use of such masculine linguistic features reflects 
G-men’s readership.

G-men addresses a wide variety of questions, including “How can 
I lose weight with a five-minute-exercise?” “Am I perverse?” “How 
do I get more response letters via personal ads?” “How can we distin-
guish between ikanimo-kei (obvious gay type) and nonke (hetero)?” 
“I am worried about my old age. What is life for two men?” Since 
readers of G-men are generally older, they tend to be concerned about 
their advancing age and often share feelings of anxiety and fear and of 
living alone without a family or children. However, all the questions 
asked in G-men are short and do not seem to be an important part of 
the magazine.

Among the four magazines, Bádi deploys the most formal style, 
with a serious attitude and linguistic politeness in its advice column. 
It is interesting to note that linguistic features of respondents in gay 
magazines reflect specific gendered social identities in contrast to the 
ones in lesbian magazines. In other words, it is gay men who main-
tain imagined gender norms in the form of language usage. Whereas 
respondents in lesbian magazines seem to challenge the rigidity of 
binary gender categories often reflected in linguistic features. Their 
linguistic style is a mixture of various forms that can be conceptual-
ized as neutral, feminine, and masculine usages in standard Japanese. 
Thus, if it is possible to assess the human relationship from a purely 
linguistic point of view, lesbians sound more egalitarian and diverse 
among themselves than gays do in their community. In short, lesbi-
ans do not display the rigid categorization of types.

Finally, each magazine deploys a different format and division of 
labor in its respective approach to the advice column genre. Anise  assigns 
one specific respondent to letters with occasional guest advisors, while 
Carmilla has a group of editors, guest editors, and specialists to address 
questions. Nogi Sumiko, the primary Anise respondent, is described as 
an optimistic, relaxed, and happy lesbian who calls herself “ultimate 
wanderer.” Her specialty is problems in relationships. Carmilla does 
not have a main respondent. Instead, a group of three “sisters” (unre-
lated in real life), named Ubazakura, Ikue, and Omeko,38 represent 
different generations and types of lesbians and offer their wisdom. 
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Ubazakura is the oldest and sports some wrinkles on her face. Ikue is a 
self-claimed femme (neko, literally means “cat”) with long hair. Omeko 
self-identifies as a butch (tachi, literally means “sword”) with short hair. 
It is significant that both Ikue and Omeko identify themselves with the 
older binary gender roles (tachi/neko), while the older Ubazakura feels 
uncomfortable being categorized. Unlike Anise, whose respondents are 
all much younger, Carmilla follows a more traditional pattern: an older 
woman with more experience advising her junior. Instead of answering 
the queries directly, the three hold a discussion inspired by the ques-
tion and thus provide a spectrum of positions on a given issue. The 
teamwork of the three advisors works quite effectively, each maintain-
ing their respective personas and roles.

Bádi’s advice column is answered by Ōtsuka Takashi, the promi-
nent gay artist, writer, activist, and bar owner. The section entitled 
“Training hall on human relationships by Ōtsuka Takashi”39 usually 
takes up two pages. Ōtsuka discusses a problem with a “pupil” by plac-
ing issues in a broader perspective. Ōtsuka himself lived with a man for 
eleven years (until his partner’s death) and was in another relationship 
for three years at the time of writing.40 Due to the master-student 
framework, the hierarchical relationship between the two is clear and 
represented linguistically. The pupil speaks in a formal manner while 
the adviser answers in an informal, nonthreatening, and inclusive way 
with the use of soft sounding endings and expressions.41

In G-men, advice givers are a group of editors and writers who 
represent different types of gay men, this variety is reflected in their 
use of language. Some sound more casual and masculine (e.g., yar-
ussu “I do it”); some polite, sincere, and formal (e.g., ikaga desu ka 
“what do you think?”), and some casual (e.g., yaritai nā “I want to 
do it”). Responses are relatively short, a few sentences with no discus-
sion among the advice givers. Like other magazines, advice givers are 
inclusive and nonthreatening.

The Respondent’s Standpoint

Lesbian and gay magazines have the goal of creating or/and present-
ing a community based on shared interests. Advice seekers initiate nar-
ration while respondents send mediated messages with their version of 
narratives, through which advice seekers construct a new reality for 
themselves. Walter Fisher defines “narration” as “symbolic actions”:

Words and/or deed—that have sequence and meaning for those who 
live, create, or interpret them . . . narration has relevance to real as well 
as fictive creations, to stories of living and to stories of the 
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 imagination . . . human communication should be viewed as historical 
as well as situational, as stories or accounts competing with other sto-
ries or accounts purportedly constituted by good reasons, as rational 
when the stories satisfy the demands of narrative probability and nar-
rative fidelity, and as inevitably moral inducements.42

Sharing and exchanging “fantasies”43 in the form of narratives among 
advice seekers helps to create a cohesive group, thus forging a com-
mon culture. In Anise, several married women seek advice regarding 
their involvement with other women. Nogi, the main respondent, 
suggests a divorce, a strikingly different approach from other colum-
nists who urge divorce as the last resort.44 Nogi, however, adds that 
divorce has to be done without hurting the husband’s feelings. How 
is it possible? Nogi counsels that women take an approach that entails 
uso mo hōben (telling white lies is okay). She argues that lying is bet-
ter than hurting someone, especially if a wife cares for her husband. 
Honesty is culturally less valued in this context. Another woman 
seeks similar advice, although she is engaged rather than married. 
Nogi advises her to tell her fiancé that she met someone else but hide 
the person’s sex, a tactic easily accomplished in Japanese, which typ-
ically leaves out pronouns. Nogi’s hiding the truth or lying approach 
coincides with a Japanese proverb: Shiranu ga hotoke (Not knowing 
is the best).45 More striking is Nogi’s opinion of forged marriages. 
She counsels women not to live a sham life and that a marriage of 
convenience is rarely acceptable. She directs them to the personals 
running in the back of the magazines, usually from gay men look-
ing for wives. Curiously enough, another solution not suggested in 
Anise is legal adoption. Ōtsuka Takashi argues that legal adoption 
in Japan is one solution for gay couples wanting to create a family. 
Adoptions are rather simple in Japan as long as two conditions are 
satisfied: the adopter must be over twenty years old; and the adoptee 
must be younger than the adopter and not a lineal ascendant of the 
 adopter.46 In fact, Yoshiya Nobuko, a well-known writer, adopted 
her lover Kadoma Chiyo and lived with her until her own death. The 
advice regarding marriage among lesbians presents a slightly differ-
ent picture, for a gay man is often pressured to carry forward his fam-
ily’s name by producing offspring. Men are not considered fully adult 
unless they are married. It is, therefore, culturally more problematic 
not to be married if you are a man.47

The approach Nogi presents strikes a decisive position in rela-
tion to straight society. She does not criticize the married women or 
shufu for being in love or in a relationship with a woman. Rather, the 
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criticism is directed to the heteronormative society, which assumes 
that everyone should get married to a member of the opposite sex. As 
long as (straight) society is not ready to accept lesbianism, it is fine to 
lie. When these women write in about their anxieties regarding their 
change in lifestyle and desires, Nogi assures them that what hetero-
sexual society thinks does not matter—but at the same time they 
can’t hurt their loved ones. In this sense, Anise is quite unruly.

Another decisive position is seen when Anise guest advisor 
Mayuki, who has a hetero fetish, advises a young woman who has 
fallen in love with her straight best friend. Mayuki tells her to come 
out and confess her love. She adds, “Don’t give up if you want to 
live as a lesbian,” ending her sentence with a strong “Don’t give up” 
(Akirame cha dame). Mayuki explains why lesbians should not give 
up with straight women as a possible partner/lover. Most straight 
women have never imagined or thought about lesbianism, a state that 
Adrienne Rich terms “compulsory heterosexuality.”48 They do not 
think of it as an option or a possibility, which means that lesbianism 
is forbidden. Thus, it is a lesbian’s job to bring straight women to 
the “wonderland,” where the former can lead the latter. Both Nogi’s 
and Mayuki’s advice present training grounds for challenge. Mayuki’s 
decisive position toward the issue of coming out is shared by the three 
“sister” advisers in Carmilla. When a reader asks for advice about her 
mother finding a copy of Carmilla in her room, the advisers counsel 
that she reveal her sexuality to her mother. This “see what happens” 
approach is seen often in Carmilla.

While Mayuki (in Anise) and the three “sisters” (in Carmilla) 
encourage the reader to reveal her sexual orientation, chief editor 
Hagiwara, a self-claimed bisexual (in Anise), takes an ambivalent and 
non-decisive position. She argues that coming out is not a political 
but a personal issue, and that lesbians should think hard about the 
pros and cons of coming-out. Hagiwara recommends reflection and 
thoughtful examination of books and newsletters, which may help 
women decide what is best for their particular situation. Hagiwara 
takes a non-decisive position again when she counsels two women 
in a relationship who are confused about their sei-jinin (sexual 
identity). Without explaining and/or affirming the ambivalent na-
ture of human sexuality, she advises that it is up to them to decide 
whether they are lesbians or not. As Butler argues, gender is “a nor-
matively constructed, discursively performed social category”49 and 
that gender identities are not something we own, but something we 
achieve, not ready-made nor complete. Becoming a woman or a man 
is a  never-ending process.
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The concept of sexual identity as something unclear, fluid, ambig-
uous, and even negotiable is never expressed or discussed in advice 
columns of the four magazines, but it is hinted at in the mediated mes-
sages. Both Anise and Carmilla receive multiple inquires about the 
butch/femme (tachi/neko) dichotomy.50 Tachi has the literal meaning 
of katana (sword), and neko (cat) is used as “a historical nickname for 
unlicensed geisha.”51 A number of columns in Anise reveal that some 
lesbians want to identify themselves in the framework of these roles, 
whereas others criticize it as a false and impossible binary. Facing the 
question of how one ought to fit into this categorization, Hagiwara 
(in Anise) answers in a very general way, suggesting that women do 
what is most comfortable to them. When a reader claims that this role 
categorization is destroying her lesbian relationship, Hagiwara asserts 
that lesbians do not have to follow the division of dichotomized het-
erosexual gender roles. She adds, however, that it is fine if there are 
lesbian couples who feel natural in the binary relationship. In short, 
her people-pleasing approach and desire not to be judgmental are 
clearly shared by Nogi, the main advice giver.

A slightly different approach toward tachi/neko roles is found in 
Carmilla. The most fascinating aspect of the advice column here is 
the structure and the context of the discussion. Usually Ubazakura, 
the oldest sister, plays the role of MC by asking questions and then 
rephrasing and summarizing them. The three respondents often talk 
or answer questions from their own experiences, using authority 
based on age and experience. This provides readers with more spe-
cific answers, sometimes enhanced with historical, social, or political 
nuances. For instance, Ubazakura asks a question about the tachi/
neko dichotomy in relation to actual lovemaking. In her generation, 
she claims that such a distinction was never heard of. Both Ikue’s 
and Omeko’s contributions provide historical background (how the 
distinction started), a social context (which is more popular), and a 
political spin (one has to claim herself riba “reversible” or AC/DC 
in order to meet more lesbians). Their answers are well informed 
and thorough. They also add that the tachi/neko roles are confusing, 
reversible, and less applicable to many lesbians since the introduction 
of new terms. A few of these are sukadachi, “skirt butch” (a butch 
who wears skirts), and zuboneko, “pants femme” (a femme who wears 
pants). The linguistic tone of each respondent is also slightly differ-
ent. Ubazakura, being the oldest, uses more polite and stereotyp-
ical feminine forms when she is asserting something.52 In contrast, 
Omeko, who self-identifies as a tachi, uses a mixture of stereotypically 
assumed strong feminine and masculine sounding endings (e.g., Heso 
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sawatta gurai de aegu ka, tte “Nobody breathes like that by being 
touched on her belly button”). The linguistic characteristics of these 
three women are not restrained by the binary “genderlect”53 (gen-
dered speech) whose original meaning assumes that there are two 
clearly defined opposite gendered varieties.

The criticism against straight society found in Anise becomes 
harsher in Carmilla. For instance, the three “sisters” criticize het-
ero society by complaining about the unrealistic “lesbian” sex toys 
found in commercial videos, most of which are fabricated for straight 
men. There are occasionally etiquette questions in Carmilla (e.g., 
“My girlfriend’s vagina smells bad. What can I do?”) or proscriptions 
regarding behavior (e.g., women must clean and cut their finger nails 
before sex). However, what is significant is their openness and basic 
position that people must be true to themselves.

Although not from the columns, an article on finding a date is a 
prime example of how Carmilla offers advice. It isolates five different 
kinds of lesbians and does make suggestions about changing: “lose 
weight,” “be clean,” “don’t be snobbish.” At the same time, it con-
cludes that “there’s no trash thrown away in Ni-chōme.”54 In other 
words, no matter who you are or how you look, you will always find 
someone. Likewise, this article is paired with an essay on how to write 
submissions to the personal advertisement section. It advises not to 
simply state what you desire (body type, for example). Rather, one 
should express who you are and what you do. Write that and they will 
find you. As this example shows, these advice writers are assertive, 
confident, open, eccentric, and entertaining.

G-men takes an approach similar to Carmilla’s in providing advice, 
as several editors express their opinions and suggestions in response 
to any given question. Each respondent is a little different, almost 
always providing alternatives as a matter of course. For instance, when 
a reader asks for a way to lose weight by doing only five minutes of 
exercise per day, one advisor says “Don’t talk like a stupid woman who 
keeps failing on her diet! Do one hundred sit-ups a day!”55 Another 
responds, “I would like to lose weight as well, but it is tough. But 
even when you do get fat, there is always a demand for such type. Go 
ahead and get fat.” Physical qualities are not as important as Thorne 
and Coupland’s study56 on personal advertisement suggests. There 
are more serious questions about relationships: “I am basically happy 
with my partner, but still feel unsatisfied. How can I fulfill my life?” 
Or “What does it mean to live with a man?” One respondent rephrases 
the question by saying, “Imagine your life without your partner. 
Don’t you think that you are lucky to have someone with whom you 
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can share your life?” Another bit of advice states, “It is wonderful to 
have a partner. Be positive!” Their responses are primarily based on 
encouragement, assurance, and affirmation without any alternative 
position, such as “Why don’t you talk with your partner about it?” 
Because these responses are so short and without discussion, they 
invariably fail to penetrate to the depths of a given issue. This type of 
exchange is seen in Anise as well, where respondents really do not give 
advice but rather rephrase the issue and avoid more specific and direct 
responses. This is totally different from Ōtsuka’s approach in Bádi. 
Ōtsuka emphasizes the importance of talking about the issues until 
the two feel satisfied. For instance, the pupil seeks advice concerning 
infrequent sex with his partner after living together for a year. This is 
probably an experience common among many readers; a recent study 
found that Japan has the largest number of sexless married couples 
among twenty-six countries.57 Ōtsuka explains that it is typical for a 
couple to lose interest in sex, and that this is the crucial moment for 
them to work at the relationship very seriously and openly. The bot-
tom line for a couple is to talk it out. The topic of sex is something 
Japanese couples rarely discuss, but Ōtsuka is asking gay men to ini-
tiate such an attempt.

N P, N B

It may be surprising to discover that lesbian and gay advice columns 
are not really about etiquette. Thus, the issue becomes the very 
absence of conventional advice and the usual obsession with questions 
of manners, customs, and decorum. Perhaps this is not unexpected, 
given that etiquette is all about social rules—something complex and 
confusing that demands advice in how to navigate the many hazards 
of being human. Lesbian and gay communities are anxious about 
protocol and propriety and do not consciously reject such social rela-
tions. Advise columns are built on a foundational, self-conscious 
commitment to openness and affirmation.

At the same time, the openness of the lesbian and gay communi-
ties is primarily evident alongside the commitment to propriety in the 
potentially threatening straight world. The lesbian advice columns 
come closest to a conventional etiquette column when they discuss 
the interface between the rules of straight society and the private 
lives and desires of lesbian women. Significantly, their positions are 
rarely judgmental and tend toward the tactical, peppered as they are 
with practical snippets of advice. How one negotiates a particular pre-
dicament becomes the problematic, rather than how an individual’s 
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behavior needs adjustment. Put another way, these teachers advise stu-
dents that they can’t resolve problems by following rules. Instead, one 
should be true to one’s desires and identity, whatever they may be. At 
the same time, the writers never lose sight of the ethical dimension to 
their advice, appealing to readers not to hurt others—lying might be 
better in the end. This explains the phenomenon of multiple advice 
givers, because their individual opinions imply an open and manifold 
positionality in their given communities. It is significant that none 
of the advice givers is a trained professional counselor or a medi-
cal specialist. Even questions regarding sex change surgery and hor-
mone therapy are answered by a lesbian nurse, not a medical doctor. 
The maturity of community requires a stable, continuous exchange, 
encouragement, and empathy as well as warning and criticism among 
the members. Magazines provide such a space for members. It is an 
attempt to reinforce the existence of imagined communal linkages. 
This is why the core of the circulated advice comes via advice givers’ 
personal experience and knowledge as lesbians and gays, rather than 
as social actors mandating norms and expectations. Advice columns 
are, therefore, a kind of training ground for understanding, sharing, 
and coping as well as for building a sense of what it means to live 
in the community—even when geographical distance may separate 
readers from the hot spots of urban areas. Advice columns, therefore, 
are not about etiquette per se, but about the creation of community 
based on a common sense of shared principles, agency, incentive, and 
action.58 Advice seekers who have a limited history as members of the 
community contribute drama and fantasy, while advice givers inter-
pret the values, attitudes, and motivations attached to these inquiries 
and attempt to be as helpful as possible.
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Lesbian Bar Talk

In contrast to gay men, lesbians have been underrepresented in Japanese 
society—a global phenomena, according to Moonwomon-Baird. She 
argues that “lesbian practice is regarded as marked behavior, but goes 
unremarked much more than is true of gay male practice, even in 
this era of both friendly and hostile societal discourse on queers.”1 
Watanabe Mieko, a pioneer lesbian scholar, poet and writer, argues 
that lesbianism in Japan has been historically marginalized and less 
documented as compared to male homosexuality.2 Not only are the 
lives of lesbians in Japan invisible, but also research in queer studies 
excludes lesbianism for the most part. The crucial reason, as Thorne 
and Coupland point out, is the patriarchy that supports “the more 
general social disempowerment of all women” and “exerts pressure 
on gay women to remain invisible and voiceless.”3 Chalmers blames 
“the androcentrism of most heterosexual social science disciplines,” 
which do not recognize women as a separate entity. Japanese aca-
demia folds women into the term hito (person/people).4 Chirrey puts 
it simply: “The existence of lesbianism is at best marginalized and 
at worst suppressed.”5 On top of all this, the financial disadvantage 
of lesbian/straight women, who are paid less than gay/straight men, 
contributes to this phenomenon. These factors underlie my turn to 
the study of lesbians and their linguistic practice in the 1990s. Later 
I moved to the study of queen’s Japanese (o-nē-kotoba) after being 
told by Watanabe that o-nē-kotoba is a speech style that makes fun of 
women in general.6 Thus, the motivations behind my studies of the 
speech of sexual minorities are both personal and political.

In the previous chapter, I analyzed commercial magazines for les-
bians, bisexuals, and gays. In this chapter, my focus shifts to the rela-
tionship between identity and language use observed among women 
who frequented lesbian bars in Shinjuku, Tokyo, at the turn of the 
century. By examining specific linguistic behaviors and interactions 
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at bars, I demonstrate how “language effects gender”7 and how power 
attached to specific linguistic forms is negotiated differently by indi-
vidual speakers. Here I use the word “power” not as an absolute or 
static term, but as a processual term. In other words, the treatment of 
power should be understood as interaction negotiated through force 
or resistance among participants. As Kramarae, Schultz and O’Barr 
argue, regardless of how one defines power, “the resources available 
to exert or resist influence are recurrent, similar, and—in societies at 
peace—chiefly verbal.”8

This chapter discusses two issues: (1) naming and identity con-
struction in discourses, and (2) linguistic practices and interactions 
at lesbian bars. I begin by examining how certain terms of social cat-
egorization are used to differentiate individual identity and how the 
social spaces of the bars help lesbians construct, renew, or vitalize 
those identities. In the latter part of the chapter, I discuss how lesbian 
bar talk makes extensive use of “masculine” forms with wide contex-
tual and individual variation. We will find that these two phenomena 
are crucial to understanding the relationship between Japanese les-
bian identities and linguistic practice.

S F, S G

The relationship between Japanese language and sexuality has been 
largely unexplored. A few studies on Japanese sexual minorities’ 
speech discuss the use of referential terms and sentence-final par-
ticles. Ogawa and (Shibamoto) Smith’s study examines how person 
pronouns, sentence-final particles, as well as reference and address 
terms are used by gay men portrayed in a documentary film.9 Though 
the data shown in this study is small, it provides an insightful view of 
how “the gendered nature of gay male speech” operates and could be 
examined.10 Valentine’s study takes a different approach by uncover-
ing the discriminatory terms used to refer to homosexuals in Japan.11 
Lastly, the discourse analysis by Maree focuses on two first-person 
pronouns, ore and jibun, which are often categorized as mascu-
line forms.12 These are used by an o-nabe (literally “pot”) charac-
ter (named Gaishi) in a British film called Shinjuku Boys.13 Maree’s 
study demonstrates that the unquestioned notions of “women’s” and 
“men’s” speech for Japanese are problematic. She argues that Gaishi 
uses these two person pronouns not because they index masculinity 
but rather because they reflect Gaishi’s fluid gender identity, which 
cannot be resolved by a stark binary choice. In later chapters, I will 
show that the shift between two person pronouns has to do not only 
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with the fluid gender identity Maree argues but also with the speak-
ers’ specific gender and social roles.

There have been more studies on European languages, mainly 
English, and some of these focus on lesbian speech. Topics of lesbian-
focused research cover (1) lexical variations,14 (2) voice characteristics,15 
(3) language use of comic-book characters,16 (4) coming-out stories,17 
(5) identity construction through language,18 (6) language use in 
film,19 (7) grammatical gender,20 (8) language use in life stories,21 
and (9) textual analysis of personal ads.22 These studies attempt to 
uncover different aspects of lesbian lives and their identities and 
explore the promising and exciting future for research on language 
and sexualities.

Although in recent years the field of language and sexuality has 
started producing many studies of private speech and of language in 
the media, we have seen a very limited number of studies on public 
speech, especially in gay/lesbian bars. So far, there have been only a 
few studies on non-Japanese lesbian bars, all of which focus on how 
class-related differences play a role in bar-going habits as well as in 
the articulation of lesbian identity. Both Achilles’ and Read’s stud-
ies of non-Japanese gay bars discuss the role and the significance 
of gay bars in providing a space for social interaction.23 Gilmartin’s 
study discusses how middle-class lesbians struggle to keep their iden-
tity apart from that of working-class lesbians with which bar culture 
is associated.24 For middle-class lesbians, visiting lesbian bars can 
cause ambivalent feelings about their class identity. Another study 
by Chamberland discusses how the development of lesbian bars con-
tributes to the appropriation of urban public space by working-class 
lesbians.25 Hankin’s work, the most recent of its kind, analyzes how 
lesbian bars are represented in elements of popular culture such as 
cinema.26 Barette’s study on gay identities and their language use at 
bar settings discusses the speech of African American drag queens 
and analyzes how they negotiate their overlapping but diverse identi-
ties by using code-switching strategies.27

As for Japanese gay bars, there are a handful of publications cover-
ing them. Sunagawa has conducted an anthropological study of gay 
bars in Shinjuku, which he visited a few times a week for one and a 
half years; he interacted with employees and employers as a customer, 
interviewing them outside the bar settings as well.28 He concludes 
his study by asserting that gay bars in Shinjuku are more than a busi-
ness establishment. They provide a crucial space for male homosex-
uals to develop and maintain their identities as gay men. The bars 
help to form and strengthen the community, rather than set people 
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competing against one another. Suganawa took me to a few gay bars 
where women are welcome and the mama-san (the owner) speaks in 
o-nē-kotoba (queen’s speech), something I discuss later in this book. 
Ōtsuka’s book, based on his own experience as a bar owner, confirms 
Sunagawa’s findings. He describes how gay bars help gay men estab-
lish their identity and feel positive about it.29 His bar is one of the old-
est bars in Shinjuku, and he welcomes both male and female clientele. 
I visited his bar several times and enjoyed his hospitality and my chats 
with other customers. This is also where I met Aoyma, a gay actor, 
whose linguistic practice is discussed in the following chapter.

Studies of gay bars may be sparse, but there are no studies at all 
of Japanese lesbian bars. The closest evidence I could find of les-
bian space were reports in popular women’s magazines, along with 
interviews with bar owners. Anise, the lesbian and bisexual magazine 
discussed in chapter 1, also discusses some lesbian bars. The maga-
zine Love Revolution30 lists ten lesbian bars in the Tokyo area. In any 
case, despite the centrality of these spaces for identity construction, 
community building, and leisure time, few researchers have focused 
on gay and lesbian pubs and clubs and even fewer linguists have lis-
tened to the bar talk.

T N- S

The initial fieldwork for my study was conducted between September 
1999 and June 2000 in a neighborhood of Tokyo’s Shinjuku dis-
trict. Ni-chōme (“the Second Block”), as it is affectionately called, 
is an area as small as 300 by 400 meters on a side and was formerly 
populated by female prostitutes serving American personnel during 
the Occupation.31 It is often referred to as the world’s largest gay 
town. According to a recent gay travel guide, there are 217 gay bars 
in Ni-chōme.32 By way of contrast, there are thirteen lesbian bars in 
Ni-chōme and one in San-chōme (“the Third Block”). Outside of 
Tokyo there are four in Osaka, one each in Kyūshū and Hokkaidō.33

During my initial fieldwork I visited lesbian bars in Shinjuku al-
most every week, spending at least two to three hours as a customer 
and researcher at each bar, and have dropped in on every subsequent 
visit to Japan. I also corresponded with employees via email. In total, 
there are thirteen lesbian bars in Shinjuku and I visited twelve of 
them; I spent considerable time at some, and others I visited only 
once. Not all lesbians bars are the same; some more or less target 
older middle-class professionals while others draw younger nonpro-
fessionals, both middle and working class . However, some bars serve 
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all types.34 All employees are lesbians. Only five of the thirteen bars 
I visited in 1999 and 2000 were still in business in 2007, confirming 
Huston and Schwartz’s claim that lesbian bars are financially unstable 
and unsustainable due to their women-only policies.35

Whenever I visited a bar for the first time, I arrived when they 
opened so that I could be one of the first customers. This allowed 
me to spend time alone with the owner or the manager to explain my 
research. This is when I asked for permission to take field notes. I was 
allowed to have a notebook in front of me and to make notes at any 
time. While serving other customers, employees oftentimes jokingly 
commented, “A mata nan ka kaiteru” (She is writing something 
again). I conducted interviews with owners and employees but also 
interacted with other customers, all of whom knew of my research 
project.

I did not tape-record interactions at bars, nor did I conduct inter-
views outside the bars. There are two reasons for not recording the 
interactions. The first is that there was always loud music playing at all 
bars, which would have made recording almost impossible. Second, 
and more importantly, the bar owners and employees did not agree to 
recording. The reason was clear. In most bars, women are anonymous 
and it was important that they be allowed to remain so. Although 
tape-recording is one of the most important and ideal methods of 
collecting sociolinguistic data, field notes, as Gaudio argues, “can 
provide important insights into the social use and significance of lexi-
cal, grammatical and rhetorical forms.”36 Other means of text such as 
email are also useful for examining language use, and I drew on these 
as well. My sources of data, thus, come from (1) interviews, (2) field 
notes, (3) articles from magazines, and (4) email messages.

Ordering Identities at the Bar

The definition of the community served by lesbian bars turned out to 
be broader than I had expected. While some owners and employees 
described their businesses as places catering only to a female clientele, 
some welcomed o-nabe (F-M transsexual/transgendered people) and 
nyū-hāfu (M-F transsexual/transgendered people), and even gay male 
friends of customers or employees. Owners and employees generally 
assume that the female clientele is lesbian or bisexual but welcome 
others as well. During my visit to one bar, I encountered a situation in 
which a jōren (regular customer) brought her friend and introduced 
her to the owner and employees as a nonke (straight). It appears that a 
customer’s sexuality has to be stated explicitly if s/he is straight.
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Just as Sunagawa37 emphasizes the difference between a gay bar 
and a show-pub in which there is an entertainment show by nyū-hāfu, 
I found it crucial to differentiate between a lesbian bar and an o-nabe 
bar. The word o-nabe, which is parallel to o-kama (male homosex-
ual), is often used to refer to lesbians in a broad sense, but “lesbian” 
and “o-nabe” are not the same (in contradistinction to Valentine’s 
claims).38 This is clearly demonstrated in example 1.39 Here the man-
ager (A) of a lesbian bar is talking about her sexuality.

(1)  Manager: Yōsuru ni jishoteki ni wa dōsēaisha tte koto ni narimasu 
  ne. O-nabe to chigau no wa, jibun no josē to yū sē o mitometa ue de, 

josē ga suki tte yū.

   “In other words, I am a homosexual by the dictionary definition. 
How I am different from o-nabe is that I accept my sex as female 
and like women.”

Another employee (B) at a different lesbian bar40 contends that a les-
bian is a woman who feels comfortable with her female body (i.e., 
with her biologically female sex) and who chooses a woman as a part-
ner. Unlike straight women, however, her identity as a woman is con-
structed through a relationship with another woman. In other words, 
“woman” as an identity category is achieved through the practice of 
lesbian relationships. However, according to this employee, an o-nabe 
loves women and chooses a woman as a partner, but the relationship 
is different from the lesbian relationship because an o-nabe’s social 
and emotional identity is male. Thus, according to her, the concept 
of o-nabe challenges the conventional heterosexual gender arrange-
ment. At the same time, her explanation remains trapped within the 
woman/man binary.

The same manager (A) explains the difference between o-nabe and 
rezu (lesbians) in example 2.41

(2)  Manager: Chigaimasu ne. Ishikiteki ni mo. Kore wa yoku iwareru n 
  desu kedo, o-nabe-san wa, rezu no ko to wa tsukiattari, anmari shi-

nai n desu yo. Sore wa, o-nabe-san wa jibun ga otoko to shite mirare-
tai tte yū no ga aru kara, onna o suki na rezu no ko to wa, 
tsukiaenai.

   “Yes, we are different. Consciously as well. People often say this, 
but o-nabe just don’t date lesbians. They want to be seen as men, so, 
they can’t date lesbians who like women.”

It is significant that the speaker added san (Ms./Mr.) to o-nabe and 
ko (child) to rezu. The former emphasizes the distance between the 
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speaker and the referent while the latter constructs an intimate or 
friendly relationship. This kind of identity construction through 
naming is also found in other interviews. “O-nabe bar,” then, refers 
to butch-type establishments where staff members usually wear men’s 
clothes and work as hosts. There are three o-nabe bars in Tokyo.42 
Customers at o-nabe bars are usually half lesbians and half nonke 
(straight women). According to many employees of lesbian bars, 
these are places where customers (who may be o-nabe or lesbians) 
and employees are on equal terms, whereas in o-nabe bars employees 
are there to serve customers. This is the opposite of the traditional 
bar scene where women serve men. They also suggest that customers 
who are tired of o-nabe bars may move on to host bars, where young 
straight men serve women.

Nine of the thirteen lesbian bars accept only women, including 
heterosexuals, o-nabe, and nyū-hāfu. A manager (C) of another les-
bian bar talks about her clientele.43

(3)  Manager: Toriaezu, rezu no o-kyaku-sama ga taihan nan desu 
  kedo, rezu ja nai ko mo iru n desu ne. Rezu wa rezu de kakusazu ni, 

sō ja nai ko mo tanoshiku. Betsu ni itsumo rezu no wadai bakkari tte 
wake nai kara. Dansē wa ne, watashi no hontō ni goku shitashii homo 
no kata to ka, sō yū hito dake desu ne. Yappari onna no ko ga dansē 
no me o ki ni shinai de kiraku ni nomeru tte koto de, kihonteki ni 
dansē wa dame desu. O-nabe no ko to ka nyū-hāfu no ko to ka kiraku 
ni asobi ni kite kureru shi, futsū no onna no ko datte ii shi. Mattaku 
futsū no otoko wa dame. Dono janru ga dō ka ja nakute, mainoriti 
de zenzen ōrai. Sō sō, gurōbaru na imi de nan de mo ōrai.

   “In any case, the majority of our customers are lesbians, but there 
are some who are not. For lesbians, they do not have to hide their 
identity. Non-lesbians can have a good time here as well. It’s not 
like all we talk about is lesbianism, you know. As for male custom-
ers, only a few close homosexual friends of mine can come here. As 
a principle, we do not allow male customers because we want to 
provide a place in which women feel comfortable without worrying 
about men’s eyes. People who are o-nabe or nyū-hāfu come here as 
well. Ordinary [meaning heterosexual] women are also welcome. 
But ordinary men are not welcome here. I am not categorizing peo-
ple, but as long as they are a minority, they are totally welcome. Yes, 
anybody in a global sense is welcome.”

Whereas speaker (A) in example 2 added san to o-nabe, this speaker 
(C) uses the term ko (child/young person) instead of hito or kata (per-
son), as in o-nabe no ko (a young o-nabe) and nyū-hāfu no ko (a young 
nyū-hāfu). This shift indicates that an o-nabe is treated here as an 
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in-group member (as in “customer”). This use of ko is also a reflection 
of the fact that the majority of customers are in their twenties (youn-
ger than the owners or employees), and also that employees want 
to sound more inclusive and intimate. The alternative words, hito or 
kata, are more formal and distant. Interestingly, the women I inter-
viewed never use ko to refer to men; instead, they use dansē (men) 
or otoko (men), or even homo no kata (homosexuals). As I mentioned 
in the Introduction, the term homo excludes female homosexuals. 
Otherness is emphasized by nonuse of ko.

Another interesting usage is found in the term futsū (ordinary). In 
example 3, speaker (C) uses the term futsū to refer to heterosexuals. I 
was initially shocked to encounter this word, because it usually implies 
a normative or discriminatory attitude. However, it is quite possible 
that by futsū she ironically meant that heterosexuality is “run-of-the-
mill” or even “dull.” However, the word is not always used for dis-
tinguishing lesbians from heterosexuals, as example 4 demonstrates. 
Here the manager (A) quoted above uses the term futsū when she is 
asked about the role and the function of such a bar.

(4)  Manager: Minna hontō ni futsū no ren’ai o shite iru n desu yo ne. 
  Naimenteki na bubun ga chigau tte yū ka. Futokutei tasū no hitobito 

ni yotte tsukuridasareta imēji to yū mono ga, henken o umidashita 
tte yū no wa aru to omou. Shinjitsu o wakatte nai to yū ka. Futsū no 
onna no ko demo, rezu bā tte donna tokoro na no ka na, mitai na 
kanji de kuru shi, kite mire ba, a, nan da futsū no mono nan da 
mitai na. Onna no ko hitori de mo anshin shite nomi ni kite kure-
masu yo. Futsū no onna no ko mo ippai kimasu. Shufu no hito44 mo 
iru shi, kareshi ga iru kedo kuru ko mo imasu shi ne.

   “Lesbians have ordinary love relationships, you know. Internally, 
we are different. Some people created the image of lesbians as dif-
ferent, which created prejudice, I think. They don’t know the real 
truth. Ordinary women come here because they are curious. Once 
they come they go, hey, these women are pretty ordinary. Girls can 
feel comfortable coming here on their own to drink. Lots of ordi-
nary women come here, including housewives and women who 
have boyfriends.”

This manager emphasizes that lesbians have futsū (ordinary) love 
relationships. I argue that the speaker characterizes lesbian’s love 
relationships as futsū because she wants to see lesbian sexual ori-
entations as ordinary. In other words, she is not using this word to 
construct differences (in the direction of either heterosexuality or 
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homosexuality), but to include people of both sexual orientations 
as equals.

Example 5 from a conversation with the manager (D) of a different 
bar underscores this point.45

(5)  Manager: Intānetto mite kuru onna no ko to ka tte wari to bōisshu 
  na onna no ko to ka kitai shite kuru ko mo iru kedo, sō yū imi de wa, 

watashi ga kekkō futsū to yū ka, gaiken ga bōisshu ja nai kara, sore o 
meate ni kita o-kyaku-san ni wa warui ka na tte.

   “There are those who come here after seeing us on the Internet, 
expecting that I will be boyish-looking. In that sense, how shall I 
put it? I am pretty ordinary looking. I do not have a boyish look. I 
feel kind of bad for customers who come expecting that.”

Here the word futsū is used to describe feminine looks. In other 
words, she wants to emphasize that feminine as well as boyish les-
bians are welcome at her bar. The term futsū is thus used to work 
against the stereotypical image of lesbians as masculine, just as 
Chirrey argues that certain stereotypes are not necessarily nega-
tive even if they restrict people’s understanding of the nature of 
sexuality.46

Identity, thus, is demonstrated through naming and lexical con-
trast. While in example 3, the word futsū contrasts with lesbian, 
 example 4 treats the same word as part of what it means to be a les-
bian. In example 5 it distinguishes feminine appearance from boyish 
looks. These three examples suggest the complexity and situatedness 
of people’s identities, their rhetorical flexibility, and the fact that 
that they have to position themselves in different ways at different 
moments for different purposes.

L B T

In the first part of my chapter, I examined how identities can be ex-
amined through naming and lexical contrast. In this section, I dis-
cuss several linguistic features found in interactions at lesbian bars 
among employees as well as between employees and customers: (1) 
formal versus informal styles, (2) first-person pronouns, (3) second-
person pronouns, (4) commands and requests, and (5) sentence-fi-
nal particles. These features are chosen because these are the areas 
where the construction of gender differences is often observed and 
recognized.
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Formal versus Informal Styles

The first feature, formal versus informal style of speech, is mainly 
concerned with owners’ and employees’ approaches to language use 
at their own bars. At one end of the spectrum, I observed a striking 
difference between an owner and her employees whereby the former 
stayed in an informal style (e.g., direct sentence endings) and the lat-
ter used more formal speech (e.g., distal sentence endings). However, 
both of them shifted their levels of speech when talking to customers. 
Although it is often said that women use a more formal/polite style 
(as Ide famously argued),47 more than a few times I observed the 
exclusive use of direct style by employees while customers continued 
to use distal endings. I argue that the use of direct style by employees 
comes from their goal to create an atmosphere in which customers 
are brought into an inclusive group—a kind of performed friend-
liness that may nurture a strong sense of solidarity. For example, I 
observed one interaction between an employee in her early twenties 
and a customer in her thirties talking about relationships. It sounded 
as if a rude young brother was talking to his older sister, if judged 
by the protocols assumed to govern interpersonal communication in 
heterosexual-centered contexts. This employee stayed in direct style 
even when talking to her supervisor. It seems that she has made a con-
scious choice of her linguistic style at her workplace.

At some bars where owners hardly ever show up, the linguistic 
atmosphere feels much freer. In fact, one owner complained to me 
about the use of “bad” language at her bar on her day off (when her 
employee manages the bar). Thus, one may experience a completely 
different linguistic situation at the same bar from day to day.48

First-person Pronouns

As with the contrast between formal and informal speech, the use 
of first- and second- person pronouns contributes to defining how 
speakers relate to one another at lesbian bars. I discuss first-person 
pronouns in this section and second-person pronouns in the follow-
ing section.

Previous studies have claimed that the use of first- and second-
person pronouns exhibits the most gender-differentiated charac-
teristics of the Japanese language. Ide asserts that the first-person 
pronouns watakushi and watashi are used by both sexes, the forms 
boku and ore (standard) as well as wagahai and washi (nonstandard) 
are used exclusively by men, and the forms atakushi and atashi 
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(standard) as well as atai and uchi (nonstandard) are used by wom-
en.49 Kanemaru claims that jibun is also a masculine form.50 Jibun 
is a ref lexive pronoun; its use as a personal pronoun is relatively 
old-fashioned and is often associated with men in sports or in mil-
itaristic groups such as the Jieitai (Self-Defense Army) or the po-
lice force.51 However, as the data below indicate, it may be used 
for a much wider range of gender identities than this historical 
association may suggest. As Sturtz Streetharan calls the use of first-
person pronouns and sentence-final particles “microlevel strategies 
of indexicality,”52 it is crucial to look at them in a context-depen-
dent setting.

It is clear that these options for first-person pronouns reflect the 
strong sense of an idealized form of women’s and men’s speech. 
However, the choice of person pronouns is not as categorical as was 
once believed. Women in different parts of Japan may have different 
options and women in different points in the age spectrum may use 
different forms. Although one would never guess it from Ide’s work, 
a visit to a village in northern Japan would help discover many women 
using ore;53 likewise, go to any junior high school in Japan and the 
girls will be referring to themselves as boku and ore.54

An example from the bisexual and lesbian magazine Anise provides 
some insight into the use of first-person pronouns among lesbians, 
o-nabe, and transsexuals. Examples 6 through 9 are drawn from the 
magazine (Anise) transcript of a panel discussion among six people, 
two self-identified (F-M) transsexuals (T1 and T2), two self-identi-
fied o-nabe (O1 and O2), and two self-identified lesbians (L1 and L2). 
They are talking about their gender.

(6)  Transsexual 1: Boku wa rezubian ga kirai nan ja nakute, rezu 
 ikōru onna, jibun55 ga onna ni mirareru no ga iya datta.

   “It is not that I [boku] dislike lesbians, but ‘lesbian’ means the 
same thing as ‘woman.’ I didn’t want to be seen as a woman.”

  O-nabe 1: Jibun mo yoku rezu tte iwarete ‘jibun wa otoko nan da’ tte 
tomodachi to kenka shimashita.

   “I [jibun] was also told that I’m a lesbian. I used to fight with 
my friends for saying that I’m a man.”

(7)  Transsexual 2: Boku wa nenrei ga agare ba penisu ga haete kuru 
 mon da to omotte ita n desu yo.

  “I [boku] believed that once I got older, I’d grow a penis.”

(8)  Lesbian 1: Watashi wa monogokoro tsuita toki kara, zutto onna no 
  ko ga suki datta. Otoko to ka o-nabe ni naritai tte kimochi mo atta 
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kedo, seken no hito wa otoko na no ka onna na no ka  waketagaru n da 
yo ne. Ippan shakai de wa joshi toire ni wa hairenai shi.

   “Since I [watashi] was a child, I always liked girls. There was a time 
when I wanted to be a man or o-nabe. People want to categorize 
themselves into male or female. In this society, I can’t use a public 
women’s bathroom.”

 Lesbian 2: Watashi wa joshi toire ni hairu yo.
  “I [watashi] use the women’s bathroom.”

(9) O-nabe 2: Jibun mo danjo to ka kangaenai hō nan desu yo.
  “I [jibun] tend not to think about if one is a man or woman.”

The three groups of speakers use first-person pronouns distinctively; 
the transsexuals use boku, the o-nabe use jibun, and the lesbians use 
watashi almost uniformly. It is as if there is a rule for them to use a 
different person pronoun depending on their identity (at least in this 
context). Gender crossing reflected in this use of first-person pro-
nouns has nothing to do with these women wanting to be men; in-
stead, it is the appropriation of masculine resources.

This orderly use of first-person pronouns pegged to sexual iden-
tity does not mean that each speaker uses the same pronoun no mat-
ter what context s/he is in. Further analysis suggests that speakers 
negotiate gendered speech norms in a given context. This negotiation 
becomes more apparent if we examine examples in which a speaker 
shifts the use of pronoun forms, which is frequently observed at les-
bian bars. Indeed, one of the participants in the panel discussion (L 1) 
is an employee at a lesbian bar I often visited, and I often heard her 
using jibun instead of watashi. Moreover, I observed the use of mul-
tiple first-person pronouns at lesbian bars: watashi, atashi, ore, washi, 
and jibun, with the same speaker using different first-person pronouns 
depending on the context. One of the first questions I often asked at 
bars concerned the use of person pronouns. Younger employees in their 
early twenties unanimously claimed they used jibun (oneself) as their 
favorite first-person pronoun, a form commonly considered masculine. 
I found this at all the bars I frequented, and Maree (1997) reported 
the same finding in her study of o-nabe characters in movies.56 One 
employee explained that she uses the term because watashi and atashi 
index too much femininity, but she does not want to use boku or other 
“masculine” first-person pronouns because she is not a man. She said 
that she refuses to dōitsuka suru (merge and identify) with men. An 
employee at a different bar argued, “Why do I need to use boku? I do 
not even like men.” Her use of jibun is illustrated in example 10.
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(10)  Employee: Kutte nē, jibun wa. Nan da, nan ni mo nē jan.

  “I [jibun] haven’t eaten. What! There is nothing left.”

This employee is twenty-one years old and has been working at the 
bar for several months. Asked by her female supervisor whether she 
had eaten something before coming to work, she replies using jibun. 
During the course of the evening, this young employee maintained 
the use of jibun irrespective of whether she was talking to her cowork-
ers or to customers. For her, it is the most “neutral” (her term) person 
pronoun available.57

However, at a bar down the street, I observed a quite different 
interaction. The employee in example 11 is twenty years old and has 
been working almost a year. When I entered, there was nobody but 
her in the bar. We introduced ourselves and started talking about 
various things such as why she started working there, where she is 
from, and whether she enjoys working at the bar. When I noticed her 
using jibun in our interaction, I asked the reason for her choice. Her 
answer was that she did not want to sound too feminine by using 
watashi or atashi. She added that jibun is her favorite term and that 
she, unlike her boss who uses washi, did not use other “masculine” 
person pronouns. It is interesting to note that to her washi presents 
a more “masculine” nuance than jibun. However, her answer does 
not reflect her actual speaking practices. She and I had been talk-
ing alone for more than two hours when the telephone rang. The 
caller was a regular customer whom this employee knew very well. 
There had been a party at the bar the night before, during which this 
customer became drunk and did some crazy things that upset the 
employees and other customers; but the customer claimed that she 
did not remember anything. The employee refused to believe she had 
forgotten. The employee’s side of the conversation was as follows:

(11) Employee: Omē na, fuzaken na yo, ore okoru yo.

   “Listen, don’t fuck with me. I’m [ore] getting pissed off.”

  Jā, A san ni kiite mi na yo.

  “OK, ask Ms. A.”

  Anne, sō da yo, anta, minna ni meiwaku kaketa n da kara.

  “Well, you troubled everyone.”

  Ore sugē koshi itai mon. Koshi ni kita yo.

   “You know what? My [ore] lower back badly hurts. It really 
hurts.”
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Here we see the employee’s shift from jibun in her conversation with 
me to ore in the interaction she has with her customer. In the first 
instance of ore, the speaker is expressing her anger or frustration and 
thus is very emotionally involved. In the second instance, she is telling 
the customer how much pain she has now, thanks to the customer. 
The use of ore in these two examples as opposed to her previous use 
of jibun exhibits negotiation of multiple identity positions in relation 
to different contexts. For her, jibun is used in more formal settings 
of interaction, such as a conversation with a relatively new customer 
who is also a researcher plying her with questions. This is to say that 
jibun is a form of tatemae, or one’s “public/expected face.” However, 
ore is her preferred choice in more intimate and emotional contexts 
(her honne, or “private/real face”). It seems that since all the first-
person pronouns (except the relatively formal ones such as watakushi 
and watashi) are normatively associated with either women or men, 
lesbians consider jibun the least gendered if one wants to be, literally, 
simply oneself.58

The use of boku is quite different. The speaker in example 12 is a 
lesbian customer in her mid-thirties who works at a computer graph-
ics company. She and I had been discussing the use of first-person 
pronouns for a while and I had noticed that she used atashi in our 
conversation. When I asked if she ever used different first-person pro-
noun, she responded:

(12) Customer: Atashi wa kyosē o haru toki, “boku” o tsukau.

   “I [atashi] use ‘I’ [boku] when [I] make a false show of power.”

She added that she uses boku in arguments at her workplace with her 
male boss, who may suspect that she is lesbian, claiming that this 
helps her situate herself at the boss’s level. Here, the speaker explic-
itly recognizes the forcefulness attached to “masculine” forms. She 
also expressed the belief that atashi, the “feminine” first-person pro-
noun, did not make her strong. However, in explaining the use of 
boku, the speaker used the term kyosē/kyosei (false show of power)—
literally kyo (emptiness) + sei (power, force)—which implies merely a 
superficial or even empty power. It is a masquerade of men’s power. 
These examples demonstrate that first-person pronouns are carefully 
and consciously chosen by each speaker at lesbian bars since they are 
one of the most obvious linguistic features generally associated with 
sex/gender.
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Second-person Pronouns

Second-person pronouns are also considered highly gendered, but 
to a lesser degree than first-person pronouns. Many researchers 
identify two forms (anata and anta) for women and five or more 
forms (anata, anta, kimi, omae, kisama, otaku, and temē) for men.59 
However, actual uses of second-person pronouns do not necessarily 
conform to these gender classifications.60

I found two types of second-person pronouns at the bars I stud-
ied: anta and omē. The frequency of these two terms is not high since 
speakers generally prefer their nicknames or first names.61 Anata 
(you), a more formal second-person pronoun than anta and omē, is 
almost never used. The use of omē, a very casual “masculine” sec-
ond-person pronoun, is found among close friends at bars, between 
employees and customers or between customers. In example 11, the 
speaker uses both anta and omē in criticizing one of her customers 
for her behavior the night before. Omē is used to express the employ-
ee’s extreme rage toward the customer (omē fuzaken na yo, don’t fuck 
with me), whereas anta accompanies an attempt at persuasion (sō da yo 
anta, minna ni mēwaku kaketa n dakara, you see, you troubled every-
one.). Thus, the shift between the two pronouns reflects the change 
in her emotional state.

The customer in example 12 above, who uses boku in an argument 
with her boss, also told me that she uses omē when she argues with 
close male friends. She claims omē has a certain forcefulness that can-
not be expressed by anta or omae, a term that is stereotypically asso-
ciated with male speakers. The speakers in examples 11 and 12 both 
assert that omē helps them argue more persuasively. Both speakers are 
manipulating the pragmatic meaning (forcefulness) attached to the 
term omē. Again it is an appropriation of masculine resource.

Commands and Requests

Other linguistic forms often associated with gender roles are found 
in commands and requests. For instance, the use of bald imperative 
verb forms, such as tabero (eat), are generally thought to indicate that 
the interlocutor is not in a superior position and also that the speaker 
is likely a man. This type of imperative is traditionally categorized 
as a “masculine” form and women are advised to avoid using it.62 
For example, in Yookoso, Tohsaku’s standard Japanese-as-a-second-
language textbook, students are instructed that this type of imper-
ative form “sounds very blunt and harsh” and that female speakers 
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should not use it at all.63 Better advice would be that bald imperatives 
are available to both genders, but that care must be taken to deploy 
the form in appropriate contexts. In any case, women are culturally 
or ideally discouraged from using bald imperatives and, regrettably, 
Japanese language textbooks such as Tohsaku’s reinforce this sexist 
notion.

Despite this prescription forced upon female speakers, strong 
imperative forms are sometimes included: in example 11, fuzaken na 
(don’t fuck with me), the first negative imperative, can be articu-
lated differently in different contexts; they range from the most for-
mal fuzakenai de kudasai (please don’t joke around), to fuzakenai 
de (don’t joke around), to the very informal fuzakeru na (don’t mess 
with me). The assimilation and reduction of -ru (in fuzakeru na) to 
-n (in fuzaken na) indexes even stronger roughness or toughness. As 
noted earlier, the speaker in this example is extremely angry and emo-
tionally involved. The second imperative form, kiite mi na yo (try to 
ask) is less strong than kiite miro.

Example 13 immediately continues the conversation from 
example 11.

(13) Employee: Chigau yo. Pantsu to bura wa tsukete ta yo.

  “No, you were wearing your underpants and a bra.”

  Un, itte ta. “—no yarō” tte. Dakara koi tte.

   “Yeah, that’s what she said. She said, ‘Fuck her.’ So, get over 
here.”

  Mada A-san wa inai yo. Iru yo. Mā sō da to omou yo.

  “A’s not here yet. Yes, she’s here. Well, I think so.”

  Sō yū koto ja nai kedo ne. Okorareru yo, mata A-san ni.

  “I don’t think so. You’ll be chewed out by A again.”

After the phrase -no yarō (Fuck her), which is an extremely strong way 
to address someone, koi (another strong imperative form) is used64—
this direct affirmative command form is stereotypically used by men, 
as noted earlier, but it is used here to make a strong command.

S- P

The last linguistic feature I discuss here is sentence-final particles, 
one of the most researched areas in Japanese language and gender 
research.65 The functions of such sentence-final particles and forms 
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have been identified as (1) indicating the speaker’s emotions and atti-
tudes such as doubt, caution, and confirmation;66 (2) encouraging 
rapport between speech participants;67 (3) achieving a close monitor-
ing of the feelings between speech participants;68 and (4) expressing 
one’s own masculinity and/or femininity.69 Traditional gender clas-
sification of sentence-final particles suggests three types: (1) feminine 
forms, which are said to be predominantly used by female speakers 
(e.g., wa with a rising intonation, na no, na no ne, kashira); (2) mas-
culine forms, by male speakers (e.g., zo, ze, da, da yo); and (3) neutral 
forms, by both women and men (e.g., yo ne, ka na). As Okamoto 
argues, the traditional classification should be understood as a ref-
erence point rather than a description of actual use.70 In fact, I have 
heard a frequent use of kashira by my male hetero friends. Endō Orie 
and Satake Kuniko, both linguists, informed me that their fathers 
used kashira very frequently.71

The actual use of sentence-final particles at the lesbian bars bears 
this point out. The most frequently used sentence-final particles are 
yo and its variations such as da yo and da yo ne. For instance, in exam-
ple 14 an employee and a few customers are chatting while looking at 
a magazine article on o-nabe bars.

(14) Customer: Kore otoko da yo, hakkiri itte.

  “This is a man, frankly speaking.”

 Employee: Kurabete moraitaku nai ne.

  “I really don’t want to be compared to this guy.”

The customer points out that the figure in the picture in the maga-
zine looks like a man. She uses da yo in this utterance. As mentioned 
earlier, in the conventional classification, da + yo is regarded as a mas-
culine form. Yet today this form is found to be more commonly used 
by professional women than it used to be,72 which supports my claim 
that most gendered linguistic features are not categorical, but rather 
variable, and are thus negotiable by nature. In this case, this sentence-
final form is neutral for this speaker in this context.

Other conventional masculine forms are found in example 15. 
Here, younger employees, who typically refer to themselves as jibun, 
are talking with some customers in their thirties. Two of them are 
trying to remove a spot from the surface of a toy.

(15) Employee: Kosutte mo torenē n da.

  “We can’t get rid of it even by rubbing.”
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 Customer: Nani ka iro ga chigau zo.

  “Hey, the color’s different!”

The employee uses da, a moderately “masculine” form, and the cus-
tomer uses zo, which is often classified as strongly “masculine.” In 
addition, the “rough” negative form nē is used instead of nai. This use 
of nē was also observed at a different bar, as shown in example 10 ear-
lier. There are two instances of nē in example 10. Moreover, the speaker 
uses kū (to eat) instead of taberu (to eat). The latter is a standard form 
of the verb, while kū suggests “masculine” speech. Elsewhere, this 
speaker uses the plain interrogative form ka (verb/adjective + ka) in 
Ureshii ka (Are you happy?) and Nomu ka (Do you want to drink?), 
another construction associated with “masculine” speech. This type 
of question form is usually considered too strong and rude for women 
to use. It is interesting to note that the use of these rough phrases is 
the opposite of the use of o-nē-kotoba among gay men.

The possible reason for the use of these forms may be that the 
boundary between so-called feminine and masculine forms of sen-
tence-final particles has become blurred and that women feel more 
comfortable stepping over the linguistic gender lines than they used 
to be. At the same time, they are marking difference by rejecting the 
forms that they feel are too “feminine,” while adopting “masculine” 
or neutral forms. Their use of “masculine” forms, however, does not 
mean that lesbians want to be identified as men, as the discussion on 
the difference between the terms “lesbian” and o-nabe clearly dem-
onstrates. Nor is it simply the case of butch lesbians speaking like 
men. On the other hand, even though they may consider themselves 
women (which is also indicated earlier in their comparison of lesbians 
and o-nabe), they are not using stereotypical feminine forms. I argue, 
therefore, that their linguistic choices indicate their marking of their 
difference in speech that they believe supports their identities as les-
bians. (In subsequent chapters, we will discover how gay men use 
o-nē-kotoba to similar ends.) For instance, the use of direct/informal 
style and “masculine” sentence-final particles and forms may be a way 
to create an intimate relationship among lesbians at the bars they fre-
quent or to treat other lesbians as in-group members. Further, their 
use of “masculine” first-person pronouns may be a masquerade of 
male power, but not necessarily an appropriation of patriarchal power. 
Rather it is an appropriation of men’s resources, which enables them 
to express (real or imagined) powerfulness. In other words, some les-
bians at bars recognize the assumed dominant power associated with 
masculine speech. It is also important to note that the same speaker 
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may shift her speech style depending on the context. Recall how, for 
instance, in example 11, a speaker who used jibun with me switched 
to ore when talking to someone else. Shifts such as this indicate the 
speaker’s negotiation of gendered identity in interaction.

A Space Like No Other

I want to conclude by asserting the crucial importance of avoiding 
broad generalizations delimiting lesbian speech. The linguistic attri-
butes discussed above do not necessarily apply to everyone enjoying 
Shinjuku Ni-chōme. Some features are favored at a particular bar; 
others are observed at a singular moment at a specific watering hole. 
In essence, I argue that (1) linguistic variants exist even in the speech 
of this group that is usually construed as homogeneous; (2) individual 
lesbians explore the possible ways of identifying themselves in relation 
to other women in speech; and (3) lesbians negotiate constraints such 
as “feminine” or “masculine” attached to linguistic features with the 
insertion of novel meanings and usages. This is to say, lesbians at bars 
seem to accept the assumed dominant power association with “mas-
culine” speech; at the very same time, they ridicule the dominant 
position men enjoy in Japan.

Lesbian bar talk—almost a form of word play—helps create a com-
munity in which their identity as lesbians is acknowledged, reassured, 
and celebrated. The lesbian bar is nothing other than a space for this 
kind of exploration and negotiation, a space to produce and corrobo-
rate and validate their “in-group” identity—especially since Japanese 
society offers so few spaces for otherness.
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Cross-dressing Speech: The “Real” 

Womanhood of Men

This chapter examines male prostitutes known as danshō. The Chinese 
characters for the word are fascinating and quite revealing. This is 
how the word is rendered in Japanese: 男娼. “Dan” is the character 
for “male.” “Shō” means “prostitute” and is used with other charac-
ters to refer to female prostitutes; for example, the initial addition of 
the character kō (public) creates the term kōshō, or “licensed prosti-
tute,” or gaishō, literally meaning “street prostitute.”1 Curiously, shō 
includes the radical for “woman” (女), making prostitutes female by 
default. Therefore, a strictly literal translation of danshō should be 
“male-female prostitute.” Thus, the idea of male prostitution, as ar-
ticulated in “danshō,” connects two men through the figure of the 
female body or implies that men become women to sell their bodies.

The danshō I discuss are the thirty-odd male sex workers dressed 
in female clothes (josō) in Tokyo, mainly the Ueno park area, after 
World War II.2 Before the war, most were sex workers from Asakusa, 
onnagata (female impersonators from kabuki), or former soldiers 
who discovered their sexual identity through their military experi-
ence. They were from the twenty to fifty age range (with an average 
of thirty). Mitsuhashi argues that danshō used to work alone until 
the end of the war and that it was during the late 1940s in the Ueno 
area that they organized into unified groups.3 While the number of 
danshō in each group was small, their membership relied on the col-
laboration and cooperation among all members. These danshō called 
each other go-ren-san (literally, someone together) as a linguistic prac-
tice of the community; they were referred to by outsiders as onnagata 
(literally, female style),4 ikken nakama (colleagues), or o-kama.5

The goal of this chapter is to analyze how the danshō of Shōwa 
(1925–1989) negotiated their gender and sexuality through their 
linguistic behavior. By presenting the linguistic characteristics of 
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danshō—which is far from a simple binary description of Japanese 
men and women’s speech that is often presented in sociolinguistic 
studies—I argue that gender and sexual identities articulated in their 
speech cannot be summarized as simply masculine and/or feminine. 
Rather, their linguistic practice proves that sexual identity is some-
thing danshō negotiate in order to accommodate their sexual desires 
and social roles.

In the next chapter, I will argue that some of the linguistic 
 characteristics of danshō have been inherited by the o-nē-kotoba 
(queen’s speech) speakers of Heisei (1989 to present). We find a hint 
of this connection in the word used to describe the most powerful 
and senior danshō of a group. This leader was called o-nē-san (older 
and/or close sister) but, significantly, it is inscribed as お姐さん in 
written Japanese. Historically, this kanji was also used in words re-
ferring to waitresses and lower-class geisha before the war.6 The hom-
onym o-nē-san, which refers to “older sister” in current usage, uses 
a different kanji: お姉さん. The distinction between the conventional 
o-nē-san and the o-nē-san of danshō is that the latter lacks blood rela-
tions and thus relies on their interdependent trust and solidarity. I 
recently found out that this precise usage is deployed by Mitsuhashi, a 
M-F transgendered scholar whose self-assigned title is josō-ka (female 
dresser).7 S/he uses the term o-nē-san as a self-referential term, as 
well as for other M-F cross-dressers. I argue that the term o-nē-kotoba 
used among some gay men and transgendered/transsexual individ-
uals in present-day Japan is historically and linguistically related to 
the gendered speech practiced by danshō in the late 1940s. Thus, it 
behooves us to turn back to this fascinating moment in the history of 
modern Japan.

F S-S  L-S

On the evening of November 22, 1948, a group of police officers 
led by General Superintendent Tanaka Eiichi and accompanied by 
photographers from media walked around Ueno Park investigating 
prostitution including gaishō (street prostitutes) as well as danshō, 
sparking the so-called Ueno Incident. When they saw a group of 
danshō, a photographer started taking pictures. One of the danshō, 
named Okiyo, attacked Tanaka as he was clearly the man in charge.8 
Shortly after this, police cracked down on both female and male pros-
titution in the area arresting 400 gaishō and fifty danshō. This po-
lice action then forced male prostitutes to move to different parts of 
Tokyo (mainly Shinbashi and Shinjuku).9 The incident exposed the 
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lives of danshō to the general public through newspaper and maga-
zine articles, though it was not the first time media covered danshō. 
However, for the first time in this larger and more spectacular scale, 
average Japanese people learned about their lives and their linguistic 
practices. Much of the linguistic data for this chapter comes from 
these newspaper and magazine articles as well as a 1931 novel titled 
Eroguro danshō nikki (Diary of an erotic-grotesque male prostitute),10 
all of which were censored until the late 1940s (that is, until the end 
of the American occupation).11

After the incident, the media started publishing articles on the 
lives of danshō more regularly. At the same time, several different 
types of roundtable discussions (zadankai) were organized, a few of 
which included danshō who were involved in the incident. Most typ-
ically, several danshō were invited to a roundtable discussion with a 
male journalist as MC asking various questions regarding the Ueno 
Incident, the history and process of “becoming” a danshō, their ev-
eryday lives, their business, and their personal love lives.12

In every zadankai, the issue of sexual identity is brought up, not 
directly but typically by questions such as “Have you had sex with 
a woman?” or “What do you think of women?” Answers vary from 
a total dismissal (Watashi, onna nan ka iya yo—I hate women), to 
blunt refusal (Onna no hito ni furerareru to zotto shimasu—I shiver 
if touched by a woman), to strong rejection (Onna ni wa kyōmi nai 
wa—I have no interest in women), to resentment (Onna nan ka 
kusemono desu wa—Women are dangerous), not to mention the rare 
friendly response (Toshiue no hito wa o-nē-san, toshishita no hito wa 
imōto tte kanji da wa ne—For an older woman, she is like an older 
sister while for a younger one, she is like a younger sister to me). Their 
subjectivity is expressed most strongly in the form of resentment 
toward the “original” women as described by Judith Butler. Notice 
that the stereotypical feminine speech is found in their responses, 
such as the use of sentence-final particles: yo in iya yo, wa in kyōmi nai 
wa and da wa ne in imōto tte kanji da wa ne.

Although these danshō strongly express their negative emotions 
toward women, they identify themselves as “women” through and 
through (Sō desu, watashi wa onna desu—Yes, I am a woman) or just 
partially (Seishin-teki onna wa umaretsuki yo—I was born woman 
psychologically); they also dismiss the claim that they are not real 
women (Watashi-tachi wa onna to nan ni mo chigai nai no yo—We are 
no different from women). Furthermore, although they may resent 
real women, they also envy their physical capabilities (Atashi hontō 
no kodomo ga hoshii wa. Futari gurai sodaterareru wa ne—I want a 
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real child. I could raise about two). They also compete with women 
in terms of affection (Kekkyoku atashi-tachi no hō ga jō ga fukai n 
desho—After all we are more affectionate) and express their superior 
gender identity by quoting one of the comments by their customers 
(Yoppodo watashi-tachi no hō ga onna rashii to iwareru—We are told 
that we are much more feminine than women). They also brag about 
their sexual techniques (Kono naka de o-kama o utte iru ningen wa 
hitori mo inai to dangen shimasu yo. Iroiro na gikō tsukatte ne—I can 
swear that no one here sells themselves as o-kama. We use all sorts of 
techniques).

Note that their insistence on being different from o-kama is similar 
to the lesbians mentioned in the previous chapter wanting to distin-
guish themselves from o-nabe. As I mentioned earlier, the term, o-kama 
is considered derogatory unless used by a self-identified o-kama him/
herself. A wonderful example of this comes from Matsumoto Toshio’s 
film Funeral parade of roses (Bara no sōretsu, 1969), which kicked off 
the career the cross-dressing actor Peter (his/her best-known role is 
probably the jester in Kurosawa’s Ran). In this scene, two “women” 
scream epithets at each other. The mama-san of a “gay-boy bar” calls 
Peter a “tanuki,” the raccoon-dog that is capable of shape shifting 
in folktales; s/he thus accuses Peter of shape shifting with clothes, 
wig, and makeup, but only as a counterfeit woman. Peter hurls back a 
counter-insult, calling the mama-san “o-kama.”

The danshō’s refusal to being called o-kama implies that they share 
their sexuality and sexual desire (choice of men as a sexual partner) 
with o-kama, but that they are different because their gender iden-
tity is female. In other words, they love men as “women,” just as 
o-nabe love women as “men.” This is reflected in their utterances. For 
instance, some danshō are proud of bringing hetero men into their 

Matsumoto Toshio’s Funeral Parade of Roses (1969)
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world (Watashi no kareshi wa watashi to ii naka ni natte kara, zenzen 
onna nan ka ni furimuki mo shinaku natta wa. Onna nan ka tsuma-
ranai tte—My lover pays no attention to women any more after we 
became involved. He says that women are boring). Here the danshō 
equates herself with a woman. As we see in these examples, their 
speech varies from the polite ending (masu/desu) with a stereotypical 
feminine sentence-final particle, wa, the plain ending with assertive 
sentence-final particles such as no yo, to a jagged use of nouns such as 
onna (women) and kusemono (rascal), and disparaging particle (e.g., 
onna nan ka). In other words, their speech style is much more diverse 
than what we typically think of as “women’s speech” for heterosexual 
Japanese women.

Becoming Danshō, Being Danshō

Danshō of the immediate postwar era give many different reasons for 
why they “have become” women. Many argue that they are born that 
way while some emphasize the distinction between biological and 
psychological aspects of gender. Tokiyo, for example, defines her sex-
uality using the term seishitsu (nature).

(1)  Tokiyo: Watashi mo yahari kodomo no toki kara konna seishitsu datta 
  n desu ne. Chiisai toki wa otoko no ko nan ka to asonda koto wa 

nakatta . . . Sono koro wa kō yū seishitsu no kata ga iru to yū koto o 
shiranakatta.

   “I was like this [seishitsu] since I was a child. I never played with 
boys when I was small . . . Back then, I didn’t realize there were 
other people with this kind of nature [seishitsu].13

It is interesting to note that the literal meaning of seishitsu in Japanese 
is sexual quality/character/nature, in contrast to the term taishitsu, 
or body quality/character. In current Japanese, one can describe one’s 
seishitsu using terms such as “shy” or “outgoing” with no obvious 
connection with the sexual being, whereas taishitsu usually refers 
to one’s innate physical condition (e.g., one can say that one cannot 
handle alcohol due to one’s taishitsu). Both seishitsu and taishitsu are 
often considered conditions that one is born with. But both can be 
altered in the course of one’s life with conscious effort. The Japanese 
term seishitsu is equivalent to English words such as “character,” “dis-
position,” “personality,” “temperament,” and “nature.” I argue that 
Tokiyo’s use of the term seisitsu is closest to nature since her utterance 
hints that seishitsu is something she was born with. Her insistence on 
being that particular seishitsu (sexual quality) since childhood suggests 
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that her seishitsu is biologically determined. For her, gender as female 
is something one is born with. It is about being, not doing. She does 
not have, but she is that seishitsu.

Otoki, another danshō, defines herself in a similar fashion with a 
slight but significant difference. While Tokiyo sees her female gender 
as biologically determined (described as nature), Otoki articulates the 
division of her gender into two categories.

(2) Otoki: Seishinteki na onna wa umare tsuki yo.

  “What I’m saying is that I was born female, psychologically.”14

The phrase seishinteki na onna, meaning psychologically female, sug-
gests that Otoki separates seishin (mind) from nikutai (body) in her 
gender identity. However, she also uses the term umaretsuki (born 
with) just like Tokiyo does. In other words, Otoki believes that her 
(psychological) gender is biologically determined. In short, both 
Okiyo and Otoki believe their gender is biologically determined as 
onna (female) whether gender is physical or psychological. For Otoki, 
body and mind are different entities and she has chosen her mind to 
lead her body.

Ranko, another danshō, is similar to Otoki in that she also sepa-
rates body from mind, but she further articulates what necessitates 
female gender.

(3)  Ranko: Watashi wa onna desu no. Nikutai wa otoko de atte mo  
  kokoromochi mo dōsa mo subete ga onna desu.

   “I am a woman. Even though I am a man physically, my emotions 
and behavior are female.”15

While Otoki simply states that she is a woman psychologically, Ranko 
expands what the term “psychologically” entails, which has to do 
with kokoromochi (literally, heart-have, emotional feeling, thus how 
one feels) and dōsa (literally, movement, behavior, thus how one acts). 
In Ranko’s words, these two elements signify her female gender. How 
Ranko achieves these two elements, kokoromochi and dōsa, is negoti-
ated differently by Otsune who talks about her relationship with her 
partner in example 4.

(4)  Otsune: Okorya shinai wa yo. Datte seishin to nikutai to wa betsu nan 
 desu mono.

   “My partner doesn’t get jealous. That’s because mind and body are 
two different things.”16
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Otsune is responding to a question about her long-term partner and 
whether he gets jealous toward the fact that she has sex with other 
men/customers. She assertively claims that her devotion to her partner 
is solid, meaning that her heart is with him and that what she does 
with her body does not jeopardize her relationship with him. Body 
does not count. It is the seishin (mind) that sustains their relationship, 
not the corporeal body. The separation between mind and body is a 
crucial element of their gender identities. In example 5, Ranko then 
admits that she cannot be a man either.

(5)  Ranko: Kekkyoku watashi-tachi wa otoko ni narenai n desu kara, seken 
  ga watashi-tachi o rikai shite kurenakereba dame da to omoimasu wa.

   “After all we cannot become men, so the world has to understand 
us.”17

Ranko argues that she may be a man due to her biology (nikutai 
wa otoko—body is male), but that she cannot become a man (otoko ni 
narenai—she cannot become male). The body contradicts her gender 
identity, which is still in the process of negotiation. Such conciliation 
never ends. How do danshō overcome this? Otsune, who talks about 
gender identity as expressed in kokoromochi and dōsa, further elabo-
rates how she can accomplish becoming a woman and thus guarantee 
female gendering:

(6) Otsune: Minna onna ni naru no ni kurō suru wa yo.

  “We all work hard to become women.”18

Otsune continues to say that she shaves her face and legs and wears 
fake breasts and hips (made of cotton pads) under her kimono, the 
most common costume among danshō at that time. This is the pro-
cess of moving from being a woman (danshō identifying themselves 
as female) to becoming a woman (performing female gender), with 
a difference that hetero women need not worry about. For these 
danshō, doing gender is as hard as being that gender. As Villa argues, 
gender is an endless chain of performative acts.19 The other danshō, 
Ranko, explains what psychological elements of female gender 
entail:

(7)  Ranko: Otoko ni tayoru kurai no kimochi ga dete konai to konna 
  seikatsu wa dekimasen.

   “If you can’t come to depend on men, then you can’t live like 
this.”20
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For Ranko, female gender is guaranteed only when a woman devel-
ops her dependence on a man, the supportive role of womanhood, 
and the Japanese heteronormative cultural ideology of the time. Her 
life can be maintained only if she devotes herself to a man, a kind 
of psychological dependence. In other words, she needs a man who 
can guarantee her gender, very similar to the travesties in Kulick’s 
work (1998). It is not the sex with her partner that sustains their re-
lationship, but rather the psychological dependence the danshō clings 
onto. Notice that she uses kimochi (emotion and feeling) for her de-
pendence. It is the psychological dependence that counts for female 
gender. In other words, danshō devote their mind (emotional attach-
ment and dependence) to their men to maintain their lives, whereas 
their body is out of their control. The difference between danshō and 
other women is that the former is often financially independent from 
their partners.

Performing Danshō

Zadankai (roundtable discussions) always cover several topics. 
Generally speaking, I found that the most focused discussion in the 
roundtables has to do with the aspect of performative gender or the 
reality of gender as Judith Butler frames it.21 Consider this example 
by Otsune:

(8)  Otsune: “O-kama” ni mo futa-tōri aru no yo. O-kyaku ga dō shite mo 
  otoko datte koto wakaranai hito to, hajime kara “o-kama” datte 

wakatte yobu hito to aru no. Dō shite mo otoko datte koto wakaranai 
“o-kama” ni naru ni wa, yahari nenki ga iru wa yo.

   “There are two types of o-kama; one the customer has no idea she’s 
a man; the other the customer knows from the get-go. To become 
one where there’s no way you’d know they’re men takes years of 
training.22

Otsune describe what work being a danshō entails. She is one of the 
few danshō who uses the term o-kama in the zadankai. Most of the 
time, danshō seem to avoid it as if they dislike the term and want to 
distance themselves from what being o-kama implies. Here, Otsune 
talks of two types of customers: one who knows that danshō are bi-
ologically male and the other who does not. In order to pass as a fe-
male prostitute, danshō have to hone their skills for a long time. As 
female-gender transgressors they occasionally feel threatened when 
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a customer doubts or finds out that she is “actually” (physically) 
male. Ikuko, a well-known o-nē-san (Okeya Shōji, thirty-nine years 
old), once directly expressed her opinion on this topic in a zadankai 
( example 9).23

(9)  Ikuko: Jibun ga onna ni narisumashite itte, tokoton made bake no 
  kawa ga arawarenakereba ii. Moshi, o-kyaku ni “omae onnagata 

da na” to iware te mo nikkori waratteru yori hoka shiyō ga nai. 
Kekkyoku atashi onna de gozaimasu to issho ni ike ba sagi ni nari-
masu . . . Zettai ni, atashi wa onna de gozaimasu, issho ni ikimashō, 
to yū koto wa itcha ike nai.

   “When you pretend to be a woman, it’s OK to fake it all the way. If 
a customer says, ‘Hey, you’re an onnagata’ [meaning a male prosti-
tute], all we can do is smile at him. There is nothing else we can do. 
We can’t say, ‘I’m a woman. Let’s go’ or it would be a fraud . . . We 
should never say, ‘I’m a woman. Let’s go.’ ”

As a danshō leader, or o-nē-san, Ikuko argues that a danshō should not 
claim herself to be a woman and that lying is a fraud. Her reasoning 
follows from her belief that biological characteristics of the body can-
not be changed; this is the essentialist argument that is shared by 
some of the travesties in Kulick’s study (1998). Other danshō, such 
as Tokiyo (Nagano Fumiyo, twenty-seven years old) and Kokatsu 
(Morimura Jirō, forty years old), confess that they have exposed the 
“secret” to their customers. Observe the conversation in example 10:

(10)  Tokiyo: Demo atashi nan ka no bāi de wa, tsukareteiru desho. 
  Tomari no o-kyaku-san nan ka ni uchiwakeru bāi ga arimasu no yo. 

Sō suru to hanshin-hangi de hontō ni shimasen ne.

   “In my case, sometimes I get tired. I spend the night with a cus-
tomer. When I do that, I sometimes confess that I’m not a woman. 
Customers usually don’t believe it.”

  Kokatsu: Hakkiri wakatta ni shite mo sore dake onna ni nariki tte 
  irareru na, to kanshin shite iru hito wa arimasu ga, okotta hito wa 

arimasen ne . . . wakaranai hito ni wa wakaranai no yo.

   “Even when customers find out, they’re impressed by the perfor-
mance and none ever gets angry. Some customers can figure it out 
and others can’t.”

  Ikuko: Kokatsu-chan no o-kyaku-san nante hitotsuki ni rokkai gurai 
  kite mo mada wakaranai de iru no yo.

   “One of Kokatsu-chan’s customers, who visits her six times a 
month, still doesn’t get it.”24
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Here gender reality is questioned. If a customer believed that he had 
sex with a female body, is the sex of the danshō still male? For Ikuko, 
the anatomy of the person holds the reality, thus danshō present only 
“the ostensible reality” of a female body.25 However, when a cus-
tomer is unable to distinguish the real from the unreal, the question 
of gender reality becomes pointless. It does not matter. The argu-
ment by Ikuko about not claiming themselves as women is similar 
to Butler’s assertion that “what we invoke as the naturalized knowl-
edge of gender is, in fact, a changeable and revisable reality.”26 Many 
danshō in zadankai are proud that they can pass as women.

Speaking Danshō

Issues of person pronouns in the Japanese linguistic context has 
been discussed and studied extensively in the literature, especially 
in the context of age, social status, regional difference, and power 
relations; however, the most discussed attribute has been gender. 
As I have shown in the previous chapter on lesbians’ use of person 
pronouns, danshō also display a shift between different forms—al-
though to a lesser degree. I must note that the lesbians’ use of person 
pronouns is something I noted through direct experience in the 
bars of Shinjuku, and thus I write about it with great confidence. By 
way of contrast, the use of person pronouns by danshō is something 
I have discovered in zadankai, and so the accuracy of my examples 
is subject to the vagaries of journalistic transcription and editing. 
In fact, what I noticed in two of the postwar zadankai is that the 
first-person pronoun watashi in kanji (私)is used throughout, dis-
missing the phonological difference between wa in watashi and a in 
atashi.27 It is easier for editors to simply use the kanji covering both 
the two seemingly equal first-person pronouns. In other zadankai, 
I found two first-person pronouns, watashi and atashi, and also that 
only two senior danshō o-nē-san, Ikuko and Haru, shift between 
the two.

Ikuko, a leader of one of the danshō groups who is called o-shishō-
san (boss) by others in the group, starts with watashi when she answers 
the very first question asked by the MC concerning the motivation 
behind becoming danshō. As is shown in example 11, where she uses 
the plural first-person pronoun watashi-tachi (we), she is representing 
the whole group of danshō at the zadankai.

(11)  Ikuko: Dōki desu ka. Sore wa kojin-kojin chigaimasu ga,  watashi-tachi, 
  are desu ne, onna ni uragirareta n desu ne. Sore kara onna to yū 
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mono no shinri o totemo iya ni natta n desu. Sō shimasu to dansei to 
yū mono ni miryoku o kanji hajimeta n desu.

   “Motivation? It’s different from person to person but, you know, 
we [watashi-tachi] were betrayed by women. After that we started 
hating women’s psychology. From that point on, we started rec-
ognizing the charm of men.”28

Notice the use of onna (women) in Ikuko’s utterance, which exhib-
its an interesting linguistic practice. Like the other danshō discussed 
earlier, Ikuko chooses the term onna (woman),29 which is more di-
rect, informal, and covertly sexual rather than josei (female person) 
or onna no hito (female person), the more formal and polite way to 
refer to women in general. But unlike the other danshō, she chooses 
dansei (male person) to refer to men, a more indirect, formal, and 
polite term than otoko (man). Such an imbalanced use of the terms 
onna and dansei suggests Ikuko’s negative feelings regarding women. 
For her, women are people she hates and competes with, while men 
are those whom she loves, depends on, and desires to live with. The 
addition of hito (person) to otoko (male) suggests Ikuko’s admiration 
rather than distance, a case quite unlike that of the lesbians in the 
previous chapter.

  Later, Ikuko talks about her lover whom she calls “oyaji” (old man):

(12)  Ikuko: Watashi nan ka genzai jibun no oyaji to issho ni seikatsu 
  shitemasu. Jūni-nen issho ni imasu.

   “At the present time I [watashi] live with my partner/husband. 
We have been living together for twelve years.”30

Ikuko emphasizes the length of her partnership with oyaji (meaning 
partner/husband here)31 and is proud of their twelve years of stable 
relationship. Then she switches to atashi for the first time when she 
starts bragging about her experience working as a danshō.

(13)  Ikuko: Demo ne, atashi naganen kō yū koto o shite ite, kudoita otoko 
  de kudokarenakatta no wa futari ka san-nin, hotondo zenbu kan-

raku shitemasu ne.

   “I [atashi] have been a danshō for many years, but there have been 
only two or three men who rejected me when I tried to seduce 
them. I have conquered nearly all of them, I would say.”32

The fact that she shifts to atashi here may suggest that the use of 
atashi is associated with working as an individual danshō. Then, 
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she switches to watashi when she starts talking about her partner/ 
husband again.

(14)  Ikuko: Oyaji ga hoka no hito no te de mo nigittara shōchi shiya  shinai. 
  Honnin mo sono kimochi de hataraite imasu yo. Watashi no oyaji 

wa nyōbō to kodomo ga roku-nin arimasu. Demo watashi to issho 
ni imasu.

   “Even if my [watashi] partner/husband just held someone else’s 
hand, I’d never forgive him. He knows what I want. He is married 
with six children, but he lives with me [watashi].”33

With these examples, Ikuko clearly distinguishes between her life as 
someone’s partner/wife and as a working woman/danshō. As a wife, 
she is watashi, while she is atashi when she is danshō. I argue that 
her relationship with oyaji is stable, one in which she feels loved and 
protected and, therefore, does not identify herself as a danshō. In fact, 
she says:

(15)  Ikuko: Genzai, watashi no oyaji wa, nyōbō mo ari kodomo mo go-nin 
  arimasu. Shikashi watashi wa tsuki ni ikkai shika inaka e kaesanai. 

Zenbu watashi to seikatsu shiteimasu. Desu kara otoko dōshi de mo 
sore hodo jōai ni oite wa, chigawanai to omoi masu.

   “Currently my [watashi] husband is married with five children. 
But I let him go home only once a month. He lives with me 
[watashi] all the time. Therefore, I don’t think that there is much 
difference between men in terms of affection.”34

Clearly with the use of watashi, Ikuko emphasizes her identity as oyaji’s 
wife, that is, with a particular gender role; however, at the very same 
time, Ikuko uses the term otoko dōshi (between two men) in relation 
to jōai (affection). While the use of watashi exhibits her female gender 
role in an assumed hetero relationship, the use of jōai (affection) 
emphasizes the way their otoko dōshi (between two men) partnership 
exceeds a purely sexual relationship and includes emotional attach-
ments and dependencies. Ikuko strikes a distinction between the two 
different elements of her life by shifting first-person pronouns. Thus, I 
argue that in Ikuko’s case the use of watashi has more to do with her 
gender (as a wife) and social role (as a leader), whereas the use of atashi 
is related to her sexuality and sexual desire (as a prostitute).

Haru, another danshō o-nē-san, presents somewhat more compli-
cated cases. In a different zadankai, she starts with the Ueno Incident 
and then covers her life as a working danshō, her relationship with her 
lover, and her mistrust of female prostitutes.35 She stays in atashi for 
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the first half of the zadankai with a few instances of watashi. The use 
of watashi becomes her major first-person pronoun during the latter 
half of the zadankai, except in two contexts. Haru, the most senior 
in the zadankai, claims she is the boss of danshō:

(16)  Haru: Atashi wa, hayaku ie ba Yama no kamisama dakara, 
  towarereba nan de mo iimasu.

   “I speak frankly, because I [atashi] am the god of Yama [the area 
around Saigō Takamori’s statue in Ueno]. I will tell anything if 
asked.”36

Here, she is about to tell what happened at the Ueno park, but be-
fore going into the details, she declares her identity as the boss of the 
group of six Ueno danshō, including even the MC. Unlike Ikuko’s 
case (where she uses watashi), Haru’s identity as a leader of all the 
danshō motivates her to use atashi. This use of atashi suggests that 
other danshō use this person pronoun and that it reflects solidarity 
among them, an emphasis on sameness and in-groupness rather than 
on difference (because she is a leader). After that, she switches to 
watashi when she goes into the details of the incident.

(17)  Haru: Yama no koto watashi yū wa ne. Sono toki minna karikomi 
  dakara to nigeta. Sono toki, Oaki ga te o nejirareta to yū kara, 

watashi wa sugu deta.

   “I [watashi] will tell you what happened at Yama. That time, we 
all left the place because we were told that there would be a police 
search. Then, I heard that Oaki was caught. So I [watashi] got out 
to help her.”37

The use of watashi in this example is similar to the one used by Ikuko 
earlier, where she is representing the group. It is also the case that 
Haru (like Ikuko) is talking/explaining more to the MC, and thus 
reporting the case in an ostensibly objective manner. After that, she 
switches to atashi in the next utterance when she talks about how she 
started her life as a danshō.

(18)  Haru: Atashi wa jūni-sai no toshi kara de, ima yonjū-roku dakara 
 daibu yatteru.

   “I [atashi] started when I was twelve years old. Since I am forty-
six years old now, I have been danshō for many years.”38

As in Ikuko’s case, the use of atashi here is strongly related to work-
ing as one of the danshō, whereas in the next utterance Haru switches 
back to watashi when telling where she is from.
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(19) Haru: Watashi wa kanda-kko dashi ne.

  “I [watashi] was born in Kanda.”39

She uses watashi when she describes her identity as a child of Kanda, 
and so this has nothing to do with being a danshō. She then shifts to 
atashi again when she is asked whether her customers ever found out 
that she is a male prostitute.

(20) Haru: Atashi wa hotondo bareta koto arimasen.

  “I’ve [atashi] hardly been figured out.”40

Here again she is talking from the perspective of a self-identified 
danshō. She stays in atashi if the topic is about her sexuality. In the 
next example, Haru claims that she and Omasa are born transgen-
dered individuals.

(21) Haru: Kore ga shin kara deta onnagata to yū to, atashi to Omasa.

   “Omasa and I [atashi] are the only ones who are onnagata [M-F 
transgendered people/male prostitutes] to the core.”41

Again in this example, Haru is talking about her sexuality. Let us 
now look at how Haru discusses the long-time relationship with 
her partner/husband, Itakura. Recall that Ikuko, the other danshō, 
switches back to watashi when she starts talking about her oyaji 
(partner/husband). However, Haru’s case is totally the opposite. 
Observe Haru’s example:

(22)  Haru: Atashi wa Itakura to jū-nan-nen kurashita ga, Oichi to yū ko 
  ga heya de itazura shita no de, zubon no ue kara kuichigi tte saki ga 

burasagatta koto ga aru.

  “I [atashi] lived with Itakura for more than ten years, but a kid [an-
other danshō] named Oichi had an affair with him. So I grabbed 
him so hard over his pants, it [his penis] almost fell off.”42

After this utterance she tells the story of finally leaving Itakura. In this 
example, Haru does not hesitate to show her emotions of jealousy. In 
the second sentence in the same utterance she even compares herself 
to the notorious Abe Sada,43 whom she knew personally since child-
hood. When Haru expresses her toughness with her lover through 
comparison with Abe, she switches to watashi, bragging about her 
power: Abe Sada yori watashi no hō ga saki ni yatteru—“I did it (cas-
trated lover) before Abe Sada.” Although she discusses her long-time 
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lover, Haru does not enjoy the stable happy relationship Ikuko shares 
with her oyaji; instead, Haru explains the frustrations of her life, pri-
marily her lover’s affairs with other danshō. Thus, the use of atashi 
here reflects the extension of her life as a danshō, rather than her 
gender role as a partner/wife. Haru’s subsequent switch to watashi 
reflects the fact that she compares herself with Abe Sada, who is not 
danshō. In short, I argue that Haru’s use of first-person pronouns is 
strongly related to her identity as a member of danshō, or a leader of 
the group, and that it is the notion of in-groupness.

Let us look at some other examples. This is from the end of a 
zadankai when each participant talks about danshō’s sexual tech-
niques. Haru, being the senior danshō, tries to distance herself from 
the younger, inexperienced danshō. This is when she switches to 
watashi and sticks with it.

(23)  Haru: Watashi wa ban ni naru to iki na sugata ni naru kara, tekka 
  na otoko, kashira nan ka ga tsukimasu ne.

   “In the evening, I [watashi] become stylish, so I attract tough 
men, such as bosses and that sort.”44

 Haru: Watashi wa te wa tsukawa nai wa.
  “I [watashi] don’t use my hands.”45

  Haru: Watashi, koe ga warui keredomo, toshima de itteru kara, 
  dakara muri ni koe o dasō to shinai de, shizen de ike ba mondai 

ga nai.

   “My [watashi] voice is bad, but I don’t have any trouble because 
of my age [i.e., that is my selling point: older but experienced]. I 
don’t have to fake it with my voice; I just come naturally.”46

In these utterances, Haru is talking about her life as an experienced 
danshō, but at the same time she attempts to separate herself from the 
rest of the group, emphasizing difference rather than sameness among 
danshō. In example 23, she uses watashi to emphasize her seniority 
and experience. However, in example 24, she shifts to atashi again.

(24)  Haru: Soryā atashi-tachi no hō ga kasegu kara yo.

  “That’s because we [atashi-tachi] make more money.”47

Here Haru is comparing danshō with pansuke (female prostitutes) in 
the area. She argues that danshō are more feminine, cleaner, safer, 
and technically superior than pansuke. Again her in-group identity 
(solidarity/sameness) as danshō is emphasized and thus motivates her 
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switch. The notion of in-groupness in Japanese culture is a strong 
facilitator in terms of language use.

This different use of first-person pronouns connected to the speak-
er’s gender identity and social role is found in Nagareyama Ryūnosuke’s 
novel as well. The main character, a danshō, calls him/herself  otoko-onna 
(man-woman, written in katakana) and chooses boku (I, written in 
kanji) in his/her diary. Significantly, however, s/he shifts to the first 
person pronoun atashi (in hiragana) when speaking with others. At 
the end of the story when s/he decides to quit being danshō to be-
come the mistress of a fifty-two-year-old married man with children, 
the author abruptly begins to call him/her onna—and s/he writes 
this in katakana. These choices would seem to indicate the philo-
sophical distance between the 1930s and today, as present-day writers 
using o-nē-kotoba invariably use katakana for atashi. Nagareyama uses 
katakana for nouns describing physical appearance but does not con-
sider making the same “foreignizing” move with person pronouns. 
The understanding of self among today’s gay, transgendered, and 
transsexual speakers has been deeply influenced by identity politics, so 
writers now use katakana for words such as atashi to emphasize the 
difference of their subjectivity.

In the end, what can we conclude about the use of first-person pro-
nouns? From the examples of Ikuko and Haru, it is the case that the 
use of atashi is strongly related to being or working as an in-group 
member of the community, whereas the use of watashi appears when 
the speakers want to separate themselves from the group. Thus, the 
emphasis on difference motivates the shift from atashi to watashi (as 
with the examples of Abe Sada and the female prostitutes). Two distinc-
tive differences between the senior danshō Ikuko and Haru are found. 
First, Ikuko prefers watashi when she represents herself as a danshō 
leader, while Haru chooses atashi even when speaking as a leader of 
her group. Second, Ikuko prefers watashi when describing her satisfied 
and happy life as someone’s partner/wife, whereas Haru sees her rela-
tionship with her partner Itakura as an extension of her life as danshō 
and thus stays in atashi. Therefore, I argue that the use of watashi has 
more to do with their gender identity and social role, while the use of 
atashi has more to do with sexuality or/and sexual desire as a danshō. 
In short, atashi is more related to the physical aspect of the occupa-
tion itself. The fact that Ikuko uses watashi in her stable relationship 
with her oyaji suggests that her life with her partner is totally separated 
from her life as a danshō. As a danshō, she uses atashi when working as 
one of the danshō members as well as when she identifies herself with 
other danshō. This is the obvious community of practice. Therefore, it 
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is safe to conclude that atashi (written in hiragana) was the accepted 
first-person pronoun in the community of danshō in Ueno in the late 
1940s. It is significant to note that the use of atashi (written in kata-
kana) is common among current o-nē-kotoba speakers of Heisei (1989 
to present) as well. Whether the current use of atashi among some gay 
men and transgendered/transsexual individuals is related to their sexu-
ality or sexual desire will be contemplated in chapters 4 and 5.

It is significant that only Ikuko and Haru have access to both 
watashi and atashi among the danshō. In their cases, it is their pow-
erful position as a senior danshō, leaders/o-nē-san, that gives them the 
choice between the two. Their manipulation of the two forms reflects 
their social status, which requires frequent negotiation of their power 
vis-à-vis others, including junior danshō, their own customers, and 
their lovers. The shift indicates indexing identities with which Ikuko 
and Haru project themselves as more powerful and assertive danshō 
(social positioning). Access to two first-person pronouns is proof of 
their powerful position as o-nē-san. In short, this linguistic strategy 
by Ikuko and Haru gives “social meaning to construct their own and 
others’ identities.”48

This finding is in contrast to my earlier book on professional 
women’s speech, where I found that older women in their sixties 
stayed in one linguistic (so-called feminine) form yet still maintained 
and flexed their power, while the mid-level professional women in 
their thirties switched among multiple linguistic forms (especially 
sentence-final particles and forms) to negotiate their power with 
their male colleagues. In other words, when the speaker’s power is 
threatened or being tested, women in their thirties shifted to more 
“masculine” sentence-final particles and forms while women in their 
sixties stayed in “feminine” ones. It is the notion of power (which is 
more often attached to masculine forms) in a Japanese business con-
text that led these professional women to look for linguistic options 
and to manipulate language use. In both cases, the women won the 
negotiation. By way of contrast, the distinction between Ikuko and 
Haru’s watashi and atashi is not whether one is masculine (and thus 
more powerful) or feminine (and presumably less powerful). Rather 
it has to do with the distinction between gender identity/social role 
and sexuality/sexual desire—though it is the case that watashi can 
be used by both women and men and is more formal, whereas atashi 
is usually considered the women’s form and less formal in hetero 
culture. It is significant that in both my earlier study of professional 
women and this research, age and status as social categories play 
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significant roles equal to gender in terms of how “women” do the 
“gender” talk.

DANSHŌ’S O L F

Now I would like to discuss some other linguistic characteristics 
of danshō found in zadankai, especially the ones shared often with 
o-nē-kotoba speakers in present-day Japan. Among all the roundtable 
discussions, one in particular stands out for its linguistic character-
istics. This zadankai, conducted at a Japanese inn in 1948, is enti-
tled “Danshō no seitai: O-kama no o-iroke” (The mode of life of male 
prostitutes: The sexuality of o-kama).49 The structure of the zadankai 
is identical to the others, where a male MC asks questions about the 
danshō’s professional and personal lives. There are two danshō an-
swering the questions. Otsune, thirty years old, and Miyo, twenty-
two years old, both work at O-yama—the Ueno area. The former is a 
military veteran and has been working as a danshō for seven years, in 
contrast to Miyo’s four years.

There are several noticeable linguistic characteristics that Otsune 
and Miyo share: (1) the frequent use of sentence-final particles; (2) the 
use of set phrases and expressions (e.g., iya, baka, komatchau); and (3) 
the use of interjections (e.g., ara). Japanese speakers use sentence-
final particles and forms for different reasons and recurrent use of 
them generally reflects the speakers’ emotional involvement in a given 
interaction. In the case of the two danshō, almost every sentence 
includes them except when they are quoting someone’s speech. This 
unusually ubiquitous use of sentence-final particles and forms seems 
to indicate the users’ conscious effort to be involved in the zadankai, 
but at the same time the use of the sentence-final particles has more 
to do with exaggerating sexuality and even targeting sexual desire at 
the male MC. This seems especially likely because the sentence-final 
particles and forms they most frequently use are stereotypically la-
beled as strong feminine forms such as wa and wa yo.

The frequent use of interjections is another danshō’s linguistic prac-
tice and is also one of the characteristics of “queen’s speech.”  Although 
this has not been proven by concrete data, the danshō use one partic-
ular interjection very frequently, namely ara. This interjection is often 
companied with iya da in Ara iya da (Oh, no!) and komatchau wa in 
Ara komatchau wa (Oh, I am in trouble!). These two examples lack 
the intentionality of the speakers. Rather than a strong statement, they 
simply present a mild resentment or surprise imitating stereotypical 
women’s speech. The use of the interjection ara is, in fact, found quite 
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frequently in the o-nē-kotoba of gay men in present-day Japan, as I will 
reveal in the next chapters.

The term iya (no) is also significant. When this is used with 
 sentence-final forms such as yo or da wa (cf., da yo), it emphasizes the 
coquettishness of the speaker, again imitating stereotypical women’s 
speech. We see many examples of the adjectival noun iya used with 
different linguistic features. Observe the utterances below.50

(25)  Miyo: Watashi onna nan ka iya yo.

  “I don’t like women.”

 Miyo: Iya, sonna koto o-sshattchā iya.

  “No, don’t say such things.”

The two forms of iya display different aspects of the term. In the first 
example, iya (with a sentence-final particle yo) is used to mean dislike 
or hate, whereas the latter (without any sentence-final particle) does 
not carry a strong meaning but shows a mild resentment, “no,” di-
rected to the interlocutor. Both instances of iya, however, carry an 
aspect of coquettishness. The literal meaning of iya is “no,” a casual 
form we often associate with children’s speech, one that is not ac-
cepted as a polite form in public space.51 An adult speaker would say 
“kekkō” (no, thank you) in the first example and “dame desu yo” (it is 
no good) in the second example. The fact that iya in these examples 
is used by adult danshō suggests that speakers are performing a pre-
sumed innocence and cuteness. In other words, they are manipulating 
linguistic resources usually available only to children (and sometimes 
women), this to accomplish a display of attractiveness. The other al-
ternative is dame (no) without desu (be), a polite ending that brings a 
stronger intention of rejection. Miyo uses dame once when she talks 
about herself in a humble way: “Watashi nan ka dame yo” (I am no 
good). When dame is used toward the interlocutor, it can be a very 
strong statement, but Miyo’s use of dame means to imply a reserved 
and humble nature, a culturally expected quality of womanhood.

Another set of phrases use baka (fool):

(26) Otsune: Baka ne sonna koto kiku mon ja nakutte yo.

  “Silly man! You can’t ask such a question!”

The word baka literally means fool; however, the use of the term here 
reflects the avoidance of direct accusation or objection targeted at 
the male MC. Because of the fact that the term baka is usually used 
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in a very casual context among close friends, Otsune’s use suggests 
an attempt to close the distance with the male MC, performing both 
her friendliness and sexual desire. Otsune’s further use of baka in 
“O-baka-san ne” (You fool!) is found when she corrects the MC’s 
statement. This phrase is one of the typical expressions one hears 
from a woman, usually an older woman talking to her junior. Otsune 
is clearly flirting with the male MC.

Another term that is often used is uso (lie), which means “you must 
be kidding/tell me the truth.” Otsune utters “Uso osshai” (literally, 
you liar! or don’t lie!) when criticizing the male MC. It is interesting 
to note that her utterance is a forceful yet feminine-sounding expres-
sion, the combination of a strong noun (uso, a lie) with an honor-
ific verb (ossharu, to say). Again, this phrase is stereotypical women’s 
speech, more so than the others.

Another phrase often found is nan ka, as in watashi nan ka (not 
me). The use of nan ka with a noun (e.g., onna nan ka) is an inter-
esting linguistic characteristic, since it describes negative nuances. 
The last example of frequently used words is datte (because), with 
watashi (I). It is always used at the beginning of a sentence when 
danshō give a reason, reject the MC’s statement, and/or deny 
something. Here Miyo is asked by the MC how she has become 
o-kama.

(27) Miyo: Datte watashi, zutto konna n desu mono.

  “Because, I have been like this for a long time.”

She argues that she has not become o-kama, but she is o-kama from 
the get-go, essentially disagreeing with the MC. The next example is 
uttered when she is asked about her lover. She hesitates to answer the 
question.

(28) Miyo: Datte watashi komaru wa.

  “Because, I don’t want to.”

Instead of saying “no” to answer the MC’s question, she expresses 
herself in an indirect and vague manner. As both examples demon-
strate, the use of datte watashi is an alternative route to mildly reject 
a question advanced by the MC. It is the preferred way of expressing 
a danshō’s resentment.

How do we evaluate the production of these set phrases (iya, 
baka, uso, datte) by danshō? Two important aspects come to mind. 
First, they exhibit illocutionary effect. Danshō are often rejecting, 
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or disagreeing with, or criticizing the male MC when these phrases 
are used, a culturally discouraged behavior. In order to soften their 
objection, danshō borrow linguistic resources unavailable to men 
because they want to present themselves not only as innocent (a 
quality particularly attached to childhood) but also as sexual and 
desirable (imagined women’s attributes). Oftentimes this nego-
tiation involves danshō f lirting with the MC. Significantly, these 
phrases are often part of o-nē-kotoba speech of present-day Japanese 
society.

N, I C,  
N  D

While the lesbians discussed in the previous chapters use rezubian 
as a self-referential term, danshō do not call themselves danshō. 
Instead, they prefer o-kama or go-ren-san. While some danshō re-
ject the use of o-kama as a self-referential term due to its culturally 
derogatory sense, some, usually older ones, do use it. Interestingly 
enough, when it is used by the MC, they always add -san as in 
“o-kama-san has become the attraction of Tokyo these days,” but 
they never introduce danshō as danshō-san (in contrast to geisha or 
geisha-san). It is also worth noting that the zadankai I looked at use 
the term danshō as a part of the title (e.g., “Danshō no seitai”—Life 
of danshō), but they give a different reading using o-kama (e.g., 
O-kama no o-iroke—Sexuality of o-kama) that suggests that danshō 
is an occupational term unfamiliar to the public and simultaneously 
signifies social identity; in contrast, o-kama is more commonly rec-
ognized in pubic and signifies sexual identity. We see two other 
terms to refer to danshō in Ueno. One is “kagema,” a historical term 
referring to male prostitutes who were originally kabuki actors spe-
cializing in female roles. The other is “ikken nakama” (colleagues), 
a regional term used in the Osaka area.52

As I have shown in chapter 2, terms such as onna (woman), onna 
no hito (female person), onna no ko (female child), otoko (man), otoko 
no hito (male person), and otoko no ko (male child) present inter-
esting contrasting categories of gender in relation to in-groupness.
Remember that lesbians in Ni-chōme use the term otoko no hito (male 
person) to signify otherness; the addition of hito (person) reflects 
a feeling of distance. They then use onna no ko for other lesbians, 
with ko indicating the inclusiveness of their identity. The preferred 
terms of danshō show a different approach to gender construction. In 
most cases, they use the term otoko for men or onna for women when 
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referring to men or women in general including their partners, along 
with an occasional use of otoko no hito (male person) or onna no hito 
(female person) and dansei (male sex) or josei (female sex). It is inter-
esting to find that when danshō want to emphasize their difference 
from biological women, they add honmono (genuine), as in honmono 
no onna (genuine woman), as well as hontō (real), as in hontō no onna 
(real woman); however, they choose futsū (ordinary), as in futsū no 
onna, when stressing sameness. Recall that the lesbians described in 
the previous chapter use the same term, futsū (ordinary), in more 
complex ways. Consider the following examples:

(29)  Haru: Sore kara san-nin asobi shiyō to yū hito ga aru. Honmono no 
 onna o irete asobu hito mo iru shi, hentai ni mo hyakutai aru.

   “And then, some customers like three-ways. There are customers 
who bring a genuine woman to play. There are a hundred types of 
perverts.”53

  Kokatsu: Nan to itte mo Ueno no Yama ga ichiban ii deshō . . .  O-kyaku-san 
  ga shittemasu kara ne. Hontō no onna de mo otoko ga baketeru n ja 

nai ka to omou yō na no ga arimasu ne.

   “I think the Yama at Ueno is the best. Customers know that. There 
are some real women who look like they’re men masquerading as 
women.”54

  Kokatsu: Watashi-tachi no naka ni mo aki-ppoi hito, uwaki na hito 
  mo ari masu yo. Yahari futsū no onna to onnaji de issho ni natte 

sugu wakare chau hito mo arimasu yo.

   “Among us, some are apt to get tired of the same partner, and 
some are fickle. It is true that some get involved and separate 
quickly, the same as ordinary [average] women.”55

The male MC prefers the term “hontō” (real), as in hontō no onna (real 
woman):

(30)  MC: Otoko ga hontō no onna ni horeta bāi dō shimasu?

   “What would you do if your man falls in love with a real 
woman?”

  Ikuko:Koroshite shinimasu. Datte sō ja nai kashira. Demo onna ni 
  torareru to yū yori ima no tokoro wa onnagata o keikai suru n 

desu.

   “Kill him and commit suicide. Wouldn’t you? But these days, 
I’m not worried he’d be stolen by a woman; I look out more for 
onnagata.”56
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It is important to note that the Japanese usually do not use the sci-
entific term biological, as in “biologically woman”; they instead use 
more general terms such as honmono and hontō, which could have 
subjective and indecisive meanings. In other words, when we say hon-
mono (real), whose perspective is it? Some might think it real, whereas 
some might put “real” in scare quotes. For danshō sex/gender is not 
a scientific category.
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C H A P T E R  4

Performing the Performative in the 

Theater of the Queer

This chapter examines a postwar linguistic practice called o-nē-kotoba, 
which is utilized by gay men, M-F transgendered people, and M-F 
transsexual individuals. The word o-nē-kotoba can be literally trans-
lated as the “speech of older sister or woman,” or in a more informal 
and contextual sense as “queen’s speech.” The o-nē (honorific o + older 
sister or woman) in current usage has been casually accepted to refer 
to effeminate homosexual men and/or transgendered individuals.

The o-nē of o-nē-kotoba is usually rendered in two styles on paper, 
o-nē (おネエ) or onē (オネエ)—a difference I signify with the use of 
a hyphen. “O-nē” separates two grammatical categories: the honor-
ific prefix o in hiragana (which shows respect to the interlocutor), 
and the noun nē in katakana (meaning feminine gay). Katakana is a 
script generally reserved for foreign words, so we can think of its use 
here as a way of “foreignizing” the conventional meaning of “older 
sister or woman.” By way of contrast, “onē” uses only katakana, es-
sentially treating it as a single noun and neutralizing the honorific 
prefix. It is unclear what motivates this choice, but it may be genera-
tional. For example, the playwright featured in this chapter, Ōtsuka 
Takashi, uses o-nē; the critic Fushimi Noriaki and most print media 
use all katakana. In dialogue transcriptions for this book, o-nē is the 
default style.

As I showed in chapter 3, there are two ways of writing the kanji 
for o-nē-san: お姉さん1 and お姐さん, both of which were used in the 
danshō roundtables.2 The former refers to an older sister,3 while the 
latter contains a number of meanings. Dictionaries list two usages 
for the latter kanji: (1) by a customer to call a maid at a restaurant or 
ryokan (Japanese inn); and (2) by a geisha to refer to a more senior 
 geisha.4 As we saw, o-nē-san was also used to refer to the leader of 
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danshō groups in the late 1940s. Moreover, the M-F transgendered 
scholar Mitsuhashi uses it to refer to josōka (M-F cross-dressers).5

While the o-nē-kotoba speech style is often claimed to be recogniz-
able within and without the queer communities, no context- dependent 
studies have been conducted to describe it. Moreover, some research-
ers have offered a definition of o-nē-kotoba as a linguistic genre uti-
lized most likely by gay men in a performance of hyperfemininity6 
and “in a flamboyant, effeminate manner of speaking.”7 However, 
in actuality almost every gay man I interviewed has a different idea 
about this speech style. When asked, “what type of speech style is 
o-nē kotoba?” one interviewee, Yutaka,8 defines it as a speech style 
used by a gay man who has come out. He further argues that closeted 
gay men who want to get married never use it. For Yutaka, unless 
one is out, s/he cannot speak o-nē-kotoba because people can read-
ily recognize the linguistic style. Many interviewees claim that it is a 
speech style used by the mama-san (literally, mother/female owner) 
of gay bars, in other words by feminine gay men. Others (Itaru, for 
example9) define it as a speech style utilized by nyū-hāfu10 (new half, 
transgendered and/or transsexual entertainers). Answers such as 
these strongly suggest that Japanese speakers associate o-nē-kotoba 
with a type of speaker (“doer”) rather than with a type of speech.11 In 
short, no research of linguistic characteristics of o-nē-kotoba has been 
conducted to this point, nor has there been any exploration of mutual 
understanding.

This chapter takes an initial stab at this understanding, although 
I will explore the core issues regarding o-nē-kotoba in chapter 5. For 
now, I analyze the script of the play Different Drums (Chigau taiko, 
first performed in 2002) and its performance. This was written by 
Ōtsuka Takashi, the respondent in Badi’s advice columns discussed 
in chapter 1. The play centers on the friendship between Masa and 
Tomo, two gay men who were once sexually involved with each other 
and who are portrayed as average middle-aged men in Japan. Being 
in their fifties, they experience common personal problems, such as 
medical and family issues. But the main theme of the play is the rela-
tionship they have with each other and with other men. The play is 
mainly staged at Tomo’s apartment, where he often prepares meals 
for Masa. Tomo, a jewelry designer, wears brighter colors, whereas 
Masa’s clothes are almost typical of a salary man—a shirt with a 
tie. The play premiered in 2002 with Ōtsuka playing Masa and his 
friend Aoyama Kira as Tomo. Aoyama is a professional actor who 
also works part-time at Ōtsuka’s bar in Shinjuku, which is where I 
first met him.
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It is very apparent that Tomo is rendered more feminine than Masa 
from his physical appearance and linguistic characteristics. The play-
wright has intentionally made a distinction between their costuming 
and speech styles, making Tomo more feminine and, not surprisingly, 
a user of o-nē-kotoba. I once asked Aoyama what he thinks of his role. 
The very first thing he told me was that it was hard for him to speak 
in o-nē-kotoba because he claims he does not speak that way in every-
day life. This being the case, is o-nē-kotoba an artificial speech style? It 
was Ōtsuka’s choice to have Tomo speak more like a woman (“Onna 
no yō ni,” as Ōtsuka puts it), whereas Masa does not.

This chapter aims to accomplish three tasks: (1) describe the linguis-
tic characteristics of o-nē-kotoba (recognized as a linguistic genre both 
by queer and non-queer communities); (2) investigate the gender roles 
and identities found in o-nē-kotoba (How do two gay friends interact 
linguistically in a given context? Do they share the same linguistic char-
acteristics as gay men?); and (3) compare scripted (and thus imagined) 
o-nē-kotoba to its actual performance in the world. In short, I ana-
lyze what o-nē-kotoba entails, how o-nē-kotoba speakers manipulate its 
linguistic characteristics to their advantage, and how gender identities 

Ōtsuka Takashi at his bar in Shinjuku Ni-chōme.12
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and roles have motivated the uses of o-nē-kotoba. The most important 
focus point is how Ōtsuka, as a self-conscious and thoughtful gay man, 
defines, perceives, and expects what o-nē-kotoba is for gay men in Japan. 
By analyzing his (written) script with the live (verbal) performance, we 
will find discrepancies between the expected form of speech for o-nē 
gay and its actual manifestation. As we shall see, what Ōtsuka scripted 
in o-nē-kotoba comes to be expressed differently in the actual verbal 
context of performance. By examining the differences found in the two 
forms, I argue that speakers utilize their linguistic resources in relation 
to their gender identity differently. In other words, gay identity can be 
expressed linguistically, but each speaker owns different categories of 
linguistic resources and negotiates differently.

D O-NĒ-KOTOBA

Here is how Ōtsuka Takashi himself defines o-nē-kotoba (I am adding 
the Japanese below in order to analyze his own use of o-nē-kotoba):

(1)  Ōtsuka: Gei wa motomoto jibun no jūyō na aru bubun o itsumo 
   kakushite okanakute wa naranai jōkyō ni okarete kita no de, senzai-

teki ni itsumo nani ka hyōgen shikirete inai to yū kankaku o motte iru 
hito ga ōi yō desu. Sō yū hito-tachi wa hitotabi jiko hyōgen no ba ga 
ataerareru to tomaru tokoro o shirazu, kajō na made no hyōgen ni 
tsukkomu keikō ga arimasu. Sono keikō wa, motto mo nichijōteki na 
hyōgen no ba de aru gengo hyōgen ni oite mo kencho ni mirare, kowai-
mono-nashi no iwayuru o-nē-san futari ga chōchō-hasshi to yariatte 
iru no o kikeba, sono jōzetsu sa ni kyōfukan o oboeru koto sae arimasu. 
Sono toki ni tsukawareru kotoba wa machigai naku “o-nē-kotoba” 
desu.

   “Because most gay men fundamentally have been forced to hide 
their gay identity, they subconsciously feel that they cannot fully 
express themselves. Once they are given a space where they can 
express themselves, they can’t stop. This tendency of expressing 
ourselves applies to our everyday speech patterns. We often feel 
overwhelmed when we hear two fearless and talkative o-nē ‘queers’ 
conversing. They are definitely speaking in o-nē-kotoba.”

   Gei no subete ga “o-nē-kotoba” o tsukau wake de wa nai no wa mochi-
ron desu. Shikashi, gei no gengo hyōgen o kangaeru toki, kore wa 
sakete wa tōrenai jūyō na yōso desu. “Otoko no kuse ni onna no yō ni 
hanasu kokkei na kotoba” to keibetsu saregachi desu ga, nihongo no 
hyōgen o yutaka ni shite iru ichi-sokumen de mo aru no desu.

   “It is true that not all gay men speak ‘o-nē-kotoba,’ but this is a very 
important element for gay men when we think about our own 
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 linguistic patterns. O-nē-kotoba is often criticized as ‘men speaking 
like women.’ However, it is also true that o-nē-kotoba enriches the 
expressive aspects of Japanese language.”

   Kono ‘onna no yō na kotoba’ wa kesshite josei no kotoba dewa naku, 
magire mo naku gei no kotoba desu. Mizukara no josei-sei o kanzen 
ni ukeireta (hiraki naotta tomo yū wa!) gei ni yotte tsukawarete kita 
kotoba de ari, dono yō na hyōka o suru ka wa betsu ni shite mo gei no 
tsukuri dashite kita bunka de aru koto wa hitei dekinai deshō.

   “This ‘female-sounding speech’ is definitely not ‘women’s speech’ 
but it belongs to gay men. This speech is for gay men who have fully 
accepted their feminine side (you just give up and accept it!). No 
matter what you think, this speech represents gay men’s culture 
itself.”13

Here Ōtsuka claims that o-nē-kotoba is a speech style used by some 
gay men—a style that is an essential part of life as a gay man and 
different from “women’s speech.” Notice that he recognizes the cate-
gory of onna kotoba (women’s speech) as a very concrete notion, even 
though researchers claim that it is either imagined or idealized. He 
actually gives one example of o-nē-kotoba by saying, “Hiraki naotta 
to mo yū wa” (You just give up and accept it!); notice the use of the 
sentence-final particle wa, which we identify as a strong stereotyp-
ical feminine form. Notice also that he writes wa in katakana, which 
departs from the traditional use of the particle. In other words, his 
use of wa should be understood as a distinctive form of o-nē-kotoba, 
different from imagined/idealized women’s speech. Ōtsuka says that 
the significant difference in the o-nē-kotoba gay men speak is that their 
speech is “onna no yō na kotoba” (speech that sounds like women), as 
opposed to “onna rashii kotoba” (feminine speech), whose concept 
often applies to traditional Japanese women. His distinction between 
the two forms of speech suggests that onna no yō na kotoba is more 
subjective, meaning that it is up to the speaker how he sounds like a 
woman, whereas onna rashii kotoba (feminine speech) is a more ob-
jective notion that average Japanese speakers are assumed to be able 
to recognize.

Another interesting aspect of Ōtsuka’s use of o-nē-kotoba above is 
that the tone of his comments is forceful, demanding, and funny. It is 
forceful and demanding because of the message he is trying to convey 
as an experienced gay man. It is humorous because of the contrast 
between the assertive comment, which is given by an authority, and 
the use of a strong feminine sentence-final particle (which tradition-
ally apply to women’s territory). In short, the message is powerful 
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while the ending of the utterance presents softer, feminine character-
istics. This co-occurrence of assertiveness and softness is a fascinating 
twist typical of o-nē-kotoba, at least in Ōtsuka’s notion. Later we find 
out that this co-occurrence is shared by many o-nē-kotoba speakers.

W Q’ S

Examination of a play filled with o-nē-kotoba allows me to analyze 
language’s culturally expected features from a linguistic point of view. 
As I mentioned above, playwright Ōtsuka made a conscious effort to 
differentiate the two characters partly through language; Tomo uses 
o-nē-kotoba and Masa does not. The main linguistic features of o-nē-
kotoba include a special use of (1) first- and second-person pronouns; 
(2) nouns; and (3) sentence-final particles and forms.

First- and Second-person Pronouns

The most striking linguistic differences between the two characters are 
found in their respective uses of first- and second-person pronouns. 
Tomo uses boku (I) for his choice of first-person pronoun and āta or 
anata (you) for second-person pronoun, whereas Masa uses ore (I) and 
omae (you). These choices suggest that they are different types of gay 
men. It is interesting to note that both boku and ore are considered ste-
reotypically male forms, but that they are different in terms of the degree 
of gender indexicality. Here is a typical exchange from the play:14

(2)  Masa: Dame da yo, omae sa, daietto to ka kangaeta hō ga ii n ja nai nō. 
  Saikin tomi ni hara detekiteru yo. Sono uchi sa, kōrei shussan to ka 

iwareru kara.

   “No, you [omae] should start thinking of dieting. Recently, your 
stomach’s sticking out. Soon people might ask, ‘Aren’t you a little 
old to be pregnant?’ ”

 Tomo: Anata ni iwaretakunai tte kanji.

   “You [anata] have no right to say that.”

  Masa: Ore wa ii n da yo. Betsu ni motetai to ka tte omotte inai kara. 
 Daitai fukesen no ko tte hara deteru kurai no hō ga ii n dakara.

   “I [ore] don’t care if I’m fat. I don’t need to be popular. After all, 
gay men who like older men prefer overweight men.”

  Tomo: Āta wa, ii wa yo. Oji-san taipu na n dakara. Boku mitai na  
  oba-san taipu wa taihen yo. Hara ga dete yō to detemai to shijō ni 

niizu tte mon ga nai n dakara.
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   “You [āta] are lucky. You’re a middle-aged masculine type of gay, 
but I [boku] am a feminine type. No matter how their stomach 
sticks out or not, a feminine type is not wanted.”

The topic of the conversation is diet in relation to different types 
of gay men. Masa claims that fukesen no ko (gay men who like older 
men)15 like men with fat stomachs. Tomo also makes a distinction 
between oji-san taipu (middle-aged male type) and oba-san taipu 
(middle-aged female type) and argues that the latter is not as popular. 
Both  comments—the oji-san type of gay man does not have to be con-
cerned with his weight, but the oba-san type does—reflect Japanese 
heteronormative gender ideology: women must be fit, whereas men 
can let themselves go. Tomo, in the last utterance, is clearly referring 
to o-nē (effeminate) type of gay men when he uses the term oba-san 
(middle-aged woman). His negative statement toward effeminate gay 
men was shared by some of my consultants at the time of interviews. 
Thus, the linguistic practice used by feminine types of gay men also 
receives criticism (which I will address at length in the next chapter).

As for their linguistic practice, notice that Masa adds ko (child), as 
in fukesen no ko, to describe a gay man, the same practice we found in 
lesbians’ speech employing inclusive terms. Masa and Tomo’s use of 
different first- and second-person pronouns supports my claim that 
person pronouns in Japanese language are more strongly related to 
sexual and gender identities than any other linguistic category. In 
fact, some of my consultants claim that the use of first-person pro-
nouns is the most difficult choice they face. It is interesting to note 
that two senior danshō discussed in chapter 3 shift between two first-
person pronouns, watashi and atashi, but that Masa and Tomo stay 
with the same first-person pronouns throughout, ore for Masa and 
boku for Tomo. However, Tomo switches back and forth between 
two second-person pronouns, anata and āta, with some frequency. 
However, Masa uses only one form of the second-person pronoun, 
omae. This last term is often used among close friends and family 
members and can address both women and men. However, it can-
not be used to address someone higher in status. The speaker can be 
either female or male, but users are more frequently male since they 
are more likely to be in a higher social status. Omae, for example, is 
not part of my own vocabulary, but my brother’s.

The term āta (you), Tomo’s other second-person pronoun, is 
much more casual than anata (you); some linguistics claim that it 
is used more by women than men, exhibiting an intimate feeling 
by the speaker toward the interlocutor. Overall, the use of anata by 
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Tomo occurs twenty-four times, while the use of āta is found fifteen 
times throughout the script. The interesting phenomena in the case 
of second-person pronouns by Tomo is twofold: (1) āta most fre-
quently appears in the first scene (the use of āta occurs eight times 
in the first scene out of fifteen occurrences of personal pronouns); 
and (2) the number of anata increases as the use of āta disappears 
in the middle of the script. I suspect that the frequent use of āta at 
the beginning of the script reflects the playwright’s intention of em-
phasizing Tomo’s effeminate characteristics as an o-nē type. In fact, 
Tomo uses āta thirteen (out of fifteen) times in the first three scenes 
while he uses it only once in the last three scenes. Let us look at the 
use of both first- and second-person pronouns found in the very first 
scene.

(3) Masa: Omae sā, nan da yo, kono henchikurin na nuigurumi.

   “What’s this wired stuffed animal you [omae] have?”

 Tomo: Āta ga kureta n deshō ga.

  “You [āta] gave it to me.”

 Masa: Ore gā?

  Me [ore]?

Otsuka as Tomo (left) and Aoyama as Masa (right) with the stuffed 
animal16
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  Tomo: Sō yo. Āta ga kureta no yo. Ototoshi ka nan ka no bōnenkai no 
  kaeri ni berobero ni yopparatte kite purezento kōkan de moratta n da 

kedo, konna no iranai kara tte kureta n ja nai yo.

   “Yes, you [āta] gave it to me. Two years ago you stopped by my apart-
ment totally drunk. You said that you were given this as a part of a 
Christmas present exchange at work, but that you didn’t want it.”

The fact that different person pronouns are assigned to two dif-
ferent types of gay men in the script ref lects Ōtsuka’s judgment 
that boku (I) and anata/āta (you) are more feminine than ore (I) 
and omae (you). This judgment is, in fact, shared by one of my 
consultants who confesses that he has made a conscious choice to 
use ore to eliminate the feminine indexicality in his linguistic prac-
tice (with the use of boku). Ore brings more masculine nuances for 
some gay men.

Another example of the use of āta (you) is found in the speech 
of the character Bun-chan in the TV drama Katagoshi no koi (Love 
over the shoulder).17 Bun-chan18 is a gay bar owner who speaks as a 
mama-san (female owner/mother). As a scripted speech style in this 
TV drama, o-nē-kotoba exhibits the same linguistic characteristics as 
it does in the Ōtsuka’s play. There are two main gay characters in the 
program, Bun and his friend Ryō.19 The latter owns a gay book store 
in Shinjuku. While Bun plays the more feminine gay who uses only 
atashi as a first-person pronoun and anta and āta as second-person 
pronouns, Ryō, a more masculine gay, uses ore (I) and omae (you) 
when talking with his close friend Bun. And he uses anta (you) with 
other characters such as the main character Moe and her boyfriend. 
As scripted (and thus imagined) first-person pronouns for gay men, 
only three are used: atashi by Bun, boku by Tomo, and ore by Masa 
and Ryō; whereas there are four second-person pronouns: anata by 
Tomo, anta by Bun and Ryō, āta by Bun and Tomo, and omae by 
Masa and Ryō. It is interesting that anta is used by both Bun and 
Ryō (who prefer different first-person pronouns) in the TV drama, 
but that anta is never used in Ōtsuka’s play. The use of these person 
pronouns is quite different from the actual use of the words by many 
TV personalities or my gay consultants; this difference will be exam-
ined in the later chapters.

Word Choice, Nouns

Other persistent linguistic differences between the two are found in 
the choice of nouns.
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(4)  Masa: O-fukuro no koto, iroiro kizukatte kurete arigatō ne. Kore kēki.

  “Thank you for helping with my mother. I brought some cake.”

  Tomo: Ara, arigatō. Kyō wa daietto o-yasumi ni shiyō tto. De, dō? 
  Sono go, o-kā-sama?

   “Oh, thanks. I’ll take a break from my diet today. So how is your 
mother doing?”

In example 4, two semantically identical nouns are used, o-fukuro 
(literally meaning “bag” but referring to one’s own mother)20 by 
Masa and o-kā-sama (“someone’s mother,” in the most polite form) 
by Tomo. These forms are often associated with the stereotype for 
middle/upper class, urban housewives. Interestingly enough, the 
distinction between the two nouns reflects the level of politeness and 
gender specification. The most typical term for one’s own mother is 
haha, or haha-oya in formal contexts; o-fukuro is generally used in 
informal contexts, and more often than not by male speakers.21 It 
is proof that gender identity can be found in the choice of a noun. 
Ōtsuka’s intention in presenting two different types of gay men rein-
forces the stereotypical image of gay men as having only two gender 
roles, feminine and/or non-feminine. It is unclear whether his inten-
tion is to present the diversity of gay men (since gay men are so often 
marked as feminine) or to affirm the stereotypical gender roles gay 
men play.

Sentence-final Particles and Forms

Another significant difference between the two speakers is found 
in the use of sentence-final particles and forms. In the examples 
below, Tomo describes himself as an unattractive gay man, thinking 
of himself as something of an oba-san (middle-aged woman) who is 
having a hard time finding a man. The reason why Masa and Tomo 
broke up as lovers is never mentioned in the play, but it is clear that 
Tomo still hopes to get back together with Masa. In the first exam-
ple, the frequent use of the stereotypical feminine sentence-final 
particles no and no yo is found. Notice the content of his utterance. 
He is expressing his concerns and emotional insecurity to Masa. The 
fact that Tomo uses stereotypical feminine sentence-final particles 
when expressing unstable and pathetic feelings toward Hitoshi, his 
boyfriend, supports another stereotypical image of women as being 
emotional and incompetent in heteronormative cultural contexts. 
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See example 5:

(5)  Tomo: Honto wa nani mo ka mo wakatteru no yo. Hitoshi-kun to issho 
  ni ite mo, sonna ni tanoshii wake ja nai no. Donna ni futsuriai ka tte 

koto mo yoku wakatteru no. Doko ka de itsumo bikubiku shiteru no yo. 
Kono ko wa kanchigai shiteiru n da wa tte. Konna oba-san [written 
in katakana] suki ni naru nan te okashii mono.

   “I know the truth. It’s not that much fun with Hitoshi. I know 
how different we are. I am constantly scared that he may dump me. 
I always feel that Hitoshi misunderstands me. It’s strange that 
Hitoshi, such a young guy, likes me.”

In example 6, we find the use of baka (fool) with yo ne—which, as 
I discussed, is a preferred phrase of danshō, though the intention and 
the effect of the words are different here. In this scene, Tomo is talk-
ing to himself, wondering if his relationship with Masa will someday 
take a serious turn. Tomo is describing himself in a self-disparaging 
way, rather than mildly disagreeing with other speakers (as in the 
danshō’s case).

(6)  Tomo: Kono mama tomodachi de itara itsu ka nan te, yume mitai na 
  koto o kangaete ita. Baka yo ne. Demo saikin sonna jibun ga iya ni 

natte kitchatta no.

   “If we stay as friends just like this, maybe someday, you know—
that’s my dream. I’m such a fool. I’m beginning to hate myself.”

Because the noun baka (fool) is used with yo ne, it includes the image 
and the nuances of being a woman. If it is companied with da in da yo 
ne, the utterance would be more neutral sounding. It is crucial to re-
member that Tomo does identify himself with oba-san (middle-aged 
woman), thus the use of presumably feminine linguistic features is not 
surprising. What is unanticipated is that Ōtsuka resides in the frame-
work of divided gender categories—feminine and masculine—in his 
description of gay men’s lives.

The use of no, the most frequent sentence-final particle by Tomo, 
is found eighty-five times throughout the script; Masa never utters it. 
For Ōtsuka, no is exclusively o-nē-kotoba territory. Example 7 shows the 
contrast in the use of sentence-final particles and forms between Tomo 
and Masa. The use of da in suki nan da by Masa is not necessarily mas-
culine, but more neutral; whereas Tomo’s use of no yo clearly imitates a 
feminine speech. Here, Tomo talks about his boyfriend, Hitoshi.
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(7)  Tomo: Hitoshi-kun ga kureru no yo. Shokuji to ka ogotte ageteru kara, 
  o-rei no tsumori nan darō kedo. Nan ka girigatai tokoro ga aru no yo.

   “Hitoshi gives them [stuffed animals] to me. I have been paying for 
meals and he feels that he has to return some money. He is kind of 
traditional in that way.”

  Masa: Sono katai tokoro ga suki nan da.

   “You like him for that traditional [literally meaning hard, a double 
entendre] side.”

 Tomo: Nani itte n no yo.

   “What are you talking about?”

The use of no yo throughout the script is the second most frequently 
used sentence-final particles next to Tomo’s no.22 The strings of sen-
tence-final particles that are traditionally considered as feminine forms 
are clearly related to the fact that here Tomo is confessing his delicate 
feelings about his relationship with his young boyfriend. However, the 
combination of emotional and self-disparaging content (message) with 
the feminine sentence-final particles is very different from Ōtsuka’s 
use of o-nē-kotoba as introduced at the beginning of this chapter. Here 
Tomo’s usage is closer to the very traditional feminine speech, which is 
often described as gentle and emotional but powerless.

Another stereotypical feminine sentence-final particle is wa and its 
combinations. Examples are abundant.

(8)  Tomo: Ma, konna hanashi kyōmi nai wa yo ne. Gomen.

   “You are not interested in this kind of thing, are you? Sorry.”

 Masa: Ore sō yū hanashi, kiite mo yoku wakaranai kara sa.

   “I don’t understand that type of talk even if I listen.”

 Tomo: Sō ne.

  “I know.”

In this conversation (example 8), Tomo wants to continue talking 
about relationship issues, but Masa shows no interest. Again we see the 
depiction of stereotypically gendered characters, something akin to a 
woman wanting to talk about her state of mind relating to her love life 
and a man ignoring her emotional needs. Masa does admit it by using 
intimate contrasting first- and second-person pronouns (ore and omae), 
in the scene where Tomo accepts it and tries to change the topic.

In example 9, Masa shows his regret that he really does not know 
Tomo, even though they have known each other for a long time. 
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Tomo accepts that (as in nareteru wa yo) and tries to change the sub-
ject. Notice the use of ara, an interjection by Tomo in the example. 
The use of ara, as you may recall, was found in danshō’s speech.

(9)  Masa: Ore, tashika ni omae no koto zenzen shiranai mon ne. Nagai 
  tsukiai na no ni.

    “Come to think of it, I really don’t know you, even though we’ve 
been friends for so long.”

  Tomo: Nareteru wa yo. Ara, konna koto itteru to, kono mae no mushi
  kaeshi ni natchau. Tokoro de, chotto sōdan ni notte morae nai?

   “I am used to that. Let’s switch the topic, otherwise we’ll start 
fighting again. By the way, can I ask you for some advice?”

This pattern of Tomo wanting to talk about their relationship, hop-
ing that they can get back together as a couple, comes up several 
times and is marked by contrasting gendered speech. Consider ex-
ample 10.

(10)  Tomo: Wakatta wa. Mō hanashi wa owari ni shimasho.

  “I got it. Let’s stop talking.”

 Masa: Nan da yo. Mata okotta no ka yo.

  “What? You are upset again, aren’t you?”

 Tomo: Okottenai wa yo. Sore ja, kōhii de mo iremashō ka.

  “I am not. I’ll make some coffee.”

The contrast between Masa’s use of no ka yo, very rough ending, and 
Tomo’s use of wa yo, which is a very feminine and yet very assertive 
way of expression, is fascinating. This type of contrast is a prototypical 
example of the so-called male vs. female speech found in literature.

As seen in all the examples listed above, the script ref lects the 
imagined women’s speech as the starting point for Tomo’s role, a 
more effeminate gay man. The most remarkable aspect of the script 
is that Tomo’s speech does not exhibit the pragmatic twist found in 
Ōtsuka’s statement on o-nē-kotoba, which I introduced at the begin-
ning of this chapter. It seems that Tomo is simply “speaking like a 
woman,” as pointed out by Shibamoto.23 So is o-nē-kotoba simply 
a copy of imagined women’s speech? I will discuss this issue in the 
next chapter. For now, I wish to turn to the actual speech heard 
on the stage, which ref lects some astonishing differences from the 
written script.
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F P  P

I mentioned at the beginning that actor Aoyama, who played Tomo, 
once confessed how difficult it was for him to speak in o-nē-kotoba. 
When he first read the dialogue, he knew that his lines were written 
in o-nē-kotoba. In this section, I will explore Aoyama and Ōtsuka’s 
notion of o-nē kotoba by looking at the discrepancies between the 
script Ōtsuka wrote and the dialogues both Ōtsuka and Aoyama 
changed at the time of the performance. In fact, I asked Ōtsuka about 
the discrepancies I found. He never realized there were differences, 
but he suggests that since the play involves a natural act it is unavoid-
able that actors unconsciously change their lines. In other words, 
Ōtsuka claims that the lines Masa and Tomo produced at the time of 
the live performance were more spontaneous and closer to the natu-
ral speech.

At the beginning of the play, the changes are limited to second-
person pronouns by Aoyama (Tomo), and deletions and additions of 
particles such as wa (topic particle) and sa (sentence-final particle) 
by Ōtsuka (Masa). As the play progresses, changes become more fre-
quent. In the last scene, the departures from the script are quite nu-
merous. It suggests that they are acting more as Aoyama and Ōtsuka 
rather than Tomo and Masa. However, some changes (e.g., shokuji no 
toki “during a meal” becomes shokuji chū; kuttsuketa “put together” 
becomes kumiawaseta) do not exhibit semantic or gender differences 
and are thus not as significant as the ones found in the first scene. 
Allow me to offer some examples that strike me as revealing.

1. T’ C

1.1 Second-person Pronouns

First, there are some consistent changes by Aoyama (Tomo) in the 
use of the second-person pronouns anata and āta. This example by 
Aoyama reflects the dropping of the second-person pronoun āta.

(11)  Tomo: Totsuzen meshi kuwasero tte, san-ka-getsu buri ni yatte kite, 
  aisō made yōkyū shinai de yo. Daitai Masa no koto daisuki de mo 

nan de mo nai no ni uso made ie tte yū no? Boku wa ne, soko made 
ohito-yoshi ja nai no.

   “Don’t expect good service when you unexpectedly show up at 
my place, demanding a meal after three months of silence. I don’t 
love you [Masa] that much. Why do I have to pretend that I am 
happy that you are here? I am not that easy.”
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Here the scripted second-person pronoun is āta, but instead Aoyama 
uses the personal name “Masa” in the live performance. As I men-
tioned earlier, the use of āta by Aoyama is very frequent in the first 
part (eight out of fifteen times altogether). The unconscious replace-
ment of āta with Masa occurs four out of eight times, or fifty percent 
of the time, in the opening scene. The frequent use of āta (the proto-
typical second-person pronoun for an effeminate gay man) is rejected 
by Aoyama in the performance, yet the changes are not noticeable to 
Ōtsuka, implying they feel very natural. However, this type of change 
does not occur in Ōtsuka’s role as Masa.

1.2 Deletion or Shortening of Sentence-final 

Particles and Forms

The deletion of sentence-final particles and forms found in the per-
formance does not always involve gender significance. However, some 
deletions do show the avoidance of stereotypical feminine speech by 
Aoyama. Some are found in the deletion of three sentence-final par-
ticles: (1) wa in “A o-yu ga waita wa” versus “A o-yu ga waita” (Oh, 
the hot water is ready); “Waka n nai wa” versus “Waka n nai” (I don’t 
understand); (2) no in “Mō rippa na chūnen ja nai no” versus “Mō 
rippa na chūnen ja nai” (He’s well into middle-age, isn’t he?); and 
(3) na no in “Dekinaku naru mitai na no” versus “Dekinaku naru 
mitai” (He can’t seem to control himself); “Nani yo, mēru kureru 
tsumori na no?” versus “Nani yo, mēru kureru tsumori?” (What do 
you think? Is he planning on sending me an email?). Other deletions 
exhibit less forcefulness including (1) the deletion of yo in “Ganbaru 
tsumori yo” versus “Ganbaru tsumori” (I’ll do my best); “Uchi ni 
kite yo” versus “Uchi ni kite” (Won’t you come to my house?); and 
(2) the deletion of ne in “Miteta no ne?” versus “Miteta no?” (You 
were watching, weren’t you?); whereas some indicate the speaker’s 
less involvement found in the deletion of ne in “Gomen ne” versus 
“Gomen” (I’m sorry).

1. 3 Replacement with Other or Similar Expressions

In some cases, two changes are found in one utterance. See 
 example 12.

(12)  Tomo: Āta ga kureta n deshō ga. (scripted version)

   “You [āta] gave it to me, don’t you remember?
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 Tomo: Masa ga kureta n ja nai. (as performed)

  “You [Masa] gave it to me, right?”

As I mentioned earlier, the switch from āta (you) to Masa occurs 
f ifty percent of the time during public performance. Here in this 
example, the change from “kureta n deshō ga” to “kureta n ja nai” 
exhibits softness and less iyami (sarcasm) as Masa forgets that he had 
given the gift to Tomo earlier. Other types of replacements show 
some gender significance, the examples include (1) the change 
from yo ne in “Sō yo ne” (You are right) to datta in “Sō datta” 
(You are right) as well as onegai (please) to arigatō (thank you); 
(2) the change from a question in “Nē yasun de ii?” (Can we take 
a break?) to a suggestion in “Sukoshi yasumō” (Let’s take a break); 
(3) the change from a statement in “Tsumetai ocha motte kuru wa 
ne” (I’ll bring some cold tea) to a monologue in “Tsumetai ocha 
motte koyō tto” (I’ll bring some cold tea), and (4) the change from 
an assertive statement in “Ichiban tanoshii no yo” (That’s the most 
fun) to a hesitant statement in “Ichiban tanoshii n da kedo” (I enjoy 
it the most).

I also find the change from ja nai in “Yūki ga iru ja nai” (You 
need courage) to desho in “Yūki ga iru desho” (You need courage) 
and vice versa from “Shō ga nai desho” (There’s nothing we can do) 
to “Shōga nai ja nai.” These replacements do not index semantic and 
gender difference and are thus pragmatically the same.

2. M’ C

Now let us turn to Ōtsuka’s changes in the performance for the Masa 
character. Ōtsuka’s off-the-cuff revisions are fewer in number as 
 compared to Aoyama’s, yet some display significant gendered identity 
and roles.

2.1 Second-person Pronouns

The change from the name “Tomo” to the second-person pro-
noun omae (you) happens only two times, which suggests that the 
two forms are essentially equal in Ōtsuka’s mind. Remember that in 
Aoyama’s case, this type of switch not only occurs frequently but in 
the opposite direction as well, from the second-person pronoun āta 
to the name “Masa.” This indicates that omae is more natural for 
Ōtsuka than āta is for Aoyama.
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2.2 Sentence-final Particles and Forms

There are utterances by Ōtsuka that do not have any sentence-fi-
nal particles in script; however, in performance Ōtsuka often adds 
them. Example 13 is very interesting since the sentence-final particle 
Ōtsuka added is considered a very strong feminine form in standard 
Japanese.

(13) Masa: Kimochi warui. (as scripted)

  “That’s weird.”

 Masa: Kimochi warui wa. (as performed)

  “That’s weird.”

When I found this change by Ōtsuka, I asked him if he lived in Kansai 
region. It is in this area, far west of Tokyo and centered in Osaka, 
where the use of wa is common among men. Ōtsuka told me that he 
is from the Kanto region and never lived in Kansai. Thus, adding wa 
to his utterance is more immediate and natural for Ōtsuka, suggesting 
that he may use this sentence-final particle in everyday situations. He 
himself seemed surprised at this.

Although there are only a few cases of adding sentence-final par-
ticles by Masa, I found more instances of deleting sentence-final par-
ticles and forms. Ōtsuka’s deletion of these is found in the use of da 
yo in “Orosu n da yo” versus “Orosu” (Put it down); “Chikara o nuku n 
da yo” versus “Chikara o nuku” (Just relax).24 The utterances with da 
yo help the speaker demand more forcefully, whereas the ones without 
it feel distant and even sound cold. 

There are other types of changes in Masa’s use of sentence-final par-
ticles and forms. Changes are from darō to deshō, as in “Daro?” versus 
“Deshō?” (Right?) or from “Iya ii darō ga” to “Iya, ii ja nai” (No, isn’t 
it good?). This is interesting because, according to Okamoto, deshō 
is traditionally classified as a feminine form and ja nai as a neutral 
form.25 In 1992 during my fieldwork in Tokyo, however, I found that 
professional women frequently used darō. Note that Tomo uses both 
deshō and ja nai interchangeably, but not darō. Masa’s switch from 
darō to deshō or ja nai, then, suggests that darō is more neutral or 
masculine than deshō or ja nai.

Other changes are found in (1) the use of no ka yo instead of no in 
“Shiranai no ka yo” versus “Shiranai no?” (Don’t’ you know that?); 
(2) da nā becomes yo ne in “Chōsho torareteru mitai da nā” versus 
“Chōsho torareteru mitai yo ne” (I feel like I am being investigated); 
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and (3) “Yōshoku ga suki datta n da yo na” is changed to “Yōshoku ga 
suki datta n da yo ne,” dropping the da yo na for da yo ne in (I remem-
ber you liked western food). These replacements by Masa exhibit a 
change from more masculine to neutral or feminine forms, suggest-
ing that these alternatives are more natural for Ōtsuka. This supports 
a claim made by some of my consultants who argue that there are 
definitely distinct differences between women and men in speech—a 
difference that we researchers have tried to minimize and qualify.26

2.3 Semantic Interchangeability with a Masculine Twist

I have found two examples that show no semantic difference. Consider 
the imperative forms in “Massugu oroshite!” versus “Massugu orosu” 
(Straight down). Neither indexes a gender or semantic difference 
unless the former imperative form is expressed softly, which was not 
the case at the performance.

More curious is the comparison of itte n no and itte n da yo, as in 
“Dakara wakaku te katai toko ga suki nan darō tte itte n no!” versus 
“Dakara wakaku te katai toko ga suki nan darō tte itte n da yo” (I’m 
just saying you like him because he’s young and formal). Both exhibit 
forcefulness and assertion, but the latter form sounds more masculine 
due to the use of da. This masculinization of the phrase accompanies 
some pleasurable word play, as katai is a double entendre meaning 
“formal/traditional” and referring to the physical attribute he prefers 
in a man’s penis.

T L S  Q T

I have shown some characteristics of o-nē-kotoba found in the play 
written by Ōtsuka Takashi, a gay activist, writer, and artist. His play, 
although scripted, reveals some interesting intersections between the 
presumed features of o-nē-kotoba and the actual speech of Japanese 
gay men. Aoyama, who plays the role of the more feminine (often 
described as o-nē) character Tomo, signals his discomfort when speak-
ing in o-nē-kotoba and so he changes some linguistic features in the 
live performance.

Overall changes from the written (scripted) word to the spoken 
(performed) form are found in both directions: from masculine to 
neutral or feminine forms, as well as from feminine to neutral or 
masculine forms. But the fact that Aoyama made more changes from 
imagined o-nē-kotoba to neutral forms supports his statement from 
the beginning of the chapter. As a gay man, he resents the use of 
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 o-nē-kotoba, in spite of Ōtsuka’s clear intention to put this language in 
the mouth of his character.

Because those changes are strongly related to gender roles, 
Aoyama’s alternation highlights the discrepancies between expected 
gay roles (o-nē) and their linguistic usage. Aoyama’s actual lines in 
performance feel less o-nē sounding, whereas Ōtsuka’s changes show 
the total opposite—in other words, from more masculine to more 
neutral/feminine forms. So what exactly is o-nē-kotoba? The exam-
ples of o-nē-kotoba introduced in the earlier section are very different 
from those Aoyama uses in the play. Linguistic characteristics found 
in Aoyama’s lines are closer to imagined or idealized women’s speech, 
except for the use of the first-person pronoun boku. How then do we 
define o-nē-kotoba? This chapter has suggested that it has something 
to do with the imitation of stereotypical women’s speech. In the next 
chapter, I will explore this matter in detail.
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C H A P T E R  5

Queen’s Speech and the Playful 

Plundering of Women’s Language

This chapter explores the continuities between the o-nē-kotoba spo-
ken by danshō of Shōwa and the gay men and other sexual minorities 
of Heisei. In chapter 3, we discovered how danshō show their gender 
and sexual identity as well as social and gender role through their 
linguistic practice, something I will elaborate on at the close of this 
chapter. In chapter 4, we examined the aestheticized queen’s speech 
of playwrights and one of its significant historical antecedents. Now 
we shall turn to actual o-nē-kotoba (queen’s speech) as spoken and 
written in the twenty-first century. My conclusions are based on the 
claims and arguments that my gay consultants and friends have pro-
vided me over the last seven years.

I argue that there is no single definition of o-nē-kotoba, for it is 
understood and/or expressed and/or articulated differently depend-
ing on the individual speakers—both inside and outside the heteroge-
neous community of sexual minorities. Individual speakers manipulate 
and negotiate meanings, intentions, roles, power, genders, sexualities, 
and sexual desires through the use or non-use of o-nē-kotoba.

In this chapter, I analyze o-nē-kotoba from the perspective of five 
claims repeatedly made by these consultants: (1) o-nē-kotoba is the pro-
duction of bar culture; (2) o-nē-kotoba is evaluated negatively among 
gay men; (3) o-nē-kotoba is an imitation of so-called women’s speech; 
(4) o-nē-kotoba always involves an aspect of dokuzetsu (sharp tongue); 
and (5) o-nē-kotoba is a parody of straight women’s language.

F C: O-NĒ-KOTOBA I  P 
 B C

The origin of o-nē-kotoba is debatable but, as I have shown in the 
previous chapter, there is a strong continuity between the speech of 
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danshō and some present-day gay, transgendered, and transsexual 
individuals. The prominent gay writer and advocate Fushimi Noriaki 
argues that o-nē-kotoba is likely developed, maintained, and reinforced 
in the context of twentieth-century gay (male) bar culture. He defines 
o-nē-kotoba as follows:

(1)  Fushimi: “Onē”1 to yū no wa, tannaru onna pposa to wa chigau mono 
  da to, boku wa kangaete imasu. Tashika ni naimenka sareta “josei” 

[female system] no enchō ni aru mono desu ga, motto enshutsuteki 
desu. Josei [female system] no motsu aru shu no tokuchō . . . tasha-
izonteki de musekinin, monogoto no hyōka o suki-kirai no kanjō de 
shukanteki ni kudasu nado . . . o gurotesuku ni kochō shita parodii 
desu. “Onē” no kaiwa tte, sono hassei kara ukekotae no patān made, 
mina niteru deshō. Are wa geibā bunka no naka de tsukurareta 
dentōteki na hyōgen yōshiki to ieru ka mo shiremasen.2

   “I believe that ‘onē’ is different from being simply feminine. It is 
true that it is part of the internalized ‘female system,’ but that it is 
more performative. It is the grotesquely exaggerated parody against 
the characteristics of womanhood/system, which is dependent, and 
irresponsible, and judgmental. All onē conversations sound alike in 
terms of interactional pattern. That might be the traditional mode 
of expression developed in gay bar culture.”

Fushimi makes three points here, the first of which I must vigor-
ously reject. Although Fushimi has undoubtedly contributed much to 
Japan’s current queer culture, more than any other single individual, 
particularly his admirable networking of popular and academic worlds, 
his stereotyping of women is rather disconcerting (as I will argue 
below, it is also connected to larger currents within gay male cul-
ture in Japan). This first point is centered on some interesting word 
play. He claims that o-nē is not simply feminine, but that it belongs 
to an internal region of some “female system” where individuals per-
form dependence on others, irresponsibly, and are subjectively and 
emotionally judgmental. “Josei” (女制 female system) is his neologism 
displacing the common term josei, created by playfully replacing the 
second Chinese character (女性 female sex). While his statement may 
criticize this (female) “system,” rather than people who are biologi-
cally female, his analysis is fundamentally misogynistic. He perhaps 
argues that these negative attributes are not (biologically) inherent in 
those of us with female genitalia, but that they are rather the product 
of a systemic ideology; but he does imply that if, in fact, there is 
a comparable “dansei” (male system), it is independent, responsible, 
and open-minded. Needless to say, the system that is attaching these 
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qualities to the feminine is nothing other than patriarchy. Fushimi’s 
argument is a textbook example of what Butler calls “self-reifying 
claims of masculinist power.”3

Fushimi’s second claim is that o-nē-kotoba is a grotesquely exagger-
ated parody of these attributes (dependency, irresponsibility, and the 
like). This notion of exaggeration is a crucial aspect of o-nē-kotoba. 
As Harvey argues in his essay on “camp talk,” “Exaggeration is the 
key means by which the criticism of the original text’s processes is 
achieved.”4 In this sense, o-nē-kotoba speakers are claiming “critical 
difference” from non-o-nē-kotoba speakers.5

The third claim is that conversation in o-nē-kotoba always sounds 
the same, and that o-nē-kotoba is a “traditional” speech style devel-
oped in gay bar culture. On the contrary, everyone I interviewed, 
gay or straight, holds different images and ideas concerning this lin-
guistic genre. As I have argued in the previous chapter, o-nē-kotoba 
is socially imagined and linguistically stereotyped. Indeed, a perfect 
example of this is the claim that it is an imitation of women’s lan-
guage. Elsewhere, Fushimi argues,

(2)  Fushimi: [S]hiin ni wa kite wa mita ga, bā ya kurabu no nori [written 
  in katakana] o tanoshii to wa omoezu, “onē-kotoba” nado no o-kama 

[written in katakana]—ppoi kominikēshon ni taishite mo ken’okan 
ga nuguenai to yū koshiki yukashii “fabi-ko” mo imasu.6

   “There are some gay men who come to check out the scene, but 
they can’t get into the atmosphere. They’re old fashioned ‘gay pho-
bic’ guys and really dislike o-kama communication like ‘onē-
kotoba.’ ”

   Hontō ni otoko rashii matcho gei [written in katakana] wa “onē” o 
kesshite hitei shimasen shi, “onē-kotoba” mo toki to bāi ni ōjite shiyō 
suru koto ga dekiru mono na no desu.7

   “The real masculine macho gay men never reject ‘onē’ and should 
be able to use ‘onē-kotoba’ at an appropriate time and place.”

Fumishi argues that there are some men who come to gay bars and 
feel uncomfortable with the o-nē-kotoba they encounter there. He 
calls those gay men fabi-ko (homophobic—notice that he adds the 
infantilizing character for children, -ko, rather than -san) and argues 
that real, masculine gay men do not deny the system of o-nē and are 
able to speak o-nē-kotoba. Here Fushimi uses the term o-kama-ppoi 
(effeminate gay-like) communication to refer to o-nē-kotoba. Fushimi 
thus asserts that o-nē-kotoba is an inclusive linguistic practice for 
any type of gay men, and that “gay masculinity” (in Chesebro and 
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Klenk’s terms8) can be expressed through the use of o-nē-kotoba. This 
take on masculinity and o-nē-kotoba is shared by consultants Yutaka9 
and Kōhei:10

(3)  Yutaka: Dakara yappari o-nē-kotoba o tsukau hito tte yū no wa 
 kanarazu shi mo kōdō ga o-nē to wa kagiranai.

   “Therefore, people who use o-nē-kotoba are not necessarily o-nē 
[effeminate gay men] in terms of their conduct.”

  Kōhei: Mawari to ka yappa, mita me chō ikatsui kanji demo o-nē no 
  hito iru shi, ma mushiro sono hito wa sono gyappu o tanoshinde iru yō 

na kanji mo atta shi.

   “Around me, there are people who look extremely stern, but who 
are also o-nē. I think that those people seem to enjoy the gap 
between their looks and their speech.”

Yutaka and Kōhei’s interaction suggests that it is not only the effem-
inate gay men who use o-nē-kotoba, but all types. Yutaka adds that 
he knows a macho gay man who usually speaks in a stereotypical 
masculine low voice but shifts to o-nē-kotoba at gay bars. Thus, some 
gay men practice code-switching between gender-appropriate and 
gender-inappropriate speech styles and take great pleasure in the lin-
guistic freedom this entails.

All of my interviewees acknowledge that o-nē-kotoba is the speech 
style spoken in many gay bars where owners or/and managers offer 
the traditional bar scene: a mama-san (female bar owner) welcomes 
customers speaking in a very feminine style (due to her/his gender 
role) but simultaneously does so in an assertive manner (due to her/
his social role). This is very much like Bun-chan in the TV drama 
Katagoshi no koi (Love over the shoulder). O-nē-kotoba is created in 
the context of bars where women entertain men. “Women” in this 
context perform both femininity and assertiveness.

Claiming that the so-called women’s language is different from 
o-nē-kotoba, my consultant Kōhei confessed that although he used 
to speak like a woman, he had to learn o-nē-kotoba at bars. Here is 
a curious conversation between him and his gay friend Yutaka, who 
asks Kōhei where he learned o-nē-kotoba.

(4)  Yutaka: E? Demo gyaku ni ittara, ja jibun wa sono nani, ryūgaku? 
 Genchi ni iku made wa shaberenakatta?

   “Really? But put another way, you’re saying what? That you studied 
abroad? You couldn’t speak o-nē-kotoba until you went to Shinjuku 
Ni-chōme [literally actual place].”
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  Kōhei: Un, a, demo nan darō ne, o-nē to yū yori wa, onna kotoba 
 mitai na.11

   “Yes, but how shall I put it, it’s more like woman’s speech [onna 
kotoba] than o-nē-kotoba.”

 Yutaka: Ā futsū ni ne.

   “Yes, in ordinary speech.”

 Kōhei: Futsū no onna no ko no kotoba o shaberu keikō ga atta.

  “I tended to speak like an ordinary girl.”

Yutaka claims that he used to speak like a girl/woman (conforming 
to Ōtsuka’s definition) and that he had to learn to speak o-nē-kotoba 
at Shinjuku’s gay bars. His statement implies that (1) “women’s lan-
guage” is futsū (ordinary/normal) unlike o-nē-kotoba, and (2) the 
former is different from the latter. It is interesting to note that Yutaka 
uses the term ryūgaku (study abroad) to describe the process of learn-
ing o-nē-kotoba, which implies that o-nē-kotoba is not something nat-
ural for gay men, but something they have to acquire in an alien space 
such as the gay bar. In this interaction, both speakers are claiming 
that o-nē-kotoba is not simply girl’s or women’s speech, but that it 
needs to be learned and improved in a given context (in this case, in 
Shinjuku Ni-chōme).

The issue of genuine (honmono) o-nē-kotoba is brought up by Kōhei, 
who had a university classmate (possibly bisexual as he had a girlfriend 
at that time) who started using o-nē-kotoba. He felt disgusted with the 
o-nē-kotoba his classmate spoke because he knew that it was not gen-
uine. In short, this classmate had not experienced “study abroad” 
but had instead learned individually through “rajio-kōza” (distance-
learning radio program), as Kōhei puts it.12 While one element of 
o-nē-kotoba is that it is easily imitated or reproduced, the contrasting 
claim is that genuine users can tell the difference between the real 
and the fake ones. It is a question of whether there are genuine or 
authentic o-nē-kotoba speakers, the mirror image of the heteronorma-
tive visions of authentic gender that Butler so effectively attacks.

Takada Masahiro, a bar owner in Shinjuku, has published a book 
about his/her life as a mama-san.13 The book is self-consciously writ-
ten in o-nē-kotoba and is full of linguistic characteristics we associate 
with stereotypical women’s speech. Examine these three samples 
from his book.14

(5)  Takada: Odoroki no renzoku datta wa.
  “I must tell you that it was constantly surprising.”
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  Atashi [in katakana] wa mainen “mokuhyō” o kimete iru no.

  “Every year I come up with a ‘goal.’ ”

  Chotto kurai “nazomeite” ita hō ga ii tte mon ja nai kashira.

  “It is better to be a little mysterious, I think.”

The only difference between “women’s speech” and Takeda’s writing 
style is how the first-person pronoun atashi (I) is deployed. Takada inten-
tionally uses katakana to differentiate her/his use from the “women’s 
language” that is generally inscribed using hiragana. Recall that danshō 
of the postwar era also used atashi, but the publishers transcribed this 
using hiragana. Takeda’s choice to use katakana for words conven-
tionally written in hiragana and spoken by women evidences a negotia-
tion of normative ideologies through play with linguistic resources. It is 
essentially a rejection of heteronormative uses of Japanese language. In 
short, this is one way speakers differentiate their speech practice from 
what is conventionally thought of as “women’s speech.”

One of the interviewees, Satoru,15 once mentioned that employees 
(miseko)16 in gay bars are often asked to speak in o-nē-kotoba. He calls 
it ba no kyōsei-ryoku (the coercive power of place) to refer to a site that 
requires an enforced language use. The expectation of o-nē-kotoba in 
bar culture gives comfort to some gay men, but not to everyone. He 
adds that he happened to go to one gay bar and found his friend work-
ing and speaking in o-nē-kotoba, even though his friend does not use 
it in everyday life. In other words, the use of o-nē-kotoba is maintained 
and reproduced for its power of economy in the bar culture. Sunagawa 
argues that there are more than 200 gay men’s bars in Shinjuku where 
different groups of sexual minorities interact with each other, devel-
oping and reinforcing their identity as sexual minorities. O-nē-kotoba 
plays an important role in community development.17

S C: G M H O-NĒ-KOTOBA

One of the new findings in my fieldwork is that o-nē-kotoba is not 
popular among gay men. Before my fieldwork, I believed that o-nē-
kotoba was an asset, something gay men owned and used to their 
advantage—a perception reinforced by the number of successful o-nē-
kotoba entertainers on television.

Contrary to my expectation, o-nē-kotoba was often referred to rather 
negatively by my consultants as well as by gay male speakers in books 
and magazines. One gay man calls o-nē-kotoba the speech of clowns 
(dōke-kotoba),18 because it makes people laugh and entertains them 
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in a public space although the actual speaker is sad, unhappy, and 
frustrated because of his hidden identity as gay; in other words, this 
particular masquerade sees language as the analogue to the clown’s 
mask/makeup. Although he rejects the negative notions related to 
the use of o-nē-kotoba, he identifies himself with this linguistic prac-
tice. Gay identity and desire cannot be fully understood if they ignore 
this speech practice. One of the consultants, Goichi,19 who used to 
own a gay bar in Kyūshū and later relocated to Tokyo in 2002, claims 
that he may have spoken in o-nē-kotoba as the owner of the bar but 
that he does not speak it any more. Yutaka, his long-term friend, dis-
agrees with him, arguing that Goichi still uses it.

(6)  Yutaka: Chinami ni jibun de wa tsukaemasu ka?

  “By the way, can you use it [o-nē-kotoba]?”

 Goichi: Tsukaemasen.

  “No, I can’t.”

 Yutaka: Tsukaemasu yo ne. (laugh)

  “You can use it, can’t you?” (laugh)

  Goichi: Tsukaemasen. Boku ne hontō ne, mise yatteru toki kara kō nan 
  datte.

   “I cannot. As for me, I really have been this way even back when I 
owned the bar.”

Goichi argues that his speech style has not changed since the time he 
owned a bar and that he did not really speak it even then. Note that 
both of them speak in masu (formal) ending, which indicates a feeling 
of distance between the two close friends as they argue. A similar use 
of formal speech in arguments is found in my previous studies of pro-
fessional women. It is important to note that Goichi refuses to admit 
that he is an o-nē-kotoba speaker. However, Yutaka pushes further.

(7)  Yutaka: Datte, shabetten kiita koto aru yo.

  “But I have heard you speak it [o-nē-kotoba].”

 Goichi: Te toka, teburi soburi wa sō natta kedo, ima naorimashita.

   “For example, my hands and hand movements became that way, 
but now I fixed it.”

 Yutaka: Ēe? (laugh)

  “Really?” (laugh)

 Goichi: Iya honto.
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  “No, it’s true.”

 Yutaka: Ēe?

  “Really?”

  Goichi: Jibun no naka de wa, hajime wa, yappari sō yū shigoto kawatte 
  teburi soburi deteta no yo. Ima wa mō naotta.

   “Inside my heart, at the beginning, after I changed my job, my 
hand movements showed it. Now, I fixed it.”

Goichi argues that it is his hand movements that displayed his o-nē 
tendencies, not his speech; this is an aspect of paralanguage in which 
nonverbal discursive strategies play more relevant roles in gender per-
formance. Goichi, who now works as a taxi driver, uses the term naosu 
(fix or mend) to talk about this gestural correction. This indicates the 
way o-nē-kotoba has a negative association among gay men.20 Notice 
the shift from naorimashita (distal ending) to naotta (direct ending) 
when he repeatedly tries to make his point. Finally, Yutaka changes 
the angle of the questioning.

(8)  Yutaka: Ja, ima wa shaberō to omotte mo?

  “Then, even if you try to speak o-nē-kotoba, now?

 Goichi: Shabere nai.

  “I can’t speak it.”

 Yutaka: Ēēē, demo tsukatterū.

  “Really? But you’ve been using it!”

Yutaka does not give up. He claims that he actually heard Goichi 
speak it. Then, Goichi comments that his o-nē-kotoba is not natural, 
without acknowledging Yutaka’s argument that he indeed speaks it. 
Goichi states that he uses it due to a certain context in which he feels 
he has to speak it. See example 9.

(9)  Goichi: Nori toka, nori de wa shabereru kedo, anmari, jibun-jishin ga 
  tsukau to ne, nan ka wazato-ppoku naru wa.21

   “Depending on the atmosphere, in a certain atmosphere, I can 
speak it. But if I myself use it, it sounds fake.”

 Yutaka: Uso! Sugoku shizen ni kikoeru kedo.

  “Liar! It sounds very natural.”

 Goichi: Wazato-ppoku jibun de kanjiru no.
  “I am telling you that I, myself, feel that I’m faking it.”
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 Yutaka: Jā, dare dattara shizen?

  “Then, who do you think sounds natural?”

 Goichi: Iya, dakara iya da to ka omotte.

  “No, it’s just that I think I don’t like it [o-nē-kotoba].”

 Yutaka: O-mise?

  “And in your bar?”

  Goichi: Jibun demo futsū wa konna shaberi de futsū wa hora kō yū. De, 
  notte kuru to, kondo shaberu n ja nai? Sore ga, jibun-jishin de nan ka 

shizentai o kanjinai toki ga aru . . . nan ka boku wa.

   “I, myself, I usually speak like this. But if I’m in the mood, I guess 
I speak o-nē-kotoba. But there are times it doesn’t feel natural, at 
least for me.”

 Yutaka: Akumade mo eigyō-yō tte koto? O-mise?

  “In short, it’s for business only? At the bar?”

 Goichi: Sō, sō.

  “Yes, yes.”

Goichi finally admits that he did speak o-nē-kotoba, but that it is 
the bar context in which he had to use it. While Yutaka thinks that 
Goichi’s o-nē-kotoba sounds very natural, Goichi himself strongly 
feels that he is faking it in a performative context. In other words, 
he is not performing his gender at his bar by speaking in o-nē-kotoba, 
rather it is the performative context that forces him to adopt this as a 
style. Goichi is arguing the importance of ba (place, setting)22 as the 
key for speakers to maintain o-nē-kotoba. This is a way of describing 
the reality of gay bars, where strangers often meet, create a commu-
nity, and thus act as members. This is why some employees at gay bars 
are forced to speak o-nē-kotoba to facilitate the atmospherics that ba 
(place) demands. We could think of o-nē-kotoba as “ba-appropriate.”

In the interaction between Yutaka and Goichi in example 9, notice 
the use of two sentence-final particles (wa in naru wa and no in kan-
jiru no) by Goichi. I immediately noticed a Kyūshū accent when I first 
met Goichi. When I asked about his use of these sentence-final par-
ticles after transcribing his speech, he stated that wa and no are parts 
of Miyazaki dialect. Therefore, it is possible that Yutaka believes that 
Goichi is an o-nē kotoba speaker simply because of the influence of 
Miyazaki dialect. Whether the use of these particles is related to lin-
guistic resources for women or to the Miyazaki dialect is not clear.

I find two interesting claims about o-nē-kotoba in Yutaka and 
Goichi’s interaction: (1) o-nē-kotoba is evaluated negatively and 
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(2) o-nē-kotoba is something that people can fake or imitate. Kōhei 
once said that gay men who dislike o-nē-kotoba believe that it dimin-
ishes masculine qualities (Otoko-rashisa ga teigen suru “Masculinity 
gets reduced”). Other interviewees maintain that gay men cannot be 
popular if they speak in o-nē-kotoba and that the majority of gay men 
reject this speech style. Goichi’s persistent refusal to admit that he is 
an o-nē-kotoba speaker and that his o-nē-kotoba is not natural con-
firms that this speech style is not a preferred linguistic practice among 
gay men. Thus, its use is an intentional, conscious, and deliberate 
attempt by the speaker to achieve some end. So what do speakers gain 
by using this linguistic practice?

T C: I  M

The topic of this section is the old claim that gay men’s speech reflects 
the linguistic behavior of women. The question of whether o-nē-
kotoba mirrors “women’s language” is intensely discussed between 
Yutaka and Satoru. Observe their interaction:

(10) Yutaka: Demo shiite yū nara, minna o-nē-kotoba o tsukau jan.

  “But if I say so, they all speak o-nē-kotoba.”

 Satoru: Un. Ma, josē no yō na ne.23

  “Yes, well, they speak like women.”

 Yutaka: Demo, josē no kotoba tte yū to chotto chigau.”

  “But it is a little different from women’s speech.”

  Satoru: Demo, dō na n darō ne . . . Demo sore tte imēji to koe no tōn de 
  atte, hontō ni kotoba dake o buntai ni shite mi tara, o-nē-kotoba jā 

nakute, josē kotoba na no ka mo shirenai n ja nai ka na.

   “But I wonder . . . If we ignore the tone of voice and image and 
write only the spoken words in sentences, wouldn’t it look like 
women’s speech, not o-nē-kotoba?”

   Ano kao de, kono hanagoe de yū kara, o-nē-kotoba ni naru n de atte, 
tēpu okoshi no dankai datta ra, josē kotoba ni naranai ka nā.

   “That face and this nasal voice make it o-nē-kotoba, but at the time 
of the transcription of the conversation, wouldn’t it become wom-
en’s speech?”

  Yutaka: Naru hodo ne. “Nani nani shita no yo ne,” to ka tte josē kotoba 
  da yo ne. Demo, “anta,” to ka “Nan to ka da wa” to ka, “Shita wa 

yo” to ka “wa yo” tte, kekkō tsukawanaku nai?
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   “I see. ‘I did this and that’ [with no yo ne] is women’s speech, isn’t 
it? But ‘you’ [anta] or ‘it is this and that’ [with wa yo] or ‘I did it’ 
[with wa yo], don’t we use them?”

 Satoru: “Shita wa yo.” Onna no hito mo kekkō tsukau to omou.

   “ ‘I did it’ [with wa yo]. I think women often use that as well” 
[meaning the sentence-final particles wa yo].

 Yutaka: A, tsukau?

  “Oh, do they?”
  Satoru: Un. “Shita wa yo”—“Watashi datte otoko hoshii wa yo” tte yū 

 n ja nai?

   “Yes, I think women say, ‘I did it’ [with wa yo] or ‘I want a man, 
too’ ” [with wa yo].

   “Nani shite n no yo” to ka “Doko miten no yo” to ka mo sa, sore wa 
sa, dansē ga sa, ā yū chotto koko ni kakatta yō na sa, kotoba de ittara 
sa, o-nē-kotoba ni naru kedo sa, onna no hito ga itta ra josē no 
kotoba da yo ne.

   “If a man says, ‘What are you doing [with no yo]?’ or ‘What are 
you looking at [with no yo]?’ with a nasal voice, it becomes o-nē-
kotoba. But if a woman says it, it’s women’s speech.”

   Dakara nan ka, bijuaru to musubi tsuite o-nē-kotoba ni naru n ja 
nai no ka na?

   “So, somehow, in connection with a visual image [of men], it 
becomes o-nē-kotoba.”

  Yutaka: Ja, tte yū koto wa, o-nē-kotoba o aete teigi o suru nara ba, nan 
 ni naru?

   “Then, in short, if you have to define what o-nē-kotoba is, what 
is it?”

  Satoru: O-nē-kotoba o teigi suru nara ba, “dansē ga josē no kotoba o 
 tsukau koto” ka na?

   “If we define it, o-nē-kotoba means a man’s use of women’s 
speech.”

Yutaka believes that o-nē-kotoba is different from “women’s speech,” 
whereas Satoru thinks it is the same. Yutaka gives a few examples of 
o-nē-kotoba, including sentence-final particles and forms such as no 
yo ne, da wa, and wa yo, as well as the second-person pronoun anta 
(you). Then Satoru successfully convinces Yutaka that these char-
acteristics are also shared by women. The only difference between 
the two linguistic practices is that “women’s speech” is utilized by 
women, whereas o-nē-kotoba is used by gay men with emphasis on 
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nasal sounds. Satoru’s strong claim that women’s speech is the same 
as o-nē-kotoba is supported by many of my friends. Again it is a ques-
tion of the agent, the doer.

In short, o-nē-kotoba is defined as an imitation of woman’s speech. 
Satoru further argues that he can use o-nē-kotoba because it is easily 
accomplished by imitating his mother’s speech. The notion that women 
and men speak differently is almost articulated in an ontological fashion 
in Satoru’s statement. When he says that he is not a native speaker of 
o-nē-kotoba, he means that he does not speak it organically by default; 
at the same time, he implies that speaking in o-nē-kotoba is not all that 
difficult. Takashi, another interviewee, repeats these claims.24 He con-
tends that anyone, straight or gay, can speak o-nē-kotoba.

(11)  Takashi: O-nē-kotoba o shaberu, ikōru gei de wa nai yo. Sō ja nai hito 
 mo takusan iru kara.

   “It is not necessarily the case that people who speak o-nē-kotoba 
are gay. There are many who aren’t.”

Takashi argues further that there are hetero men who speak like women.

 Takashi: Boku no tomodachi de anna kanji no ko imasu yo, nonke de.

   “There is someone like that among my friends, and he’s hetero.”

 Yutaka: Sore wa datte, nan no tame? Warai o toru tame?

   “So what did he do that for? To make others laugh?”

  Takashi: Iya zenzen, shizen ni. Wazato ja nai n de. Boku ā yū ko ita n 
de, mawari ni.

   “No, not at all. It is natural. He doesn’t speak it intentionally. I 
had a friend like that.”

Takashi asserts that there are some nonke (hetero) men who speak 
o-nē-kotoba and that they speak it shizen ni (naturally), although 
Yutaka does not quite agree. Takashi further feels that the reason a 
nonke man would speak like a woman has to do with his surroundings; 
they might, for example, have a very close relationship with mothers 
or grandmothers and/or spend a lot of time around women. This 
interaction is intriguing because Takashi and Yutaka hold different 
notions about the relationship between sexual identity and language 
use. Takashi argues that not all men who speak like women are gay, 
while Yutaka doubts that. In other words, Takashi argues that some 
men cross the binary lines of women’s and men’s language uncon-
sciously and that some hetero men talk like women, whereas Yutaka 
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believes that language reflects his/her sexuality and that there must 
be a reason for a presumably straight man to speak like a woman. It is 
ultimately a question of whether sexual identity is the decisive factor 
in their linguistic practice. Yutaka, who actually studied linguistics 
at the university level, cannot imagine that there is no link between 
gender identity and language use.

As Takashi argues, we see some hetero men speaking like women, 
such as TV personality Fujii Takashi. The reproduction of o-nē-kotoba 
is claimed to be simple and easy. Laura Miller talks about how male 
gaijin tarento (foreign entertainers) on TV sometimes speak like 
women and argues that cute, non-threatening, feminine-sounding 
Japanese spilling out of the mouths of foreign men amuses and attracts 
viewers—it transforms them into “linguistic clowns.”25

In previous studies on Japanese language and gender, many 
asserted that “women’s speech” is indirect, polite, unassertive, emo-
tional, powerless, and gentle. They argued that specific linguistic 
characteristics are found in the use of (1) self-reference and address 
terms especially first- and second-person pronouns; (2) sentence-final 
particles and forms; (3) pitch level; (4) interjections; and (5) honorif-
ics. Interestingly enough, queen entertainers on TV employ many of 
these linguistic characteristics. When asked about public figures who 
use o-nē-kotoba, many interviewees name TV personalities Kaba-chan, 
Osugi,26 Piiko,27 and Ikko, while my Japanese hetero colleagues and 
non-Japanese gay friends add Miwa Akihiro and Kariyazaki Shōgo. I 
want to turn to the linguistic practices of these last two popular art-
ists in order to further explore the claim that o-nē-kotoba is nothing 
more than an imitation of “women’s language.”

Miwa Akihiro was born in 1935 in Nagasaki in Kyūshū and is the 
very first transsexual to establish him/herself as a successful enter-
tainer and become visible in public media. Miwa’s original name was 
Maruyama. In 1952, s/he started working as a singer at a chanson 
coffee shop in Ginza, Tokyo, and in 1957 had his/her first hit song, 
“Mekemeke.” Back in those days, Miwa was called “sister boy” be-
cause of his/her chūsei (neutral/genderless) fashion.28 He met novelist 
Mishima Yukio at a coffee shop where he was working as a so-called 
gay boy, and they became close friends. Mishima called him/her an 
“ayashisa o motsu yōbi no bishōnen (sexy and mysterious beautiful 
young boy).”29 He wrote the 1961 play Black Lizard (Kurotokage) for 
Miwa, who also starred in the 1968 film version.30

Miwa has published many books on various topics including 
fashion, art, life, and philosophy. Throughout these texts s/he stays 
in a very formal writing style using desu/masu (distal) endings and 
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honorifics. There are also many katakana terms that are combined 
with Japanese words, such as tongari tō (pointy toe), wēbii na danpatsu 
(wavy short hair),31 dokoka annyui de dekadansu de setsunakute (some-
what ennui—a French word meaning “boredom”—and decadent and 
sad).32 This writing style—replete with honorifics, foreign katakana 
words, and complex kango (Chinese terms)—is an expression of her/
his hybrid identity. It is significant that s/he uses kimi (you) in kata-
kana when talking about how Edogawa Rampō addressed her/him 
upon their first meeting. Edogawa Rampō once said that “Hō kimi 
[written in katakanaka] wa doko kara mite mo Kashō no egaku tokoro 
no bishōnen da ne” (Wow, no matter how you look at it, you are just 
like the beautiful boys in Kashō’s drawings, aren’t you?).33

Miwa has his/her own TV show (on TV Asahi), entitled Ōra no 
izumi (Fountain of aura)34 and always featuring a guest, usually from 
the entertainment field, whose past, present, and future are discussed. 
On September 13, 2006, Miwa Akihiro welcomed Maeda Akira, a 
former professional wrestler, to the show. At the time, Maeda was 
involved in a combat sport. Throughout the program, Miwa tried to 
emphasize how different Maeda is in comparison to other athletes. 
Miwa introduced him by saying,

Miwa in Ōra no izumi (Fountain of aura)
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(12)  Miwa: Atakushi no koibito na n desu yo. Maeda-san te ne, kakutōgi no 
  kata da kedo mo, mono sugoi interi na no.35 Mono sugoi hon bikkuri 

shimasu yo, dokusho-ka. Hanpa na dokusho-ryō ja nai n desu 
mono.

   “Maeda is my [atakushi] sweetheart. He is in combative sport, but 
he is very intelligent. You’d be amazed by how many books he 
reads; he’s a reader. It’s not a small number of books he reads.”

Miwa’s linguistic choices of atakushi (I), the noun with na no in interi 
na no (he is intelligent), and desu mono (it is the case) index strong 
feminine gender and correlate with his/her physical  appearance as a 
woman. Miwa is an M-F transsexual wearing women’s clothes with very 
colorful long hair (usually bright yellow), and s/he speaks in an asser-
tively feminine way. While Miwa presents him/herself performatively 
as a woman, s/he retains her/his male name, Akihiro, and even writes 
it in kanji (Chinese characters).36 Her/his physique and spectacularly 
visual aspects of being contradict the masculine name. S/he is a great 
example of a hybrid sexual minority in Japan. In fact, Miwa, flower art-
ist Kariyazaki Shōgo, and singer Mikawa Kenichi are some of the queer 
entertainers who have kept their Japanese male names in kanji.37

These contradictions—female body yet male name, yellow hair yet 
super-polite speech—are the great assets of Miwa, who established him/
herself as the queen of queer entertainment. While s/he utilizes strong 
feminine-sounding linguistic features, the content of her/his utterances 
convey competence, assertiveness, security, and  powerfulness—attributes 
that, as Fushimi has argued, do not belong to the josei (the female 
system). From Fushimi’s point of view (and some of my gay consultants 
would agree), Miwa is not an o-nē-kotoba speaker. But I argue that s/he 
is. Miwa is using linguistic resources usually available to women, turning 
them into her/his social, political, and gender statements, whether or 
not it is inappropriate or hybrid in heteronormative society. As Cameron 
and Kulic argue, the important aspect of speech is what it produces by 
saying or not saying.38 We must explore o-nē-kotoba in this regard. Miwa 
produces her/his strong inclination toward feminine polite speech with 
assertiveness, competence, and powerfulness.

Kariyazaki Shōgo, the gay flower arrangement artist I mentioned 
above, is similar to Miwa in that he always speaks in a hyper-formal 
and polite way on television. He was born in 1958 in Tokyo and 
established himself as a flower artist in the 1990s when he received 
many awards. He arranged flowers for Bill Clinton’s official visit 
to Japan in 1996.39 There are two main differences between Miwa 
and Kariyazaki: (1) Miwa is transsexual and Kariyazaki is gay; and 
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(2) Kariyazaki uses paralinguistic features and high intonation to fit 
his identity as a gay man and Miwa does not.

(13)  Kariyazaki: Kokoro o komete watakushi wa Hiroshi-san ni suteki na 
  suteki na būke o tsukutte mairimashita yo. Ikaga desu ka. Hāāāi. 

Suteki deshō?40

   “With all my heart I [watakushi] humbly brought this beautiful, 
beautiful bouquet to Hiroshi [the TV host]. How is it? Ye——s, 
wonderful, isn’t it?”

Then someone from the audience asks if he chose the flowers himself, 
and he replies,

Mochiron de gozai masu.
“Of course, I did.”

Kariyazaki Shōgo, courtesy of Kariyazaki Shōgo Flower Class
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Kariyazaki, with his straight, long, blond hair, presents his social 
identity by using extensive formal speech and honorifics, including 
the use of watakushi (I, the most polite first-person pronoun), 
mairimashita (come, the humble form of kuru), and gozaim-
asu (be, the honorific form of desu). Kariyazaki is often seen as 
a little strange or over-the-top in his hyper-polite linguistic be-
havior. This criticism is partly based on the fact that he is an estab-
lished artist and yet uses hyper-polite speech with others on TV. 
When a woman speaks hyper-politely, she is considered normal and 
respected, whereas when a gay man speaks that way he is eccentric 
and not futsū (normal). Linguistic appropriation of polite speech 
serves only heteronormativity. However, Kariyazaki is different 
from Miwa in that he inserts the aspect of cuteness. We see this 
in his linguistic practice as shown in example 13 (“Hāāāi. Suteki 
deshō?” spoken softly in a high pitch). By utilizing girlish speech, 
Kariyazaki attempts to be friendly and close to his interlocutors 
since a distance between them has been created by his extensive 
use of polite speech before that. In other words, he desires to be 
included and to be accepted in this context.

Miwa and Kariyazaki’s speech styles are slightly different from 
those of other TV entertainers who are considered o-nē-kotoba 
speakers, such as Ikko, Osugi, Piiko, and Kaba-chan. While both 
Miwa and Kariyazaki sound like women due to their extensive po-
lite speech, their linguistic practice is not an imitation of women’s 
speech; rather it is a manipulation of it. By feminizing their lin-
guistic behavior, these two speakers are employing what Harvey 
calls “the parody of femininity” identified with camp, where speak-
ers exploit “the pragmatic resource of politeness phenomena.”41 
They are translating “women’s speech” into their own language. In 
this sense, I would argue that they are only one of many groups of 
o-nē-kotoba speakers.

F C: O-NĒ-KOTOBA I 
DOKUZETSU (S )

I have discussed two queer speakers, Miwa Akihiro and Kariyazaki 
Shōgo, and argued that the claim that o-nē-kotoba is an imitation of 
women’s speech is simplistic. Below, I develop this argument exam-
ining the speech of entertainers Kaba-chan, Osugi, Piiko, and Ikko, 
as well as gay activist and scholar Fushimi Noriaki. It will become 
clear that o-nē-kotoba has less to do with imitating women’s speech 
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style than with manipulating it, and to both pleasurable and trou-
bling ends and effects.

We shall begin with Kaba-chan, whose name is Kabashima Eiji. 
His name is usually written in romaji as KABA.chan. He was born 
in 1969 in Fukuoka, Kyūshū, and trained in New York as a dance 
choreographer. He came out in 2002 on TV and has become one of 
the most popular gay entertainers on TV.42 Observe this example in 
which Kaba-chan talks about how he started dancing when he was a 
child.43

(14)  Kaba-chan: Nan te yū no kashira, atakushi, shōgakkō no desu ne, koro 
  desu ne, anō Dontaku no toki ni, anō, Pinku Redii no monomane 

taikai mitai no ga atte, de sore de, anō jun-yūshō. Sō, atta no.

   “How should I put it, I [atakushi], when I was in elementary 
school, during, you know, Dontaku [summer festival in Kyūshū], 
there was something like, well, a Pink Lady impersonation con-
test, and at that, I won, you know, second place. That’s right, 
there was such a thing.”

It is clear that Kaba-chan is a little nervous, considering the fre-
quent use of the interjection anō (well). This example includes a 
mix of different linguistic characteristics; the use of (1) kashira, 
(2) atakushi (feminine semi-formal first-person pronoun, second to 
watakushi) and (3) no (feminine sentence-final particle, meaning 
“I am telling you.”). Kashira (I wonder), the sentence-final form 
and hedge that I found among many other queer speakers, implies 
uncertainty or the indirect speech style we traditionally associate 
with a female speaker (Okamoto categorizes it as a strong feminine 
form44), although some of my hetero male friends use it as well. 
Kaba-chan’s use of first-person pronoun changes from atakushi to 
atashi later in the TV program, suggesting he is more relaxed and 
being himself.

Unlike Miwa and Kariyazaki, all of my gay consultants and 
friends except one agree that Kaba-chan is an o-nē-kotoba speaker. 
Kagesaka, one of the editors for Bádi, argues that Kaba-chan is a 
“native speaker” of o-nē-kotoba.45 In his logic, there are two types 
of o-nē-kotoba speakers: native speakers and performative speakers. 
He argues that Kaba-chan is a native speaker in the sense that he 
maintains o-nē-kotoba no matter where he is. Kagesaka claims that 
men who grew up with female siblings learn to speak like girls and 
that this speech style is natural to them, the same argument made 
earlier by Satoru. Kagesaka, a gay man, identifies separate linguistic 
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categories for the two sexes. He further argues that most men choose 
to change when they realize that their gender identity is different 
from that of their female siblings, and that Kaba-chan did not. In 
short, Kaba-chan, who came out several years ago and who exhib-
its many of the linguistic characteristics of stereotypical women’s 
speech style on TV, is seen as a speaker of o-nē-kotoba both within 
and without the gay community. But his use of speech is slightly 
different from that of Miwa and Kariyazaki. In the same television 
program, Kaba-chan says,

(15) Kaba-chan: Anata nan te koto yū no yo.

  “How dare you [anata] say that!”

This utterance is a response to an inquiry about his personal life. The 
use of the second-person pronoun anata (you), along with a high 
pitch and the sentence-final particles no yo, is what Satoru describes 
as o-nē-kotoba—a man speaking with linguistic resources for women. 
Here, anata lacks a subject (such as ga) or a topic particle (wa), im-
plying that the speaker (Kaba-chan) is directly addressing “you.” 
Anata in women’s speech style is usually used in an intimate setting, 
not in public space (where it is more common to call someone by 
his or her last name). In the summer of 2009, Endō Orie told me 
about an incident she had observed recently. She saw two women 
(her neighbors) arguing about something and heard one using anata 
to address the other. Then, the other woman responded by saying 
that the former cannot address her as anata: anata yobawari sare-
taku nai wa [you have no right to call me “anata”]. Endō argues that 
anata can be used only between speakers of totally equal status or 
by a speaker with a higher status than the one being spoken to. The 
use of anata can be an insult to some interlocutors. Therefore, in 
the case of Kaba-chan in example 15, the message to be conveyed by 
the speaker can be understood as a critique of the interlocutor (you). 
This direct confrontation in public is not preferred cultural speech 
practice. This is especially true for women. Kaba-chan borrows lin-
guistic resources for women (the use of anata and no yo) and uses 
them as his linguistic strategy to make a point, for criticism. He is 
breaking two norms, one linguistic (the use of anata in public space 
and of feminine sentence-final particles) and the other social (crit-
icizing someone in public); furthermore, at the end he succeeds in 
effectively intimidating the interlocutor. At the same time, his criti-
cism is moderated by the use of linguistic resources for women. Why? 
By using the stereotypical woman’s speech, Kaba-chan succeeds in 
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reducing the severity of the criticism, saving face for the interlocutor 
and himself.

Public criticism or condemnation is still very rare on Japanese 
TV and very much discouraged, but one way to accomplish such a 
goal is to use linguistic resources for women (because these sound 
softer and gentler) and manipulate supposedly opposite elements 
attached to the resources. A woman is not supposed to attack, 
and woman’s speech sometimes indexes femininity; thus, it is less 
threatening. Kaba-chan’s strategy, where a gay man speaking in 
“women’s language” (indirect, soft, feminine, powerless) attacks 
the interlocutor, is one strong effect of o-nē-kotoba. The act of dis-
paragement (stereotypically man’s behavior), accomplished as it is 
through o-nē-kotoba, is the articulation of queer identity within 
available cultural terms.

Ikko (always written in roman letters and pronounced Ikkō), an-
other TV personality, is a makeup artist wearing women’s clothing. 
Ikko, whose real name is Toyota Kazuyuki, was born in 1962 in 
Fukuoka, Kyūshū. On Kuroyanagi Tetsuko’s talk show s/he revealed 
that her/his mother owned a beauty parlor where s/he spent most of 
her/his time as a child after being bullied as o-kama.46 S/he is often 
introduced on TV as having o-nē-kei bi no karisuma (o-nē-type beauty 
and charisma). As an M-F transgendered speaker, Ikko often stays in 
polite linguistic forms.

(16)  Ikkō: Totteoki no ichi-oku no kegawa ga aru no. Sore chotto sore o-mise 
shimasu.

  “There is a special one billion yen fur coat. I will show it to you.”

  Ikko: Ano, atashi Karuchia ga daisuki datta n de. Ichiban saisho ni 
  tsukutta daiya na n desu ne.

   “I [atashi] used to love Cartier. This is the first diamond I 
designed.”

In the first example, the combination of sentence-final particle no with 
the direct verb aru in aru no (there is) indexes femininity, whereas the 
humble form of miseru in o-miseshimasu (I will show) exhibits average 
polite speech. However, the second example shows that even while 
s/he stays in formal speech, as found in the desu ending in the TV 
interview with Kuroyanagi Tetsuko, s/he chooses atashi rather than 
watashi as the first-person pronoun; this shows her/his sexual iden-
tity as a transgendered individual, rather like the male prostitutes or 
M-F cross-dressers (such as Mitsuhashi Junko) discussed in previous 
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chapters. In other contexts, however, s/he switches to more casual, 
coquettish linguistic features.

(17)  Ikko: Yāāān, mō chotto urusāāāi. Iyāāāāāā. Mō kono hito iyāān.

  “NO! Be quiet! Ick! This person is gross.”

Ikko complains about a TV guest who tries to find out if Ikko shaves 
by looking closely at his/her legs. Ikko uses a hyper-feminine sound-
ing iyāāāāāā (no!). The stress is put on the sound ya with a high pitch 
and lengthened sound. Cameron and Kulick argue that saying “no” to 
others usually reflects the speaker’s dominant status,47 but this use of 
iya (no) mirrors her/his feminine role of submissiveness because s/he 
says it in a very sexual manner. Ikko’s manipulation of pitch is clearly 
an acquired practice as an o-nē-kotoba speaker. Later, Ikko criticizes 
him by saying, Yudan mo suki mo nai wa (He is so cunning, isn’t he?), 
using the sentence-final particle wa, a strong feminine form. Notice 
that this utterance is a criticism accompanied with wa, which I argue 
is a very assertive feminine particle unless it is spoken with soft high 
intonation. Kaba-chan’s and Ikko’s televised critique, delivered as it is 
with the use of stereotypical feminine linguistic features, is one of the 
most important characteristics of o-nē-kotoba.

It is interesting to note that there are some similarities between 
Ikko’s utterance and the danshō discussed in the previous chapter 
in terms of their long iyā (no!). Ikko, who is the main entertainer 
in a prominent TV program entitled Chō mirai kei karisuma shō: 
O-nē MANS48 (Extremely futuristic charisma: Feminine men), dis-
plays some of the linguistic characteristics I have shown as danshō 
speech style. These include ara (well) and iya (no). This TV program, 
which was aired between October 23, 2007, and March 10, 2009, 
had nine queer-identified hosts/hostesses who are speakers of o-nē-
kotoba. This is even highlighted in the show’s hyperbolic catchphrase: 
“o-nē-kotoba o ayatsuru kakkai no karisuma-tachi ga daishūgō (Great 
assembly of charismatic people from various professions who con-
trol the use of o-nē-kotoba). Those nine professionals give advice to 
women regarding makeup, fashion, cooking, flower arrangement, 
and other related fields. Kariyazaki Shōgo and Majima Shigeki appear 
in minor roles, but Ikko is the most important and visible artist with 
his/her weekly spot proffering professional makeup advice to a female 
guest (mainly singers and actresses). Ikko stays in a polite feminine 
speech style when s/he gives makeup advice, probably because s/he is 
asserting her/his professional mastery in this field. However, her/his 
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speech style changes as s/he interacts with other queer and straight 
personalities, a noticeable shift to o-nē-kotoba.

The issue of dokuzetsu (sharp tongue) suggested by my gay con-
sultants is visible among all the o-nē-kotoba speakers on TV. These 
speakers are ironically expected to show their emotions (like women) 
and to deliver prickly criticism on TV (unlike women). The use of 
o-nē-kotoba as performative critique is shared by the interviewees 
Yutaka and Kōhei, who are talking here about Piiko and other TV 
personalities:

(18)  Yutaka: Nan ka yatara ni hihan meiteru yo ne.

  “It [Piiko’s speech] is always full of criticism.”

 Kōhei: Hihan?

  “Criticism?”

 Yutaka: Nan ka, sonna kanji. Nan ka “Are wa arienai” to ka.

   “Well, that’s the feeling I have. Piiko says things like, ‘That’s not 
possible.’ ”

  Kōhei: Uūn. Dokuzetsu nan da yo ne. Piiko mo are de kireru jan. 
 Fasshon chekku to ka shite, “Kore wa nai wa” toka sa.

   “Yes, he has a sharp tongue. Piiko is pretty cutting though he 
does not look that way. He checks someone’s fashion and says 
things like, ‘You look terrible.’ ”

 Yutaka: Piiko ja nakya ienai.

  “Only Piiko can say such a thing.”

  Kōhei: Ienai yo nē. Dakara, ma are da yo ne, kō “Ōoku” to ka ga 
  o-kama49 ni ukeru no wa, sore da yo ne. Minna, kotoba hageshii 

jan.

   “No one else can say it. That’s why Ōoku [a TV program about the 
relationship among female servants, wives, and mothers of the 
shōgun] is popular among gay men. That’s it. Everyone’s language 
is intense.”

  Yutaka: Wakaru wakaru. Dorodoro shiteru kara ne. Tashika ni o-nē-
  kotoba o tsukatte dokuzetsu ja zenzen nai hito tte anmari mita koto 

nai.

   “I know, I know. They are all mean and critical. I haven’t seen 
anyone among o-nē-kotoba speakers who don’t have a sharp 
tongue.”

  Kōhei: Omoshiroku nai mon ne. “Ara” futsū ni “Kono busu” to ka yū 
  jan. Arienai jan, futsū no sekai datta ra.
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   “Otherwise, it wouldn’t be interesting. O-nē-kotoba speakers say 
something like, ‘Wow, she is an ugly woman.’ That could never 
happen in the ordinary world.”

 Yutaka: Soko ga nani ka ie te shimau no ga . . . 

  “Yet o-nē-kotoba speakers can say it.”

 Kōhei: Sō, iwarete mo damēji ja nai, tte yū ka.

  “Yes, and there is no damage done.”

This interaction brings up two issues regarding o-nē-kotoba. One is 
that gay entertainers on TV such as Piiko or Osugi are very smart, 
but they avoid looking that way thanks to o-nē-kotoba (where hum-
bleness is valued). Second, o-nē-kotoba speakers all have sharp tongues 
and use this to criticize others (a cultural taboo in public arenas); 
however, o-nē-kotoba softens the criticisms because of the notion that 
people do not take things seriously if someone speaks this way. Kōhei 
later argues that o-nē-kotoba is closer to the speech of obatarian (oba 
[middle-aged woman in Japanese] + tarian [derived from the English 
suffix “tarian,” as in vegetarian]), who are allowed to be harsh, direct, 
and critical in their speech because they are older and because no one 

“Oh, you nasty o-kama,” says Piiko in the conversation analyzed below.
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cares what they think. Interestingly enough, the underlined message 
is that women, especially those who are middle-aged, are not taken 
seriously.50

Movie critic Osugi and fashion critic Piiko, who are gay twin 
brothers, are the very first TV personalities who identify themselves 
with the older term o-kama, and who also speak in o-nē-kotoba. 
Sugiura Takaaki (Osugi) and Katsuaki (Piiko) were born in 1945 
in Yokohama. Both have several TV programs (e.g., Osugi’s Cinema 
Variety Show [Osugi no shinebara] and Scoop! It Is OK to Laugh 
[Tokudane! Waratte ii tomo]) as well as their own advice columns in 
Asahi Newspaper.51

Observe this conversation between the two.52 They are talking 
about the female guest personalities who regularly appear on their 
TV show.

(19)  Osugi: Sore yori sa, konna no yonde yattatte omoshiruku nai. Watashi 
 wa hakkiri yutte, betsu ni aitai to mo omotte nai no.

   “By the way, it is not that fun to party with these women. Frankly 
speaking, I [watashi] do not want to see them at all.”

 Piiko: Watashi nan ka kakushi atte iru kara akita.

  “I [watashi] see them secretly, so I am tired of them now.”

Notice how Osugi refers to his female guest personalities with the rather 
insulting konna no (this kind of person). He continues, saying that he 
does not want to see them, with the first-person pronoun watashi (I) 
and the sentence-final particle no. Finally, Piiko jokingly interjects, 
stating that he does not want to see them either because he sees them 
secretly outside the TV program. Here again Piiko uses watashi (I). 
This is a typical interaction found on TV when Osugi and Piiko appear. 
They can be as rude, direct, and critical as they wish, as long as they 
stay in o-nē-kotoba. Let us look at a different interaction between the 
two in the same TV program, where Piiko uses the term o-kama.

(20)  Piiko: Konna ii kata sha [sic]53 ikenai kedo, hitori de rāmen-ya ni 
 hairu yūki wa nai.

   “I shouldn’t say this, but I don’t have courage to go into a ramen 
shop alone.”

  Osugi: Mā urete rassharu no ne.

  “Wow, you are famous, aren’t you?”

  Piiko: Chigau wa yo. Urete nai toki de mo o-kama ga hitori de rāmen 
 tabeteru no wa iya.
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   “No, that’s not what I meant. Even before I was popular, as an 
o-kama, I refused to eat at a ramen shop alone.”

 Osugi: Watashi wa hitori de ikimasu yo.

  “I [watashi] go there alone.”

 Piiko: Wā, ya54 na o-kama.

  “Oh, you nasty o-kama.”

Note the contrast between Piiko and Osugi in terms of their level 
of speech. Piiko starts with a plain/direct ending in yūki wa nai (I 
have no courage), a statement that surprises Osugi, who responds in 
honorifics with feminine sentence-final particles with urete rassharu 
no ne (you are famous, aren’t you?). After this, Piiko expresses his 
resentment toward Osugi by staying in the plain ending with wa 
yo. He further argues that he does not want to go to a ramen shop 
by himself, not because he is famous, but because he is o-kama. 
Osugi responds in distal ending in iki masu yo (I go), and Piiko 
essentially swears when he says “ya na o-kama” (nasty o-kama). 
Casual exchanges such as this one on TV are possible because they 
are close brothers. Moreover, the use of o-kama by Piiko is not so 
surprising because they are from the older generation of gay men 
on TV, so their use of the word is an attempt to change what was 
a negative reference to a more positive and assertive image of gay 
men—much like the American lesbian appropriation of “dyke.” It is 
interesting to note that Takashi describes their speech style as jig-
yakuteki (masochistic), meaning that as long as they use a term such 
as o-kama, they cannot be popular among gay men. The younger 
generation of gay men strongly opposes the term.55 When Takashi 
was talking about their use of language, he kept shifting the sub-
ject between kare ra (he-plural) and kanojo ra (she-plural) to refer 
to the brothers, ref lecting his attempt at sensitivity. I use kare ra to 
describe them in terms of their sexual identity as gay men, whereas 
Takashi is uncertain whether they, as o-kama, should be referred to 
as he or she.

Let us look at another example of Piiko’s speech style as found in 
a TV program entitled Nankō-Piiko no ki ni naru (Recent issues by 
Nanko and Piiko’s).56 Both Piiko and Osugi have advice columns in 
Asahi Newspaper where they provide their advice mostly to women on 
their various kinds of social problems. They also do this on television. 
In example 21, Piiko is making a comment regarding someone who 
has been struggling with her life. In this interaction, Piiko hears the 
story of a woman who went through some difficult times.
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(21)  Piiko: Demo, ano, iki yō to omou kokoro wa erai wa ne. Atashi nan ka 
 datta ra ano sore shika nakatta ra shinu sono ba de.

   “But you have to respect her will to live. If it happened to me 
[atashi], I would have died at the spot” [meaning commit 
 suicide].

 Nankō: Iya, demo kekkō ikinobirare sō na kanji, nan de.

  “No, you seem like someone who will keep living.”

  Piiko: Anta sa, hitokoto itte oku kedo, anta, atashi no koto an ni 
  zūzūshii to ka, ano ikite icha ikenai to ka zutto kokoro no soko de, 

āta, omotteru desho.

   “Listen you [anta], I want to say one thing. You [anta] think at 
the bottom of your heart that I [atashi] am someone who is 
shameless and who should not live. That’s what you’re [āta] 
 thinking.”

In the above interaction with Nankō, a male newscaster, Piiko exhibits 
the linguistic characteristics I have discussed earlier: a sentence-final 
particle (wa), a first-person pronoun (atashi), and second-person pro-
nouns (anta and āta). The frequent use of second-person pronouns, 
as well as the shift between anta and āta, is an important vehicle for 
o-nē-kotoba speakers. It develops a certain type of atmosphere in the 
TV program, one of intimacy, due to the linguistic rule that anta or 
āta is used among close friends or family members.

Moreover, the use of these second-person pronouns exhibits an-
other important aspect of o-nē-kotoba. It is what Harvey calls an “em-
phatic style of utterance” with “the marked frequency of vocative 
terms”—similar to the parody of femininity often found in camp.57 
Note that Piiko’s utterance is a criticism aimed at Nankō, an attack 
that is supplemented effectively with the unusually frequent use of 
these second-person pronouns. In order to criticize someone, one has 
to keep psychological distance from the interlocutor. Piiko manipu-
lates the distance with the intimate second-person pronouns and as 
a result makes the audience laugh. Then Piiko asks the audience di-
rectly, most of whom are women, what they think about Nankō’s 
comment.

(22)  Piiko: Atakushi ne, son son na fū ni miemasu? Nē mina-sama, sonna 
 fū ni miemasu? Miemasu ka?

   “Do I [atakushi] seem like that? Everyone, do I seem like that? 
Do I?”

 Nankō: Dare ni kiiteru n desu ka?
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   “Who are you asking?”

 Piiko: Oba-chama-tachi ni yo.

   “Those aunties.”

His switch to atakushi, the polite female first-person pronoun, from 
casual atashi, indicates that he is directly talking to the audience with 
whom he has not established closeness as of yet. His shift to atakushi, 
a more polite feminine first-person pronoun, is linked to his change 
to the polite ending masu, in which Piiko follows the prescriptive lin-
guistic rule of “social-appropriateness.” Then he attempts to shorten 
the distance between him and the audience by the use of -chama in 
oba-chama (middle-aged women) instead of -san in  oba-san. In fact, 
the use of oba-san would be an insult, since this term can be used 
only by someone younger to address older women. For children, 
adult women can be oba-san. Thus the use of oba-chama by Piiko, 
a middle-aged gay man, is a twist because he creates closeness with 
the audience with -chama and at the same time identifies with the 
middle-aged female audience as a gay man. This is precisely the type 
of linguistic manipulation that makes Piiko popular among middle-
aged women.

Let us turn to Osugi’s utterance heard on a variety show entitled 
Tohoho jinbutsu (Miserable Figure).58

(23)  Osugi: Koizumi-san mo sore wa, yaru beki da ne. Demo, watashi wa 
  itadai te mo yabuku wa.

   “I believe that Prime Minister Koizumi should do that, but I 
[watashi] will tear the prize up.”

Here Osugi, who is well known for his sharp tongue, criticizes Japanese 
prime minister Koizumi for not giving someone a prize for winning 
a game. Notice that the first part of his utterance is very forceful and 
critical, thanks to the use of beki (should) and da ne; this is followed 
by a sentence in which he uses a combination of watashi (I), itadaku 
(to receive, a humble form of the verb morau [to receive]), and the 
sentence-final particle wa. His statement made the audience laugh 
because of his use of assertive and condemning linguistic elements 
(beki da ne) with the culturally appropriate linguistic features such as 
honorifics. It is important to note that he uses the humble form of 
the verb with a strong feminine sentence-final particle. His use of a 
combination of honorifics with a feminine form reflects his cultural 
understanding that women use more polite linguistic features.
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Another interesting usage found in both Osugi and Piiko is the 
frequent appearance of baka (fool!—which was also found among 
male prostitutes) and yada (no!). Baka is usually aimed at a guest in 
the TV program when he or she makes a mistake. The use of such a 
direct and insulting term is very common among o-nē-kotoba speak-
ers. In the TV drama Katagoshi no koi (Love over the shoulder), Bun-
chan also uses baka and bāka in kono bāka (this fool) or baka onna 
(stupid woman) when criticizing a female customer at his bar.

Yada (no), however, exhibits an image of immature and indecisive 
girlish attitude. O-nē-kotoba speakers manipulate the combination of 
culturally opposite categories. This type of co-occurrence of opposing 
linguistic features is also found in the African drag queen’s speech 
described by Rusty Barrett,59 in which the speakers use White English 
with American Black English as an indication of their resistance to the 
dominant culture. The co-occurrence of different linguistic features 
based on two genders is one of the core elements of o-nē-kotoba.

One of my consultants, Takashi, uses the term o-nē kyara (o-nē char-
acter) to refer to entertainers such as Osugi and Piiko. He argues that 
these o-nē kyara act the way the audiences want them to and that they 
do it for the sake of money. Another consultant, Satoru, comments that 
he is afraid that people might find out his sexuality because of the expo-
sure of o-nē-kotoba on TV. All of my interviewees agree that Osugi and 
Piiko are o-nē-kotoba speakers, but that not all o-nē speak o-nē-kotoba.

Cloaking criticism in o-nē-kotoba is hardly restricted to trivial TV 
talk shows. Like Osugi and Piiko, Fushimi Noriaki, the queer writer 
and activist, often switches to o-nē-kotoba when he wants to criticize 
others. The examples concluding this section are those of increasingly 
intense criticism. They show how o-nē-kotoba enables a level of seri-
ousness and aggressiveness that one normally does not see in public 
discourse. Consider this example, where Fushimi interviews leading 
feminist scholar Yoshizawa Natsuko:

(24)  Fushimi: Demo, seido ga hoshō shite iru noni sō natte iru no da to shi 
  tara, sono koto o sentaku shinakatta josē no sekinin nan ja nai desu 

ka! Ara hoshutō no tachiba de mono o yū tte kimochi ga ii.

   “But aren’t women responsible for their choice in life when the 
system guarantees equal rights for women? Wow, it feels kind of 
good to talk from a conservative point of view.”60

First, he criticizes his interviewee for supporting women who did not 
follow their hearts and choose to be what they really wanted to be, 
even though the letter of the law now guarantees equal rights for 
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women and men. His statement shows his level of understanding of 
women’s issues. At the same time, it is quite shocking to hear that he 
believes that Japanese society does guarantee even in practice equal 
rights for women and men. After delivering that criticism, he realizes 
that he is parroting the views of conservative scholars and politicians. 
In order for him to take back his comment, he uses ara (well) in com-
bination with a joke to both soften and ridicule his own argument, 
basically implying that he was not serious.

The next example also involves criticism of feminists by Fushimi. 
He is interviewing Yamada Masahiro, a scholar of “family studies.”

(25)  Fushimi: Feminisuto [in katakana] kankei no josē de mo, kakushita 
  otoko to deki-[in katakana] teru hito tte, amari mita koto nai. Jitsu 

wa jōshō-shikō tsuyoi n da yo ne. Boku no henken kashira.

   “I have not seen women who are feminists being [sexually] in-
volved with men who are lower [in status] than themselves. 
Feminists really are social climbers aren’t they? I [boku] wonder if 
that’s just my prejudice?”61

Notice that in example 25, Fushimi uses boku as his preferred first-
person pronoun. Here, Fushimi is launching some severe criticism 
aimed at female feminist scholars in Japan. His criticism, however, 
is softened by the final utterance of kashira. Notice that he uses the 
verb dekiteru (sexually involved) in katakana, which indicates that he 
recognizes the vulgarity in the expression and that he wishes to am-
plify its aggressive disparagement. He does the same thing when he 
accuses feminists of feeding off the prestige of men, appending the 
neutral sentence-final particles yo ne to the end of the sentence. This is 
yet another example of o-nē-kotoba found in paradoxical combination 
with course speech. Fushimi is expressing views that would be rather 
shocking in most contexts, but one reason he can get away with it is 
that his ridicule is embedded in o-nē-kotoba.

Fumishi also uses this as a conscious writing strategy. His volu-
minous essays and books are replete with o-nē-kotoba. In his essay 
“Sexual Critique,” he addresses this directly. As usual, his sentences 
are decorated with o-nē-kotoba, but this style becomes a strategy of 
critique when he turns to the subject of a rather scandalous text by 
Ueno Chizuko, Japan’s most famous feminist. It is worth noting what 
Fumishi is reacting to: 

I emphasize a heterosexuality inherent to sexuality. From this perspec-
tive, I “discriminate” against homosexuality . . . Law would not accept 
same-sex couple as a married couple. Like the old and stubborn law, I 
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myself do not agree with the sensible-sounding argument that homo-
sexuality is just one of the diverse natural modes of love. Not only does 
homosexuality fail at reproduction, but it also psychologically betrays 
the nature of two different species [sic] mating.62

When Fushima addresses Ueno’s statement at the climax of his own 
essay, he fills the page with o-nē-kotoba and explains this writing strat-
egy as he gears up his critique:

(26)  Fushimi: . . . Ueno Chizuko o-nē-sama ttara, konna tsure [written in 
  katakana] nai koto osshatteru no. Hidoi wā! Atashi [katakana], 

kihonteki ni Chizuko friiku [katakana] da kara, chotto shokku [kata-
kana]. O-nē-sama ga Yoshimoto no Takaaki-chan o keiai shite yama-
nai yō ni, atashi [katakana] datte, o-nē-sama no kōenkai no okkake 
o ichiji yatte ita kurai yo. O-nē-sama no sokoiji no waru sō na o-kao 
to go-hatsugen ga, taisō kyōmi datta. Sore na no ni sonna atashi [ka-
takana] ni taishite, kono ii yō wa ittai nani? O-nē-sama wa atashi 
[katakana] o “sabetsu” suru o-tsumori na no ne. Ii wa [katakana], 
mō ii wa [katakana]! Kō natta ra kenka [katakana] o utte yaru wa 
[katakana]! Fūn [katakana] da! Demo honki [katakana] de kiraware 
taku nai kara (atashi [katakana] tte yappari o-nē-sama o aishiteiru 
shi, ongi mo kanjiteru shi), “onē-kotoba” de guchiru koto ni kimeta 
no. “Onē-kotoba” tte musekinin-go de, yabaku [katakana] naru to 
“Atashi [katakana], o-kama [katakana], dakara wakan nāi. Kya,” 
de gomakaseru kara benri na no yo. Tekitō ni ijiwaru yū kurai nara, 
kore ga ichiban. Raku [katakana], de ii wa [katakana].

   “My dearest Ueno Chizuko said such a cold thing. Awful! I 
[atashi] was so shocked because I have been a Chizuko freak. 
O-nē-sama, just as you love and respect Yoshimoto Takaaki-chan, 
I [atashi] have followed you whenever you gave a public talk. 
O-nē-sama, I was very interested in your spiteful face and opinion. 
How could you say such a thing to me [atashi] who loves and 
respects you. O-nē-sama, do you intend to “discriminate” against 
me? Enough! I will pick a fight then! Humph! But I do not want 
you to truly hate me (after all I [atashi] love you, O-nē-sama, and 
feel a debt of gratitude). Therefore, I have decided to complain 
about you in “onē-kotoba.” “Onē-kotoba” is the language of irre-
sponsibility. When we do not know how to handle the situation, 
we can say in onē-kotoba, “I [atashi] am o-kama, so I dunno.” It’s 
convenient. If you want to be mean (not too much, but relatively) 
to someone, this is the best and the easiest way to handle it.”63

Fushimi, who highly respects Ueno, has to criticize her because of her 
rather incredible statements calling homosexuality an act of treachery 
against nature. (Ueno publicly apologized for her comments later.)
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In his response, Fushimi prepares his attack by creating distance from 
Ueno by referring to her as o-nē-sama (attaching the  honorific -sama 
to “sister”). At the very same time, he ironically minimizes that same 
distance by calling her o-nē, because they do know each other and 
he wants to express respect even as he tears into her. His linguistic 
choices implies a particular stance: I do not want to attack Ueno o-nē-
sama because I respect and love her, but I have to as a leading gay 
writer and activist. As an o-nē-kotoba writer, he uses katakana for 
atashi (I) and wa (sentence-final particle); he emphasizes his points 
by writing specific words in katakana, including kenka (fight), guchi 
(complain), honki (real feeling), yabai (dangerous), raku (easy), and 
fūn (humph). He also adds coquettish expressions such as hidoi wa 
(that’s awful), ii wa, mō ii wa (that’s enough), fūn da (humph!), and 
kyā (aaaaaaaah!).

After this introductory section, he analyzes Ueno’s pronounce-
ment sentence by sentence and attacks every single point. His aggres-
sive attack is companied by the usages I discussed earlier as part of 
o-nē-kotoba features, including the use of no in nai no (no way), no 
yo in gokai shiteru no yo (you have misunderstood), no yo ne in tsu-
katchau no yo ne (you use such expressions), wa in shikata nai wa (you 
can’t help it), kashira in dō kashira (I doubt it), and yo in anakuro kin-
dai shihonshugiteki kansei yo (you have the anachronistically modern 
capitalistic sensitivity). He concludes his critique by getting personal, 
pointing out that there isn’t that much difference between o-nē-sama 
and the gay community since Ueno has been involved with a cute-
looking man but has yet to produce offspring. Rather than attacking 
Ueno in a plain linguistic style, Fushimi chooses o-nē-kotoba, to be 
personal, playful, and yet emphatic.

As these examples show, o-nē-kotoba often comes as a set—a critique 
(often expressed with vulgar linguistic forms) combined with a repair. 
In short, the speakers deliver a criticism and simultaneously soften it 
by using feminine linguistic features,64 a brilliant way of avoiding con-
frontation or hiding one’s aggression in Japanese communication.

F C: O-NĒ-KOTOBA I P

Perhaps the most common claim of all is the assertion that o-nē-
kotoba is, simply put, a parody of women’s speech—language in 
drag. The work of parody is discussed in many areas of literary and 
art forms. Linda Hutcheon approaches parody in the following man-
ner: “I chose to define parody as a form of repetition with ironic 
critical distance, making difference rather than similarity.”65 Thus, 
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parody is engaged in “detachment” and “divergence” rather than 
“closeness” and “identity.” Harvey argues that the use of parody is 
one of the underlying strategies for camp.66 Simon Dentith argues 
that “parody is one of the many forms of intertexual allusion out of 
which texts are produced.”67 He further suggests that parodies are 
used to attack, satire, or just playfully refer to the authority of pre-
cursor texts.

So far, so good. O-nē-kotoba would seem to fit Hutcheon’s, 
Harvey’s, and Dentith’s descriptions quite cleanly. However, this 
only gets us so far. After all, that users “attack, satire, or just play-
fully refer to the authority of nonke (straight) women over their 
own gender is only a small step from the popular assumption at the 
heart of this fifth claim. Indeed, this claim is best seen as the con-
f luence of claims three (on imitation) and four (on sharp-tongued 
criticism). Analysis of actual examples reveals a remarkable f luidity 
underlying the parody of o-nē-kotoba. Consider the example of 
Crayon Shin-chan (Kureyon Shin-chan), a popular TV program for 
children.68 This thirty-minute primetime cartoon airs every Friday 
and describes an average Japanese family. The father is the assistant 
section chief of a typical office. His wife is a stay-at-home mother. 
She attends to five-year-old Shin-chan and his baby sister Himawari. 
In one episode, Shin-chan and his male friends put on girls’ clothes 
and compete with each other to see who looks the best in drag. 
Their speech becomes girlish as if it were second nature. One of 
the characters, Kazama-kun, who is portrayed as an overly serious 
boy, initially refuses to put on girl’s clothes; he tells the others to 
go play outside (Kōen de asobō ze—Let’s play at the park)—stressing 
a masculine identity with the use of ze. However, after changing 
into girls’ clothes Shin-chan says, “Ore-tachi tte bishōjo torio” (We 
are a beautiful girl trio). Notice that he still uses ore, his usual first-
 person pronoun, to signify his male gender. However, after this 
all the boys start using the linguistic features we hear being used 
among danshō and other o-nē-kotoba speakers. These include inter-
jections such as ara or āra (well), terms for refusal such as iya, iyā, 
iyān, and yada (no), first-person pronoun such as atashi (I), and the 
sentence-final particles wa and wa yo. In fact, much to the delight of 
my son, Crayon Shin-chan has many episodes where Shin-chan plays 
with girls’ speech. Oftentimes, Kazama-kun expresses his disgust by 
saying Kimochi warui (Gross!), to which Shin-chan responds by say-
ing Ara sō kashira? (Really?) in a high pitch. This type of linguistic 
recreation where a boy imitates a girl’s speech or vice versa is quite 
common on Japanese TV. Crayon Shin-chan is funnier than most, 
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because the main character is a five-year-old boy possessing atypi-
cally high verbal skills.69

Shin-chan typically uses the o-nē-kotoba when criticizing others 
(Dame yo sonna koto osshacha—Do not say such a thing [literal trans-
lation], Damn you [contextual translation]). By displaying the high-
pitched set phrase dame yo (no!) combined with honorifics such as 
osshacha (say), Shin-chan imitates and transforms stereotypical wom-
en’s language—in tandem with uproarious satirical and scatologi-
cal humor—in order to make fun of the social norms children are 
being taught during the remaining twenty-three and a half hours of 
their daily lives. Many parents do everything they can to keep their 
children from Crayon Shin-chan; it gives kids too many bad ideas. 
However, this depends on how one wants to raise his/her children; 
I love watching the show with my son because Shin-chan is the most 
open-minded child in his neighborhood, if not on children’s televi-
sion. One of Shin-chan’s friends is a high school girl who is decid-
edly butch and talks like a boy; when he gets into trouble, Shin-chan 
is often helped by an adult friend who is an o-nē-kotoba-speaking 
transvestite. True, Shin-chan never listens to his parents, but he also 
explores the breadth of his world and all its possibilities, with no whiff 
of fear or discrimination.

In Crayon Shin-chan, we find a figure from popular (hetero) cul-
ture appropriating o-nē-kotoba for both play and ridicule of social 
norms. Of course, other programs feature nonke entertainers exploit-
ing the parodic camp of o-nē-kotoba simply to reconfirm their own 
norm-based hetero identity. In either case, televised parody where 
a male speaks like a female is how imagined o-nē-kotoba is produced 
and maintained.

Out in the real world, parodic play with o-nē-kotoba is also found 
among adult hetero speakers. Once again Fushimi Noriaki provides 
the best examples. Here is a zadankai between Fushimi and Kadooka 
Nobuhiko, a buraku (outcast) activist, who injects some humor at 
the end of their serious discussion. Fushimi is about to close their 
discussion.

(27)  Fushimi: Jā, kono tsugi wa, gyōkai-taikō to yū koto de, engei-taikai de 
  mo yarimashō ka?

  “Well, next time let’s have a variety show where different teams 
[meaning feminist group, gay group, film director group, and out-
cast group] compete with each other, shall we?”

 Kadooka: Zettai yūshō suru to omoimasu yo, buraku wa.
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  “I am certain that our outcast team will win.”70

Fushimi feels excited by Kadooka’s joking competitiveness and imme-
diately switches to o-nē-kotoba.

Fushimi: Anata, sore wa gōman [in katakana] tte mon desu wa yo, uchi 
[in katakana]-ra hentai [in katakana] ga ichiban torasete itadaki-
masu wa, ho ho ho ho ho. A, koko de iwasete itadakimasu ga, zadankai 
no naka de sanzan iwarete kita “kaminguauto” [in katakana] tte yū 
kotoba, o-kama [in katakana] gyōkai no hatsumei na n desu no yo.

“Dear dear [anata], aren’t you overbearing? We perverts would win, 
you know. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha. Let me tell you here that this word ‘com-
ing out,’ which we’ve used a lot in this panel discussion, originally 
came from our territory, the o-kama world.”71

Kadooka: Ara, go-zonji nai? Buraku ni mo zutto mae kara “burakumin 
sengen”—“tachiba sengen” tte yū kotoba ga aru n desu no yo!!72

  “Well, didn’t you know that in our outcast world, we have had 
expressions such as ‘declaration of outcast’ or ‘declaration of our 
stand?’ ”

Note that there are four katanaka words here: gōman (arrogant), uchi 
(I), hentai (perverse), and kaminguauto (coming out). Only the last 
term, kaminguauto, is commonly written in katakana since it origi-
nated from the English term “coming-out”; the rest are usually in hi-
ragana. Fushimi, who has been addressing Kadooka by his last name 
up until now, switches to anata (you), an intimate second-person pro-
noun, while at the same time switching to uchi (I) instead of boku 
(I) atashi. Note that Fushimi uses anata without a particle, directly 
addressing Kadooka, and that the message following anata is a chal-
lenge. This is the exact pattern found in the speech of other o-nē-
kotoba speakers such as Kaba-chan and Ikko. The two other katakana 
words gōman (arrogant) and hentai (perverse) are harsh words that 
are not appropriate to describe someone’s behavior in a public speech 
context.

This is a good example of that contrast between seemingly oppo-
site linguistic features (an emphasis on “difference” and “distance”), 
which is the essence of o-nē-kotoba and its brand of parody. Their shift 
to o-nē-kotoba has a surprising and interesting effect as the conver-
sation continues. First, Kadooka himself shifts to o-nē-kotoba, even 
though he is straight. They start using sentence-final particles associ-
ated with traditionally strong feminine forms such as wa yo, wa, no yo 
(all used with distal ending masu), interjections such as ara (well), the 
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person pronoun anata, and honorific forms with informal endings 
such as go-zonji nai as a question. Note also that one of the danshō’s 
linguistic characteristics is the use of the interjection ara (well). 
Kadooka’s ara suggests that it is understood to be o-nē-kotoba. In this 
interaction, the theme of the “argument” is how much each group—
Fushimi’s gay movement and Kadooka’s outcast movement—has con-
tributed to the progressive transformation of society; thus, each brags 
about oneself while criticizing the other. But the object of parody 
here is only vaguely women’s speech, and definitely not women; in 
fact, we could say that Fushimi is parodying women’s speech, and 
Kadooka is parodying Fushimi. Furthermore, neither has an object of 
critique in mind; rather, they shift to o-nē-kotoba as a playful means 
to building solidarity between speakers, and by extension the two 
minority communities.

The next example does involve serious, if playful and oblique, pa-
rodic critique. It comes from a dialogue between Fushimi Noriaki 
and Shibuya Tomomi, a young sociologist interested in gender stud-
ies. When she was in high school, she discovered feminism after see-
ing a middle-aged man enjoying pornography on the train. Shibuya 
represents a post–student movement generation of feminism, one 
more concerned with issues of gender and patriarchal ideology than 
civil rights, equality, and movement politics. This is reflected in a 
comment she makes to Fushimi regarding her own mother.

(28)  Shibuya: Oya ni wa kōkō no koro, hajimete feminizumu ni fureta koro 
  kara itteta n desu yo. Hahaoya aite ni, “sengyō-shufu wa sengyō-no 

baishun-fu da” nado to.

   “I was in high school when I first discovered feminism. And I’d 
tell my mother that ‘full-time homemakers are the same as full-
time prostitutes’—things like that.”

  Fushimi: (bakusho) Honto ni, ya [in katakana] na ko da nē, anta tte!!

   (a roar of laughter) “My, you are really a nasty kid, aren’t you 
[anta]?”73

With the second-person pronoun anta and ko (child) in ya na ko (nasty 
child), Fushimi sounds just like Osugi or Piiko here. Both Fushimi 
and Shibuya identify with the post–student movement generations, 
so in many ways they identify with each other’s position. In fact, this 
exchange starts with a question by Fushimi that draws a parallel be-
tween his parents’ reaction to his coming-out and her parents’ re-
sponse to her discovery of feminism (her mother gradually came to 
see things her way). Fushimi’s use of o-nē-kotoba is definitely parodic, 
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and the target is rather specific. It is not Shibuya he strives to iden-
tify with. Rather, when he feigns shock and says, “My, you are really 
a nasty kid, aren’t you?”, he is making fun of both obatarian and the 
earlier generation of feminists. It is from these older women that he 
stakes out his difference in order to undermine their authority over 
matters of gender.

Because, as we saw with claim three, it is easy to emulate o-nē-
kotoba, anyone can deploy it—gay or straight, fictional or flesh-and-
blood. Significantly, once women’s language has been detached from 
its normative anchorages, it gains a remarkable flexibility of purpose. 
It can be used for anything from anxious ridicule to analytical cri-
tique to ironized celebration, for either cutting someone down or 
bonding in friendship. The parody built into o-nē-kotoba ultimately 
evades any attempt at generalization.

N  C

I followed five claims made by my consultants, all of whom identify 
themselves as gay. The first claim that o-nē-kotoba is a production of 
bar culture is supported by my data. All of my consultants agree that 
o-nē-kotoba is spoken in many bars, and also that some of them, in 
fact, learned to speak it through their frequent visits. Furthermore, 
Satoru witnesses his gay friend working and speaking in o-nē-kotoba 
at a bar, even though the latter does not speak it in everyday life. 
These claims reveal that gay bars do facilitate linguistic practice of 
o-nē-kotoba. However, not all gay bars have the same community of 
practice. One is most likely to hear o-nē-kotoba in the more traditional 
ones where the owner calls him/herself a mama-san.

The second claim, that o-nē-kotoba is negatively evaluated among 
gay men, is also found to be true. At the same time, there is a strong 
recognition of o-nē-kotoba as something gay men should be able to 
use in order to build membership as well as identity within the com-
munity. Furthermore, although in popular perception the use of 
o-nē-kotoba is usually equated with feminine types of gay men, my 
study has shown that this is not the case. Therefore, we cannot de-
fine o-nē-kotoba as a speech by o-nē (feminine types). Finally, negative 
feelings about o-nē-kotoba within the queer community are in con-
trast to its increasing use and popularity in the media, especially on 
mainstream TV.

The third claim, that o-nē-kotoba is a mere imitation of “women’s 
speech” is not supported by my data. It is true that all o-nē-kotoba 
speakers share some of the linguistic features associated with women’s 
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speech style, which is to say that women’s language is replicable, just 
as it is possible to emulate o-nē-kotoba itself. However, I assert that 
o-nē-kotoba is a manipulation of women’s speech rather than a simple 
imitation. Furthermore, there is a marked emphasis on difference and 
distance rather than similarity. Even among o-nē-kotoba speakers, the 
type and the extent of the use of “women’s language” differ widely. 
Each user manipulates the linguistic resources usually reserved for 
women (while also preserving the linguistic resources for men), but 
turning them into something original and to their advantage. Access 
to both feminine and masculine linguistic resources is their gain in 
terms of their gender flexibility and performativeness. The diversity 
of o-nē-kotoba shown in this chapter, therefore, disputes the claim 
that o-nē-kotoba is essentially the same as “women’s language.”

The fourth claim is that the use of o-nē-kotoba is strongly related to 
the issue of criticizing others in public. I find this to be the case, indeed. 
O-nē-kotoba speakers borrow some linguistic features that covertly 
suggest positive cultural notions of politeness while they attack others 
(in jest or in all seriousness). In order to successfully, yet gently, criti-
cize others—in order to get away with things one usually cannot say 
in public—these speakers manipulate the cultural labels attached to 
stereotypical women’s speech to sneak critique in while softening the 
blow (all the while lessening the chance of retribution).

The fifth claim that o-nē-kotoba concerns parody is also supported 
by my data; however, careful analysis reveals a surprising complexity 
and fluidity at the heart of this parody. It can be adopted by nearly 
anyone. And o-nē-kotoba itself can be the object of parody.

As shown earlier, this chapter has provided a multiplicity of ideas 
and facts about o-nē-kotoba, arguing that it presents a violation of 
linguistic and gender codes. Linguistic characteristics found among 
o-nē-kotoba speakers are (1) the extensive use of stereotypical women’s 
speech found especially in sentence-final particles and person pro-
nouns; (2) the use of various types of first-person pronouns including 
wataskushi, atakushi, watashi, atashi, atai, and uchi; (3) the exagger-
ated use of anata, anta, and āta and its shift; and (4) the exaggerated 
paralinguistic practice. By manipulating stereotypical feminine lin-
guistic characteristics, o-nē-kotoba speakers attract attention to them-
selves. In other words, the more stereotyped the linguistic features 
they deploy, the more recognition they receive. Some speakers use 
this for social critique; others use it for interpersonal play and bond-
ing; still others use it for personal fame.

At the same time, they signal irreconcilable differences from 
women’s speech when they choose a so-called feminine first-person 
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pronoun such as atashi or atai. The use of atashi or atai empha-
sizes the disruptive disparity rather than the resemblance to women’s 
use. It is this intertexual allusion wavering between similarity and 
difference that facilitates energy both inside and outside queer com-
munities. Furthermore, o-nē-kotoba speakers’ more frequent use of 
first- and second-person pronouns compared to that by gay men I 
interviewed (which I will discuss in the next chapter) reveals the de-
gree to which o-nē-kotoba is a parody where speakers’ sexual identities 
are constructed around axes of rejection and criticism.

O-nē-kotoba challenges the belief that society is naturally divided 
into two sexes/genders and that there are two separate linguistic 
codes for female and male speakers. By examining how o-nē-kotoba 
speakers cross or blur that line, I argue that the borders that sepa-
rate homo from hetero, male from female, and masculine from femi-
nine are arbitrary and artificial. O-nē-kotoba speakers try not only to 
eliminate such binary constructs but also deconstruct them in their 
linguistic practices. They question why hetero is better than homo, 
male is better than female, masculine is better than feminine. As a 
discursive practice, o-nē-kotoba mirrors how its speakers construct the 
multiplicity of their complex gendered characteristics.



C H A P T E R  6

Queen’s Speech as a 

Private Matter

In the previous chapter I examined five claims about o-nē-kotoba, 
arguing that a given speaker may use or borrow linguistic resources 
generally reserved for women and manipulate them to their advan-
tage. For instance, some use hyper-polite speech that people associate 
with stereotypical women’s language, transforming it into something 
entirely different through criticism or parody. Other speakers combine 
the polite speech with contrasting, culturally opposing resources, as 
in the combination of honorifics with vulgar terms that index gen-
der boundaries, the juxtaposition of feminine (polite and gentle) and 
masculine (harsh and vulgar) forms, and the fusion of binary pairs 
where one side has a higher cultural value. By combining two pre-
sumably opposite cultural values, o-nē-kotoba speakers challenge any 
assumption that one is more powerful or prestigious or serious than 
the other. Both types are recognized as equal for o-nē-kotoba speak-
ers. At the same time, they deride stereotyped women’s speech and 
its ideological baggage—a stereotype that leads to claims that women 
should speak that way and men should not. In the same manner, 
it challenges assumptions that men’s speech is more powerful than 
women’s. Fluidly accessing two separate linguistic categories, o-nē-
kotoba speakers blur all these lines, transgressing all distinctions.

In this chapter, the focus shifts to the linguistic behaviors of my 
consultants and gay friends. Moving from the questions of how o-nē-
kotoba is imagined (chapter 4) or expressed and manipulated in public 
media such as TV, books, seminars, and magazines (chapter 5), this 
chapter examines what o-nē-kotoba offers to its speaker as a personal 
matter. It is an attempt to describe how gay men deal with the every-
day reality of o-nē-kotoba in their community. For them, the use of 
o-nē-kotoba is an issue with both personal and political dimensions, 
one with which they must engage in everyday life.
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C S  S I

Many of my gay friends talk about the reasons underlying their use 
of o-nē-kotoba in personal contexts. Some offer the notion of mem-
bership as a reason for its use in their community, whereas others 
emphasize aspects of sexual identity. The latter conforms to a study 
by Sonenschein that argues that the recognition of a common lan-
guage among gay men is “one of the first modes of social and sexual 
access.”1 Here is how Goichi, a speaker of o-nē-kotoba, talks about his 
own way of speaking.

(1)  Goichi: Are yappari fun’iki yo ne. Un. Kokoro yuruseru wake ja nai 
  kedo, nan te yū no, jibun ga nan te yū no kana, kō hotto, hotto ja nai 

kedo, so kokoro yuruseru fun’iki ni naru to, shizen ni dete kuru toki 
ga aru.

   “I believe it is the atmosphere. Yes, how shall I put it . . . it [o-nē-
kotoba] sometimes comes out naturally when I feel unguarded in a 
relaxing atmosphere.”

Remember that Goichi had earlier denied his use of o-nē-kotoba but 
later admitted it does, in fact, enter his speech. In this utterance, 
he argues that o-nē-kotoba gives him a sort of relief and that o-nē-
kotoba comes naturally when he feels relaxed. In a certain atmo-
sphere, o-nē-kotoba gives him self-confidence as a gay man. Kōhei 
also claims that it is the place (ba) that decides whether he can speak 
in o-nē-kotoba or not. Interestingly enough, both Goichi and Kōhei 
agree that it is not their sexual identity per se that motivates them 
to speak o-nē-kotoba but, rather, it is an element of a certain con-
text where they can be themselves and connect to other speakers 
including straight friends. Note that Goichi uses the phrase “kokoro 
yuruseru fun’iki” (atmosphere in which your mind can let it go). He 
later adds that he refuses to speak o-nē-kotoba at a bar where he does 
not feel comfortable. This community of practice is shared by other 
gay men I interviewed.

(2)  Yutaka: Jibun ga fudan tsukatteru komyuniti ja nai hito ga tsukatteru 
 wake jan. Sore ga hen na kanji ga suru no ka na.

   “There are cases where people who do not belong to our commu-
nity use o-nē-kotoba. I think that sounds strange.”

  Kōhei: Un, sō ne. Ma, nan ka kotchi no hito tte yū dake de sa, tokubetsu 
  na kizuna mitai na kanji chau jan. Takaga netto de atta dake 

nanoni sa, sugoi tomodachi ni nattchattari toka. Nan ka, sore ni, kō 
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hokyō-zairyō mitai na. Kyōtsūgo tsukaemasu, mitai na. “Anta mo 
yaru wa ne,” mitai na. Sore aru ne. “Anta” tte yoku tsukau kamo ne.

   “Yes, that’s right. We feel a special bond just because he belongs to 
this side. Even though we met only through the internet, we 
became great friends. O-nē-kotoba is like a common language we 
speak, like supportive materials for our bonds, like ‘You [anta] 
speak it, too.’ Yes, that does happen, doesn’t it? I think we often use 
‘anta.’ ”

  Yutaka: Kotoba wa warui n da kedo, gyaku ni shinmitsu na kotoba da 
 yo ne.

   “That word [anta] is bad/rude, but on the other hand it brings 
closeness.”

In this exchange, Yutaka and Kōhei also agree that speaking in o-nē-
kotoba as a “common language” (kyōtsūgo) plays a strong supporting 
role (hokyō-zairyō) that enables gay strangers build close friendships. 
In Kōhei’s case, he actually gives an example of o-nē-kotoba in say-
ing, “Anta mo yaru wa ne” (You speak it well, too, don’t you?). Note 
the use of anta, a casual second-person pronoun exhibiting an as-
pect of closeness and power relation. The sentence-final particles wa 
ne are used to assure or confirm the statement. Someone lower in 
status cannot use anta with his or her interlocutor unless s/he wants 
to insult the other. However, in this use of anta mo (you also) and 
wa ne, the speaker promotes solidarity by acknowledging their com-
mon language. It is also significant that both agree that anta is not 
an appropriate (meaning not polite) person pronoun, especially with 
strangers, but that it does bring speakers closer to each other if they 
are gay.

However, not every gay man uses o-nē-kotoba to establish soli-
darity. Takashi, for instance, argues that it is not the ba (place) where 
feelings of solidarity and belongingness are cultivated that motivates 
him to speak o-nē-kotoba.

(3)  Takashi: Boku wa sō yū imi de wa tsukatte inai. Sukunaku to mo hitori 
  de mo yaru toki wa yaru n de. Gyaku ni yū to K-san mitai na hito wa 

hitori de mo shaberu wake de sore wa nakama ishiki de wa nai.

   “I don’t use it for that reason [solidarity]. Even when I am the only 
speaker of o-nē-kotoba, I use it. A person like K-san speaks o-nē-
kotoba by himself. It does not come from the feeling of solidarity.”

He claims that the use of o-nē-kotoba is not motivated by the ba 
(place) or the sympathetic feeling and that he would speak it even 
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when he is the only speaker in a given context; this position is unusual 
among my consultants. The difference between Takashi and Goichi 
lies in their sexual identities and relationships to community. Takashi, 
being a young, closeted gay new to the community, has fewer friends, 
whereas Goichi is in his mid-thirties and has already established his 
community of friends. With less support, Takashi needs to express his 
sexual identity, through o-nē-kotoba even when no one else speaks it, 
in order to release the stress of his life as a closeted gay man. In fact, 
he uses the term “gasunuki” (gas release)2 to describe the situation 
when he chooses to speak o-nē-kotoba. He claims that it helps him 
balance between heteronormative life (which is stressful and fake) and 
gay life (which is fun and authentic).

D  C L

Hasegawa defines o-nē-kotoba as “a standard language of gay social 
life,” suggesting that everyone, no matter where they come from, 
uses this speech style.3 The notion of sharing a common language 
is discussed by Goichi from a quite different perspective. Goichi, 
who is from Miyazaki, Kyūshū, argues that speaking in o-nē-kotoba 
helps him learn hyōjungo (standard language/Tokyo dialect). In other 
words, it helps him reduce his regional Miyazaki dialect when he is in 
the national capital.

(4)  Goichi: O-nē tsukau to hyōjungo ni naru no, inaka mono tte. O-nē tte 
  hyōjungo no hō ga o-nē ni anmari akusento nai kara. Kyokutan ni 

ie ba “nani yō” to ka “uwā” tte yū ya nai. Minna issho da kara 
kotoba ga.

   “If we country bumpkins use o-nē-kotoba, we sound like we are 
speaking standard Japanese. O-nē in standard language does not 
show much accent. We all say, ‘What!!!’ or ‘Wow!’ There is no dis-
tinction between standard Japanese and dialect in o-nē-kotoba.”

Goichi argues that everyone would sound the same while speaking in 
o-nē-kotoba, no matter what the speaker’s dialect is. In other words, 
o-nē-kotoba abolishes the distinction between the nationalized norm 
and regional variations. Yutaka intervenes for clarification:

(5)  Yutaka: Miyazaki ben de yū to “Nani ō” ni naru no?

  “In Miyazaki dialect, one would say, ‘What? [with ō].’ ”

  Goichi: “Nani ō?” to ka. Boku Tōkyō ni kita toki o-nē o kitaero, tte 
  iwareta. Mazu, hyōjungo ppoku naru naru yo, tte, o-nē ppoku shaberu 
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to. Boku wa o-nē shabette mo intonēshon ga kawaranai no, boku wa. 
Mezurashii taipu. Sono Shiroyama no mama tte yū no ga, mata 
Kagoshima no intonēshon de shaberu kara sore ga mata omoshiroi no.

   “Yes, we say ‘What [with ō]?’ in Miyazaki dialect. When I first 
came to Tokyo, I was told that I should train myself in speaking in 
o-nē-kotoba. If I speak o-nē-kotoba, I would sound like I am speak-
ing in standard language. However, even when I speak in o-nē-
kotoba, my intonation of Miyazaki dialect stays. I’m unusual. The 
mama-san [the owner] of Shiroyama [the name of the bar] speaks 
o-nē-kotoba with Kagoshima intonation, which sounds really 
funny.”

It is fascinating to learn that Goichi was advised to acquire o-nē-kotoba 
to “fit into” the Tokyo queer community, and also that regional in-
tonation remained in his o-nē-kotoba. The notion of conformity is a 
strong tool to establish the membership in communities where dif-
ference is discouraged. In this case, dialect indexes difference. This 
effort to minimize the difference among queer-identified individuals 
through the use of o-nē-kotoba is resented by some gay men.

Goichi tried to learn o-nē-kotoba so that he would sound like he 
is from Tokyo, but he failed. His intonation stays in his o-nē-kotoba, 
which he now accepts. However, there is another reason why Goichi 
wants to learn o-nē-kotoba in Tokyo. It has something to do with the 
“harshness” typically associated with dialect.

(6)  Goichi: “Sekkyō babā” to ka iwareta. De sekkyō suru no ni, boku ga 
  hora ningen majime na hō ja nai kedo, are jōshiki no nai wakai ko to 

ka okoru tame ni wa, nan de okore ba ii ka tte yū to o-nē-kotoba de 
okore ba ichiban are nano, aite ga okorazu ni.

   “I was told that I am ‘an ornery old woman.’ When I [though I am 
not an earnest person] scolded a young guy who lacks common 
sense, it is best to lecture them in o-nē-kotoba. That does not upset 
a young guy.”

 Yutaka: E, demo nan de sore da to okoranai? Futsū ni okoru to . . . 

   “Really? If you use o-nē-kotoba, the guy doesn’t get upset? And if 
you scold in an usual way . . .”

  Goichi: Iya sore wa yappari, hōgen ga aru kara ja nai? Mukō wa. Mukō 
  de yū to, ‘Omae nani shiyotto ka, omae, baka ga’ tte yū to are desho. 

O-nē yattara ‘Anta sa, chotto kangae nasai’ toka sa, nan ka kō.

   “I think it’s the dialect that upsets people. In Miyazaki, I would say 
‘What the hell are you doing? You [omae] fool.’ But in o-nē-kotoba, 
I would say, ‘You [anta], you better think about it.’ ”
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  Yutaka: Kado ga tatsu kara yawarageru tame ni. Sore wakaru ne. 
 Iwarete, moshi mashite ya hōgen de iwaretara kowai mon ne.

   “You use o-nē-kotoba to avoid the harshness as well as to soften the 
complaint. I do understand that. If we’re chewed out in dialect, it 
sounds really scary.”

Note Goichi’s use of the two contrasting second-person pronouns 
omae (used in dialect) and anta (in o-nē-kotoba). This statement con-
firms that gay men speaking in o-nē-kotoba use anta as a preferred 
second-person pronoun, rather than omae. Goichi explains that he 
once chewed out one of his employees at the bar in his Miyazaki di-
alect, and that the employee was so upset that he went home. After 
this experience, Goichi uses o-nē-kotoba when criticizing someone. 
Remember that other o-nē-kotoba speakers in the previous chapter, 
such as Osugi, Piiko, and Fushimi, recognize the same effect of 
o-nē-kotoba, that is, it softens criticism. O-nē-kotoba does not seem 
to intimidate others as much as heteronormative male speech does. 
Furthermore, interviewees often talked about the notion of dialect 
in relation to o-nē-kotoba; the issue of standardization is similar to 
claims about nyōbō kotoba (the speech of female servants in the four-
teenth century), which was believed to have been created to resolve 
the problem of dealing with the different dialects spoken by female 
servants who originally came from different parts of Japan.4 The di-
versity of linguistic practice was/is discouraged for a variety of rea-
sons, beginning with the fact that a common language gives speakers 
a sense of community, belongingness, and comfort. My gay consul-
tants compare the use of Kansai-ben (Kansai dialect) and that of o-nē-
kotoba and argue that if there is a Kansai-ben speaker in the group, 
one tends to be influenced by the speaker and use it. Thus, one of 
the effects of o-nē-kotoba within the community is to demolish the 
differences among its speakers, whether they are from Tokyo or other 
parts of Japan. In short, speaking in o-nē-kotoba does bring members 
of the community to the same—and thus equal—level, linguistically 
and socially.

T O-NĒ-KOTOBA

Another activity wherein we find o-nē-kotoba as a tool for a commu-
nity of practice is text messaging on cell phones. Almost all the inter-
viewees say that they use o-nē-kotoba in text messages with friends. 
Kōhei argues that the use of o-nē-kotoba is similar to e-moji (ASCII 
art) used in cell phones. He explains why he uses o-nē-kotoba for text 
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messages:

(7)  Kōhei: E, chotto karui kanji ja nai? “Takushii tobasu yo” tte yū no to, 
  “Takushii tobasu wa” tte yū. Nan ka bitchi na kanji ga kuwawatte 

saikō.

   “Well, o-nē-kotoba sounds lighter if you compare ‘I will take a taxi’ 
[with the sentence-final particle yo] with ‘I will take a taxi’ [with 
the sentence-final particle wa]. A bitchiness is added to the latter, 
which is wonderful.”

Note Kōhei’s use of the two contrasting sentence-final particles yo and 
wa. It is interesting that the sentence-final particle wa can add the 
notion of bitchiness in speech. Kōhei further argues that o-nē-kotoba 
is kyōyō (refinement/education) for gay men and that it is a form of 
language play that can be manipulated more easily in written forms.

For his part, Yutaka claims that he is not a genuine o-nē-kotoba 
speaker, but he is as a writer. Several reasons are given in relation 
to (1) effect: o-nē-kotoba adds spice to plain and boring messages; 
(2) sexual identity: users want to differentiate themselves from hetero 
users; (3) play: it is fun and easier to be creative in written o-nē-kotoba; 
and (4) solidarity: users build a common language and feel safe. Let 
us look at some examples. Yutaka received three separate messages 
from his gay friend Hitoshi. The topic of message exchange is sakura 
(cherry blossoms) in example 8, hotel reservations in example 9, and 
sweets in example 10.

 (8)  Hitoshi: Kotoshi wa osoi yōō. Ato ni-shū-kan kurai ja nai? Chōdo 
  anta ga kuru koro migoro yo.

   “This year, cherry blossoms are really late. Maybe two more 
weeks? It should be the best time to see them when you [anta] 
come here.”

 (9) Hitoshi: Nai wa yo. Nijū-yon no koshitsu no yoyaku o totta wa.

   “No, there is not. I made a reservation for twenty-four rooms at 
the hotel.”

(10)  Hitoshi: Ara sore wa sore wa. Kōei no mise wa kono aida anata ni 
  kēki o okutte ageta toko no mise desu. Kono choko no kēki ga pari no 

sekai patishe konkūru de ichi-i ni natta kēki yo. Kondo anata (writ-
ten in) kanji ga irashitara mairimashō.

   “Well, thank you, thank you. I sent you a cake from Kōei’s shop 
that received the first prize for the world patisserie competition in 
Paris. When you [anata in kanji] come here next time, let’s go 
there.”
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In example 8, we see three types of sentence-final particles and 
forms (adjective + yo, ja nai, and noun + yo). Yutaka claims that 
the noun + yo in migoro yo is o-nē-kotoba mainly because it is com-
bined with anta (you).5 Yutaka argues that Hitoshi uses anta when 
he thinks he has more knowledge about the topic than Yutaka. 
But Yutaka also adds that the use of anta has something to do 
with “Hitoshi’s personality, a very self-confident person who 
hates to admit that somebody else, especially his friends, are better 
than him.” “Competitiveness” (in addition to “closeness”) can be 
ref lected in the use of anta (you) among some gay speakers. Note 
that in this example Yutaka’s friend uses anta (you) written in hi-
ragana, but later he switches to anata expressed in the kanji 貴方 
(this is hyper-polite).

As shown in examples 8, 9, and 10, the use of sentence-final par-
ticles and forms such as a noun + yo, the use of ja nai, wa yo, wa, 
wa ne, da mo no, and kashira (yokatta kashira “Was it OK?”), is fre-
quently found in the cell phone messages among gay men. In addi-
tion to recurrent employment of different types of sentence-final 
particles, text-messages also include honorifics as found in example 
10. Notice the use of honorifics in irashitara mairimashō (when you 
come, let’s go) with the use of anata in kanji. Yutaka explained to 
me that his friend used anata, rather than anta, because they were 
talking on the same level. The combination of the polite linguistic 
features (honorifics) with anata is, according to Yutaka, the presen-
tation of o-nē-kotoba. He argues that the topic of patisserie plays an 
important role in choosing this kind of style (honorifics and o-nē-
kotoba). This is because they believe that straight men do not talk 
about subjects such as sweets, which being a fairly gay theme is more 
suitably expressed in o-nee style. Note that they manipulate their use 
of linguistic resources (anata versus anta; hiragana versus kanji) 
differently from women’s speech style. Although users of o-nē-kotoba 
in text messages may use the same words as many women (e.g., anta, 
anata, atashi, atai), their practice is more diverse and playful. The 
notion that the topic of an interaction is related to the occurrence of 
o-nē-kotoba is interesting to the extent that speakers/writers recog-
nize what a gay topic is.

Other linguistic characteristics of o-nē-kotoba, discussed in chap-
ters 4 and 5, are also found among gay friends. These include the use 
of a particular type of interjection, ara (well/oh).

(11)  Hitoshi: Ara zannen ne. De donna kanji datta?

   “Oh, that is too bad. And how was it?”
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In example 11, Yutaka explains that he and Hitoshi use “ara zannen 
ne” as a set phrase, essentially meaning “It was too bad for you, but it 
is only your matter, not mine. So I do not care.” This phrase is an ex-
pression of cynicism or sarcasm favored by gay men. Note that other 
o-nē-kotoba speakers such as Osugi and Piiko also share this brand of 
cynicism or sarcasm.

An example of written o-nē-kotoba is found in advice columns in 
mainstream newspapers. Both Osugi and Piiko have separates columns 
in the Asahi Newspaper, where they give advice to various inquiries 
and questions. These are basically Japanese versions of the American 
column Dear Abby. While Japanese traditionally distinguishes spoken 
and written languages, this does not apply to o-nē-kotoba. By utiliz-
ing o-nē-kotoba in a mainstream setting, the newspaper is using the 
characteristics of o-nē-kotoba to differentiate these texts from other 
newspaper columns. The fact that the questions asked in the columns 
deal usually with social, and not political, issues might be the key 
significance of the o-nē-kotoba. This is because Osugi and Piiko some-
times scold the person who is asking the question, although not in an 
overly strict or serious way. O-nē-kotoba is the best means to meet the 
need to soften the criticism. Thus, the frequent use of o-nē-kotoba in 
media proves the acceptance of this speech style as distinctive, funny, 
and less threatening.

M  T  P P

It is clear now that the characteristics of o-nē-kotoba found in linguistic 
practices include (1) sentence-final particles and forms; (2) certain 
types of hedges/interjections; (3) person pronouns; and (4) multiple 
sets of opposing linguistic features. It is also clear that the first three 
linguistic features may share some of the characteristics claimed to 
be stereotyped women’s speech, but the use of o-nē-kotoba represents 
the different types of negotiation of linguistic resources available to 
gay men, rather than simply the imitation of women’s speech. This is 
to say, the use of atashi (I) may be a linguistic resource for a female 
speaker, but it is not equivalent to the atashi used by a gay man or 
a transgendered individual. Atashi brings gay men multiple realities 
and effects, chiefly in the realm of sexual desire and identity.

I have shown the possible sets of first-person pronouns in o-nē-
kotoba that include watakushi, atakushi, watashi atashi, atai, and 
uchi6. The supposedly gender-neutral ones, such as watashi and wat-
akushi, are a part of o-nē-kotoba because they also express a perfor-
mative gender identity. On the other hand, atashi is more associated 
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with one’s performative gender role or occupation (as in the case of 
male prostitutes in the 1940s and of Bun-chan at his bar in the TV 
drama). None of my consultants, however, use the first-person pro-
nouns listed above at interviews and parties. Instead, they use a vari-
ety of the standard first-person pronouns for men, notably boku (like 
Tomo in chapter 3) and ore (like Masa and Ryō), as well as jibun 
(which some lesbians used). As in the case with lesbians at bars, some 
gay men shift between a few first-person pronouns, while others con-
sistently use a single word. Takashi, a twenty-year-old college student, 
however, claims that he tries to avoid using first-person pronouns.

(12)  Takashi: Boku, dai-ichi-ninshō o tsukawanai n desu yo, anmari.

   “As for me [boku], I do not use first-person pronouns much.”

 Yutaka: Demo tsukawanai to ikenai toki wa dō?

  “But what if you have to use them?”

  Takashi: Boku desu. Ore wa kirai nan desu. Nan ka sono nante yū ka 
  ni-nin-shō to taishō sasete kangaeru n desu ne. Ore to omae ato kimi 

ja nai desu ka. Boku sono aida gurai ga hoshii n desu yo ne. Sono 
omae tte nan ka mukatsuku n desu yo ne.

   “I use boku [I]. I dislike ore [I]. How shall I put it? I think of per-
son pronouns as a set, a first and a second-person pronoun, such 
as ore [I] and omae [you]. And then there’s kimi [you]. I [boku] 
want something somewhere in the middle [of omae and kimi]. I 
feel disgusted when someone calls me by omae [you].”

 Yutaka: Anata wa?

  “How about anata?”

  Takashi: Kimi tte yū no mo mukatsuku n de. Ore tte yū hodo boku 
  betsu ni ara ppoku nai tte omotteru n de, ore wa tsukaitakunai n de. 

Demo boku tte yū to gyaku ni obotchama sugiru kanji mo suru kara 
iya da na tte. Anata wa nan ka chotto kō chotto hen ka na tte.

   “I get disgusted by kimi [you] as well. I don’t think I’m [boku] 
rough enough to use ore [I]. That’s why I don’t want to use ore [I]. 
On the other hand, boku [I] sounds too much like an innocent 
boy. That’s why I don’t like it. Anata [you] sounds a little strange 
to me.”

 Yutaka: Jibun wa dame na no?

   “Is jibun no good?”

  Takashi: Ki ni shite tsukawanai yō ni shite imasu ne, ichi-nin-shō. 
  Anmari narubeku iwanai. Dakara sugoi fuben na n desu kedo. 
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Sugoi fuben. Mēru toka de chanto fōmaru na toki wa “watakushi 
wa” de.

   “I consciously do not use a first-person pronoun. I try not to. 
Therefore, it is very inconvenient, very inconvenient. When I write 
an email in a formal context, I use ‘watakushi.’ ”

Takashi expresses his strong resentment toward the use of several 
person pronouns. He uses boku if necessary, arguing ore is too 
harsh and vulgar. He also talks about the second-person pronouns 
omae and kimi, neither of which he likes. He wishes that there were 
something between the two. When Yutaka suggests anata, Takashi 
claims that anata is a little hen (strange) to him. As we see in the 
interaction between Yutaka and Takashi in example 12, the issue of 
person pronouns is significantly related to the speaker’s identities 
as a sexual or social or gendered being—as is the case with lesbians, 
male prostitutes, and gay and transgendered entertainers. Takashi 
believes in a strong correlation between the choice of a first-person 
pronoun and his gender and sexual identity. Note also that he uses 
boku (I) at the beginning of the interaction when he claims that 
he avoids first-person pronouns. Remember that Mitsuhashi, the 
cross-dresser in an earlier chapter, uses watashi to avoid a gender-
specific first-person pronoun. While Mitsuhashi considers watashi 
neutral, lesbians think it as feminine. So is watashi a neutral first-
person pronoun, meaning, as Mitsuhashi argues, that any gendered 
individuals can use it? Or is it a feminine one, as lesbians contend? 
It is significant that the same first-person pronoun can be identi-
fied as neutral and/or feminine (but not as masculine) in relation 
to a speaker’s sexual and gender identity. Therefore, the categoriza-
tion of such terms (watashi vs. boku) into feminine, masculine, and 
neutral becomes negotiable (meaning it is not categorical) depend-
ing on the speaker’s need in a given context. But the process of 
negotiation is individualized and requires conscious intentions and 
strategies.

Among my consultants and friends, Satoru and Goichi shift be-
tween two forms. Satoru, a twenty-four-year-old graduate student, 
claims at the interview that he uses only jibun and watashi and that 
he never uses ore because it does not fit his gender identity. His state-
ment supports the actual use of jibun in later conversation. However, 
he never uses watashi, but boku instead. This occurred during the 
first ten minutes of the conversation between Satoru and Yutaka. In 
example 13, Satoru is answering a question about whether or not his 
parents know about his sexuality.
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(13)  Satoru: Boku sugoi majime na yūtōsei datta kara.

   “I [boku] was a very serious, diligent student.”

   Datte, boku zasshi o sa, beddo no ue ni okippanashi ni shite gakkō ni 
itte shimatta koto ga atte sa . . . 

   “Because I [boku] once left a [gay] magazine on the bed and went 
to school.”

Satoru is talking about what kind of child he was and how his parents 
found a gay pornographic magazine left on his bed (with the use of 
boku), meaning that his parents must have thus correctly guessed his 
sexuality. Then he shifts to jibun for the first time when he talks about 
a childhood episode when other kids teased him for being o-kama:

(14)  Satoru: Demo, jibun wa motomoto, ūn, demo shōgakkō no koro wa 
  “o-kama” tte ijimerareteta kara, jibun ga shiru mae ni mawari no 

ko wa wakatte tan da yo ne, nan de darō ne.7

   “But as for me [jibun], when I was in elementary school, I was 
being bullied as ‘o-kama.’ Before I [jibun] knew myself, others 
knew about my sexuality. I wonder why.”

But again he turns to boku when the topic of conversation changes:

 Satoru: Boku terebi minai n da yo, zenzen.

   “I [boku] don’t watch TV, ever.”

His use of boku is found nine times and jibun seven times during 
the ninety-minute conversation. Observe another example of jibun. 
Here the topic of conversation is first gay marriage and then parades.

(15)  Satoru: Kekkon shitai hito ga dekinai no wa mā omoshiroku nai jan. 
  Jibun wa betsu ni ii no. Jibun wa betsu ni shinakute mo ii shi.

   “It is not good that people who want to marry can’t marry. As for 
me [jibun], it is OK. I [jibun] do not have to get married.”

   Jibun wa ima made nan da yo minna de aruite ase kusai to ka sa 
omotteta n da kedo, jissai itte mitara, nan ka umaku ienai kedo, a, 
imi no aru mono nan da na tte omotta.

   “Up until now I [jibun] thought that a gay parade is just a bunch 
of people walking together sweating. But when I actually went to 
one, I can’t say it well, but I realized that it is meaningful.”

It is interesting to note that his claim about first-person pronouns and 
his actual use contradict each other, but the examples show that his 
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use of jibun is consciously related to the issue of his sexual identity. 
This is similar to the use of atashi (I) by danshō. As a gay man, Satoru 
sees himself as jibun.

Goichi’s case is slightly different. As a thirty-six-year-old taxi 
driver, he uses boku forty-four times and ore only five times during 
the conversation with Yutaka. Obviously, boku is his standard first-
person pronoun. It is not the topic that motivates his switch to ore 
(as in Satoru’s case). This is to say, his use of first-person pronoun is 
not correlated with his sexual identity per se, but rather it has some-
thing to do with the type of gay man he is. In the first example, he 
talks about his concerns about old age and tells Yutaka that he once 
thought about adopting a child. It is extremely rare in Japan for gay 
men to adopt.8 Here he differentiates himself from other types of gay 
men who do not consider adoption an option:

(16)  Goichi: Dakara ne ore, yōshi moraō ka na to ka omotta koto mo aru.

   “Well, you know, I [ore] have thought of adopting.”

Later, after staying in boku, he switches to ore again when he talks 
about his experience of being asked if he is a hetero by a stranger. He 
further explains that people oftentimes think that he is straight:

(17)  Goichi: Zettai ore Ni-chōme aruitete mo ne, mukashi kara Suniikā 
  ni baito ni ikutoki mo, koe kakerarete “Suimasen, nonke no kata 

desu ka” tte iwareta koto aru. Oikakete kiyotta.9

   “Even when I [ore] was walking in Shinjuku Ni-chōme, when I 
was going to Suniikā for my part-time work, I was asked ‘Excuse 
me, but are you a hetero?’ This person followed me.”

The shift to ore here also reflects his emphasis on type—here a hete-
ro-looking gay. In example 18, he explicitly claims that he is a macho 
type since he reads the gay magazine G-men.

(18)  Goichi: Ore ga G-men deshō.10

 “I [ore] am a G-men type.”

Examples 16, 17, and 18 clearly exhibit the connection between his 
use of ore and the type of gay man he is (his social and sexual desire). 
As discussed in the previous chapter, G-men targets older, physically 
well-built, masculine men such as Goichi.

I mentioned earlier that Takashi tries not to use first-person 
pronouns to avoid all association with his gender identity. Kōhei, 
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a twenty-five-year-old bank employee, also chooses the non-use of 
first-person pronouns, though he claims the opposite. He uses ore 
only once during the entire conversation with Yutaka. His interloc-
utor, Yutaka, the twenty-seven-year-old law school student, stays in 
ore in conversation with others and with me individually. Yutaka 
claims that he shifted from boku to ore at the age of eleven or twelve 
when he became conscious about sex and gender differences. He also 
wanted to change his image among his friends in elementary school, 
as they thought he was a sissy. Later Yutaka told me that of late he 
has been using boku when talking with his older female classmate in 
a friendly context. Thus, he stays in boku when his gender identity is 
not threatened or questioned. Ore guarantees his sexual identity and 
performance as a more masculine person. Although researchers in 
the field of language, gender, and sexuality argue that sexual/gender 
identity is not the only identity that defines the individual, for some 
Japanese gay men the imperative to choose among first-person pro-
nouns forces them to define their gender/sexual identity to a much 
more forceful dimension.

One of the most surprising findings with gay men at my interviews 
and discussions is that they use no second-person pronouns such as 
anata, anta, kimi, and omae—with one exception when Goichi uses 
anta to refer to Yutaka. Observe example 19:

(19)  Goichi: Iya, kōka wa nai yo. Boku, nan ka ne, anta mo sō ya kedo, nan 
  ka uke o nerau wake ja nai kedo, dokka de sō jōdan de warakasō ka 

na to ka.

   “No, there is no effect. I somehow want to aim for popularity, like 
you [anta]. Somehow I want to make a joke and that sort of 
thing.”

Goichi is talking about why he uses o-nē-kotoba in text messages on 
his cell phone. He argues that he does not think of the effects of 
o-nē-kotoba, but rather he just wants to make it sound funny. The 
use of anta reflects his close friendship with Yutaka. While the use of 
first-person pronouns is strongly related to the notion of their gender 
and sexual identity as gay, the non-use of second-person pronoun 
may exhibit their reluctance to address others with gender-specific 
pronouns, as Takashi argued earlier. The avoidance of the second-
person pronouns by my consultants may suggest that there is not a 
single socially (including gender-) neutral second-person pronouns in 
Japanese. In other words, these gay men refuse to categorize others 
by linguistic practice because the choice of a particular second-person 
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pronoun may limit the gender/sexual identities of others. I argue that 
for gay men, Japanese person pronouns index gender unlike any other 
language and that every sexual minority negotiates each person pro-
noun differently.

M  L: T U G

As we have learned, Japanese language has been described as having 
distinctive, formulaic linguistic genres, one for women and the other 
for men. Since the late 1980s, this binary construction of gendered 
speech has been questioned by arguments that the two linguistic cate-
gories of women’s and men’s speech are mere stereotypes. Conventional 
and oversimplified conceptions of women’s speech being “indirect, 
elegant, soft, and feminine” were created both in historical and polit-
ical contexts in which women were in positions of powerlessness and 
subordination. It is precisely these attributes that Japanese lesbians are 
trying to break away from; it is this heteronormative linguistic typ-
ing that o-nē-kotoba speakers make playful use of. Lesbians, transgen-
dered danshō, transsexual entertainers, and gay men—all manipulate 
their gender identities by adopting culturally inappropriate gendered 
speech, negotiating their fluid gender identities and creating alterna-
tive self-definitions of “queer” through their linguistic practices.

I argue that the language of sexual minorities in queer Japan is 
characterized by what Bakhtin calls “heteroglossia.” The notion of 
heteroglossia can explain how sexual minorities exhibit an extensive 
variety of different ways of speaking, different symbolic strategies and 
vocabularies. The sexual minorities in this study “creatively resist the 
constraints of the genre they are operating within.”11 They manip-
ulate a historically and ideologically constrained and formulaic lin-
guistic genre to provide alternative realities and identity formulations 
and playful relationship projections. We saw this at work in advice 
columns and the bars of Shinjuku, but nowhere is this clearer than in 
the phenomenon of o-nē-kotoba. This linguistic resource for gay men 
as well as M-F transgendered and transsexual speakers allows them 
to parley their desires and meanings into everyday life practices by 
manipulating different linguistic and social norms. Bakhtin argues 
that the clearest way to achieve heteroglossia is through parody and, 
indeed, the linguistic practice of o-nē-kotoba always has an aspect of 
parody whose discursive interactions are characterized by the manip-
ulation of women’s speech.

In doing so, o-nē-kotoba speakers co-opt those positive qualities 
such as softness, gentleness, and elegance that are culturally valued 
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and free themselves with the use of evaluative attitude (criticism and 
playfulness). Parody in o-nē-kotoba, as Bakhtin would see it, is enter-
taining, unruly, subversive, energetic play with and/or against the 
dominant gender-appropriate linguistic styles that are culturally ide-
alized, socially appealing, and politically encouraged. Japanese lan-
guage, like others, is a multileveled hierarchy of discourses and forms. 
Queer speakers of Japanese attempt to transgress such linguistic prac-
tice and interact with non-queer speakers. Transgression of gender-
appropriate linguistic practice by queers, I argue, is at heart a process 
of interaction with non-queers and the culture of the mainstream. In 
this sense, gender-inappropriate speech can be viewed as dialogic, a 
process of entering into exchange with the Other.

O-nē-kotoba users borrow some of the linguistic features from so-
called women’s speech and appropriate them to their advantage. The 
appropriation sometimes demands the co-occurrence of different lin-
guistic features that usually do not appear simultaneously, such as the 
use of hyper-polite feminine endings with the use of a vulgar noun. 
By combining stereotyped feminine linguistic elements with other 
stereotyped masculine ones, o-nē-kotoba users reject and ridicule the 
dominant linguistic prescription regarding proper speech as a mem-
ber of the Japanese society, where separate roles (linguistic and other-
wise) are assigned more rigidly to two genders. However, the ultimate 
use of o-nē-kotoba is articulated in Kōhei’s comment as a private user 
of o-nē-kotoba.

(20)  Kōhei: Kekkō nan darō na kotoba tte sa shikō to musubitsuiteru 
  bubun ga atte, kō nan ka atama no naka de o-nē-kotoba kangae 

hajimeru to sore wa kekkō yappari nonke ni taisuru hihan dattari 
suru wake yo ne. “Mattaku tsumannai hanashi bakkari shichatte 
sā” mitai na. Yappari o-nē-kotoba o tsukau tte koto wa yappari 
dokka ni nonke tte yū taishō ga iru no kamo ne.

   “Really, what shall I say? Language is connected with thoughts 
and if we start thinking about o-nē-kotoba, it is the case that the 
use of o-nē-kotoba is equated with criticism toward the hetero 
world. The fact that we use o-nē-kotoba means that we are con-
scious about the hetero as the other.”

As Kōhei articulates his views on the matter, o-nē-kotoba should be 
understood as a symbolized criticism toward heteronormative society. 
Humor, irony, parody, criticism, and laughter created by speaking in 
o-nē-kotoba are critiques of heterosexual norms. It is in this way that 
o-nē-kotoba speakers target at their oppressors and their stereotypes.
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However, what of the angry claim made by lesbian poet Watanabe 
in the Introduction that o-nē-kotoba insults women? Is it possible 
to see the queer transgression of o-nē-kotoba as complicit with the 
violence of misogyny? While queer theory typically celebrates the 
transgression of gendered conventions, I cannot help but feel that 
something—perhaps my own “linguistic space”?—has been invaded, 
tainted, altered, and penetrated by the use of o-nē-kotoba. If this were 
the case, however, why is Watanabe a lone voice compared to the 
thousands of female fans of figures such as Miwa and Kariyazaki and 
their friends? Why would they embrace the misogyny of o-nē-kotoba? 
I believe it starts with the fact that it is so fascinating, playful, and 
smart, but mainly it is because these personalities and their queen’s 
speech offer an escape from the misogyny of heteronormative life and 
real male-female relationships.

C T

During the last several decades of study in the field of language and 
gender, we discovered the degree to which language is the central 
resource for a speaker’s social, political, and gender identities. In this 
book, I have taken an interdisciplinary as well as a critical approach 
to the language use among queer speakers. While the term “queer” 
remains essentially undefined, this book has attempted to approach 
queer-ness contextually. I use the term as a non-hetero identity and 
see gender as a social construction that, I argue, can be negotiated. 
And it is this process of negotiation that can be observed through 
linguistic practice. I use the concept of performativity to analyze the 
negotiation processes of gendered identities in linguistic practice—
language as a performative practice that produces reality. Through 
linguistic analysis, we peered into that reality for Japanese lesbians, 
gays, bisexuals M-F transgendered and transsexual individuals. This 
is what my book is ultimately about.
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C  Q E: A C 
  D
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azines targeting the lesbian market, and Bádi and G-men are the most 
popular among several magazines. One of my consultants states, 
“Because Barazoku (Rose tribe) is out of print recently, it seems that 
Bádi and G-men are the only two giant political parties, don’t you 
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and lesbian movement in Japan. Vincent, Kazama, and Kawaguchi 
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Kazama Takashi and Kawaguchi Kazuya, Gay Studies (Tokyo: Seidosha, 
1997), 2.
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o-kama-type gay) in 1980, Samuson (Samson) which targets debu-sen (fat-
types) and fuke-sen (older-types) in 1982. See McLelland, Queer Japan, 
150. Queer Studies 96, 19–35. New and more stylish and fashionable 
magazines appeared in 2000, including Faburasu (Fabulous), SM-Z (for 
S&M fans), and the more political and academic.
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Mechademia 2 (2007): 70. Wim Lunsing gives a different perspective on 
yaoi in “Yaoi Ronsō: Discussing Depictions of Male Homosexuality in 
Japanese Girls’ Comics, Gay Comics and Gay Pornography,” Intersections: 
Gender, History and Culture in the Asian Context 12 (2006, January), 
http://wwwsshe.murdoch.edu.au/intersections.
There was a party for her publication at a bar in Shibuya in 1993. When 9. 
I later described this comment to my friend, then President of The 
Women’s Studies Association of Japan (Nihon Josei Gakkai), she disputed 
it  vigorously but unpersuasively. The history of the regrettable conflict 
between mainstream feminists and lesbians is discussed in detail in
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 Chalmer’s book. Chalmers, Emerging Lesbian Voices, 34–36. Nihon 
Josei Gakkai for the first time chose queer studies as its theme of annual 
conference in 2007.
It started in 1971 and ended in 1986. It was often criticized for dividing 10. 
women into tachi (masculine) and neko (feminine) roles. Izumo Marō, et 
al, “Japan’s Lesbian Movement” in Queer Voices from Japan, ed. 
McLelland, Suganuma, and Welker, 205, 213.
Queer Studies 9611.  (Tokyo: Nanatsumori Shokan, 1996), 28.
Deborah A. Chirrey, “Women Like Us: Mediating and Contesting 12. 
Identity in Lesbian Advice Literature,” in Language, Sexualities, and 
Desires: Cross-cultural Perspectives, ed. Helen Sauntson and Sakis Kyratzis 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007): 223–244.
Between the two commercial magazines, there were two issues of 13. Love 
Revolution: Sexuality Studies Book published by Girlish, a private group 
of lesbians, in 1999.
She ran for the upper house election in the summer of 2007 as a Minshut14. ō 
(Democratic Party of Japan) candidate. When I asked why she was run-
ning as a member of an existing political party rather than mushozoku 
(independent), she answered by saying that she needed the visibility. She 
certainly received a lot of attention in the media as the first lesbian can-
didate. She could have been a powerful leader if she had won the elec-
tion. Even after the election, she has maintained her office in the middle 
of Shinjuku Ni-chōme.
There are two other editors, Takahashi Ky15. ōmi (nickname, Kozō) and 
Tsuru Mitsuru (nickname, Tsuru). Koshimizu Yū changed her name to 
Koshimizu Tora later.
Hagiwara states that she felt responsible for doing something for the 16. 
readers who sent 500 letters to Phryne. She realizes that there is a strong 
need for a lesbian magazine. Anise 1 (1996): 80.
The title of the first issue (1996) is 17. Anise for Womyn: Onna o aisuru onna 
tachi e (For women who love women), and then changed to Anise for 
Womyn: For Lesbian and Bisexual in the second issue. The title Anise has 
no significant meaning and was a merely a whimsical coinage. Anise 1 
(1996): i.
Anise18.  1 (1996): 81.
The name came from the word “buddy.” The most recent issue (August 19. 
2007) has 588 pages and is published by Tera Shuppan in Tokyo.
Fushimi, 20. Queer Studies 96 (1996): 31–33.
Fushimi21. , “Fushimi gei shinbun,” 134–254.
McLelland notes that it sells an average of 40,000 a month. McLelland, 22. 
Queer Japan, 171. But the publisher informed me that it sells about 
80,000 copies at the time I called in 2008.
Editors include Sait23. ō Yasuki, the chief editor, Ogura Yō, writer and art-
ist, and Jun chan, artist and one of the committee members who orga-
nized Tokyo Lesbian and Gay Parade of 2001. He resigned from his 
position in Bádi in 2007. Fushimi, “Fushimi gei shinbun,” 157, 176.
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Telephone conversation with the publisher in 2008.24. 
Fushimi, “25. Fushimi gei shinbun,” 134, 167.
Other editors include Ron, 31 years old, and Watagashi, 26 years old. 26. 
G-men 139 (October 2007): 446–447.
The personal advertisement includes information on (1) residency, (2) 27. 
nick name, (3) height, (4) weight, (5) age, (6) email address (optional), 
and (7) message label showing your physical type and sexual preferences 
as well as your desired partner’s ideal physical type—there are 15 labels 
to choose from: old, young, mustache, beard, well-built, short hair, S 
(sadistic), M (masochistic), tachi (active), uke (passive), friends (want pla-
tonic friends), fetish, international (prefer foreigners), sex friend (want 
sex friends), skinny (physically skinny), heavy (physically heavy), and SG 
(sūpā gattchiri, “physically super masculine and fat”).
The author of the 28. manga figure is Takashima Rika.
The contents of the magazine include 29. tokushū (special features), manga 
(usually three to five stories per an issue), short stories (usually three), 
Anise Essence (introduction of new books, movies, etc), Anise Avenue (in-
troduction of lesbian bars throughout Japan and lesbian events), Mix 
Juice (panel discussion with other sexual minority groups) and occasional 
Anise Gallery where they introduce lesbian arts, and lastly tsūshin-ran 
(personal ads). In the last issue (the fifth), the four editors apologized for 
the sudden ending of the publication. Later when Anise was restarted in 
2001, they mentioned the financial reasons for the abrupt  cancellation.
The title of the magazine came from the British Gothic Novel 30. Carmilla, 
written by Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu in 1872. See McLelland, Queer 
Japan
She used to work for a publisher for erotic magazines targeting hetero-31. 
sexual women. There are two other editors, Kawanishi Yukiko, who is 
mainly in charge of novels and Sato Chisa, editor of Potto Shuppan.
See http://bian.nabeshirt.com/repo1/32. Carmilla.htm.
Because of this, many of my lesbian friends do not read 33. Carmilla. One 
of my friends, a lesbian activist and researcher, trashed it as a mere porno 
rag when I asked her opinion.
Inoue mentions this on her website.34. 
In 35. Anise, the age ranges from fifteen to thirty-five years old with early 
twenties the majorities (forty-eight percent), followed by teens (twenty-
eight percent), late twenties (sixteen percent), and thirties (eight per-
cent). The average age in Carmilla for the first five issues is 24.4 years 
old (after the fifth issue, the magazine does not give information on 
age), which is slightly older than Anise (23.9 years old).
Anise36.  is between two to eleven pages per issue; Carmilla three to nine-
teen pages; Bádi two pages; G-men one to two pages.
The verb 37. yaru (do) is less formal than suru (do) as I explained in the 
Introduction. The ending yatchimatta (have done it) is also much more 
informal than shiteshimatta.
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Ubazakura (mature/old beautiful woman) is the oldest among the three. 38. 
Because she said she is the same generation as Yoshiya Nobuko, I assume 
that she has to be at least seventy. She claims that she has “graduated” 
from sexual activities. The second oldest, Ikue claims that she has been 
a lesbian for thirty-four years and that she is a neko yori riba (more femme 
than butch, but either way is fine). The name Ikue insinuates reference 
to iku (to come/orgasm). The youngest Omeko states that she has been 
a lesbian for twenty-five years and specializes in oral sex. She says that 
she lives with a yome (bride), hinting she is tachi (butch). But she later 
mentions that she tried both. She personally does not care. She says that 
the neko lesbian is more popular, but because of her work as a host/host-
ess in a bar, she switched to tachi. The name, Omeko literally means 
female sex organ. Carmilla 2 (2003): 159–163.
The term 39. tuman (sic), created by Ōtsuka, means a continuous and 
friendly relationship. It was taken from the word, tsuma (partner) in 
classical Japanese, which was originally pronounced as to-u-ma. Bádi 
(August 2007): 334.
See http://tuman.cocolog-nifty.com/blog.40. 
You can read 41. Ōtsuka’s advice column on the web, http://tuman.cocolog-
nifty.com/blog/cat1030590/index.html. Bádi also has a different advice 
column on the web (http://www.badi.jp/editors/index.html) in which 
questions are answered by several editors, including chief editor Saitō.
Walter R. Fisher, 42. Human Communication as Narration: Toward a 
Philosophy of Reason, Value, and Action (Columbia, South Carolina: 
University of South Carolina Press, 1987), 58.
Earnest G. Bormann, “Fantasy and Rhetorical Vision: The Rhetorical 43. 
Criticism of Social Reality, The Quarterly Journal of Speech (1972): 
 396–407.
John McKinstry A. and Asako Nakajima McKinstry, 44. Jinsei an’nai (Life’s 
Guide): Glimpses of Japan through a Popular Advice Column (New York: 
M.E. Sharpe, 1991).
A similar example can be found in a context in which an adoption of a 45. 
child is often kept secret to the child if possible.
Ō46. tsuka Takashi, “Baipasu to shite no yōshi engumi” (Adoption as a by-
pass), Bessatsu Takarajima 159 (1994): 142–143.
Marriage is an easier transition for men than for women. It is going from 47. 
being taken from the care of one’s mother to one’s wife. Men usually do 
not participate in building a family except for the responsibility for sup-
porting the family financially. But for women, marriage brings more 
work and responsibilities. When women are single, they typically live 
with their parents, so they are not responsible for housework. Therefore, 
Japanese people tend to think that there is no reason for men not to 
marry.
Adrienne Rich, “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence,” 48. 
Signs 5 (1980): 631–661.
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Quoted in Heiko Motschenbacher, “Can the Term “Genderlect” Be 49. 
Saved? A Postmodernist Re-definition.” Gender and Language 1, no. 2 
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Lesbian Voices, 33.
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Modern Japan (Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University of California 
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(Erotic and grotesque: Expose the danshō), Shinsōjitsuwa 1, no. 2, June 
(1949): 74–81.
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Gendai kokugo jiten4.  (Modern Japanese dictionary) and Nihon kokugo dai-
jiten (Japanese national dictionary). There are some literary uses of these 
terms found in Okamoto Kanako’s Rogishō (Portrait of an Old Geisha) of 
1938 and Nagai Kafū’s Udekurabe (Geisha in Rivalry) of 1916/17.
She writes an invitation to 5. o-nē-san and o-nii-san (she uses the term, fake 
ladies) to join her at Ueno park for o-hanami (cherry blossom viewing) 
in her website. For the word o-nē san, she uses お姐さん, http://www4.
wisnet.ne.jp/~junko/index2.html.
Claire Maree, 6. Hatsuwasha no gengo sutoratejii to shiteno negoshiēshon kōi 
no kenkyū (Study of negotiation as a linguistic strategy by a speaker) 
(Tokyo: Hitsuji Shobō, 2007), 71–83.
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The term is explained in Introduction.10. 
Judith Butler, 11. Gender Trouble (New York and London: Routledge, 
1990), 33.
Ō12. tsuka at his bar with his art work behind him, a photograph taken by 
Suenami Shinji, courtesy to Ōtsuka himself.
Ō13. tsuka Takashi on his website, http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/~km5t-
ootk/taqo_text/gakuen4_language.html.
The script can be read at “Archive for Writing of 14. Ōtsuka Takashi,” 
http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/~km5t-ootk/2taq.html#anchor_text.
As I explained in chapter 1, gay men are often categorized by specific 15. 
types such as fuke sen (gay men who like older men), waka sen (gay 
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men who like younger men), debu sen (gay men who like overweight 
men), etc.
A photograph taken by Ricky Wong at the time of the performance, 16. 
courtesy to Ōtsuka Takashi.
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Janet Shibamoto, 23. Japanese Women’s Speech (Orlando: Academic Press, 
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Constructed Self, ed. Kira Hall and Mary Bucholtz (New York and 
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statement.
Fushimi Noriaki, 2. Gei to yū keiken (Experience of being gay) (Tokyo: 
Potto Shuppan, 2004), 564.
Judith Butler, 3. Gender Trouble (New York and London: Routledge, 
1990), 46.
Keith Harvey, “Describing Camp Talk: Language/Pragmatics Politics,” 4. 
Language and Literature 9, no. 3 (2000): 251.
Linda Hutcheon, 5. A Theory of Parody: The Teaching of Twentieth-century 
Art Forms (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press 2000), 7.
Fushimi, 6. Gei to yū keiken, 218.
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Fushimi, 7. Gei to yū keiken, 227.
James W. Chesebro and Kenneth L. Klenk, “Gay Masculinity in the Gay 8. 
Disco,” in Gayspeak: Gay Male & Lesbian Communication, ed. James W. 
Chesebro (New York: Pilgrim Press, 1981), 87–90.
Introduced in the previous chapter, one of my consultants who is a grad-9. 
uate student in a law school in Tokyo. He is twenty-seven years old and 
started living alone in 2008.
He is a twenty-five year old salaried man who works at a financial service 10. 
in Tokyo.
Note K11. ōhei’s use of darō instead of deshō (found in Tomo and Masa’s 
speech in chapter 3).
Average Japanese high school students are familiar with 12. rajio-kōza, 
which provides tutoring sessions (by radio) on various school subjects 
such as English, classical Japanese, and mathematics to prepare for their 
entrance examination for universities.
Takada Masahiro, 13. Juku-kama ga yuku (A mature gay man goes) (Tokyo: 
Kosaido Shuppan, 2001).
Takada, 14. Juku-kama, 3–4.
He is a graduate student in Tokyo who went to the same university with 15. 
Yutaka as an undergraduate.
Sunagawa Hideki, “16. Sekushuaritii no saiteigi ni mukete” (Toward the 
redefinition of sexuality) (MA thesis, University of Tokyo, 1998), 48.
Person conversation with Sunagawa in 2003.17. 
Runa, “18. Datsu ONEH sengen”(Declaration of non o-nē-kotoba), Bessatsu 
takarajima 159 (1994): 103.
He is a 36-year-old taxi driver in Tokyo who used to own a gay bar in 19. 
Miyazaki, Kyūshū (for three years) where he is originally from. His 
knowledge on gay culture in Japan is much larger than the rest of my 
consultants. He still maintains strong Miyazaki accent in his speech.
Takashi makes a similar comment by hinting that he should hide his 20. 
sexual identity better, using the word, deru (come out) in kekkō deru n 
desu or fudan no toki mo demasu yo (it comes out in everyday situation). 
By using the term, deru, he implies that that is something he wants to 
hide.
The use of 21. wa is the indication that he speaks Miyazaki dialect (Kyūshū 
dialect), not the feminine sentence-final particle associated with stan-
dard Japanese female speakers. I confirmed this with Goichi.
Nakane uses the word “frame” and defines it as “a locality, an institution 22. 
or a particular relationship which binds a set of individuals into one 
group.” The notion of frame is used in contrast to individual attributes. 
Nakane Chie, Japanese Society (New York: Penguin Books, 1973), 1.
Note Satoru’s use of 23. josē/josei (women), not the onna (women) used by 
danshō in chapter 3.
Takashi is a 20-year-old university student in Tokyo who lives with his 24. 
parents and younger sister.
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Laura Miller, “Crossing Ethnolinguistic Boundaries: A Preliminary 25. 
Look at the Gaijin Tarento in Japan,” in Asian Popular Culture, ed. 
John Lent (Boulder: Westview Press, 1995), 198.
His name is written in 26. hiragana.
His name is written in 27. katakana.
Mitsuhashi Junko, “28. Sengo Nihon ‘toransujendā’ shakaishi no rekishiteki 
hensen no sobyō” (Description of historical changes of “transgender” 
society after the war in Japan), in Sengo Nihon “toransujendā” shakaishi 
I: Kiso kenkyū, shiryō hen (Social history of “transgender” after the war 
in Japan, I: Basic research and materials), ed. Yajima Masami, Mitsuhashi 
Junko, and Sugiura Ikuko (Tokyo: Sengo Nihon “toransugendā” shakai-
shi kenkyū kai, 2000), 8.
Miwa Akihiro, 29. Takabatake Kashō bishōnen zukan (Illustrated book of 
Takabatake Kashō’s beautiful boys) (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 2001), 41. Miwa 
has given a few talks at Takabatake Kashō Taishō roman-kan (Kashō 
museum) in Ehime, Shikoku. Miwa claims that s/he loved Kashō’s work 
since s/he was a child.
See his/her website, http://www.o-miwa.co.jp.30. 
Miwa Akihiro, 31. Miwa Akihiro no o-share daizukan (Fashion illustration 
by Miwa Akihiro)(Tokyo: Shūeisha, 2005), 102.
Miwa, 32. Miwa Akihiro no o-share daizukan, 106.
Miwa, 33. Miwa Akihiro no o-share daizukan, 106.
The TV program has an official website, http://www.tw-asahi.co.jp/34. 
aura.
Miwa’s comment reflects his/her assumption that people in sports are 35. 
not as intellectual, which is an insult in a way, but was never brought up. 
Thus, Miwa is always direct and open with her/his guests.
Other transsexual or transgendered entertainers such as Kar36. ūseru (in 
katakana) Maki (in kanji), and Piitā (in katakana) utilize both kanji 
and katakana for their names.
The reason for this is that all of them established themselves as artists first: 37. 
Miwa in music and theater, Kariyazaki in flower arrangement, and Mikawa 
in music. Only then they came out as sexual minorities. There are other 
queer identified individuals in the media who have kept their male names, 
all of whom have established themselves as professionals before they take 
the public stage (and mainly on TV). The example is O-nē MANS in which 
nine professionals in nine fields (fashion, cooking, dancing, make-up, IT, 
hair designer, flower arrangement, sports, medical welfare).
Deborah Cameron and Don Kulick, 38. Language and Sexuality (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 123.
See his website, http://www.kariyazaki.jp.39. 
Note Kariyazaki’s use of 40. deshō, not darō (used by Kōhei). Both Kariyazaki 
and Kōhei identify themselves as gay men.
Harvey, “Describing Camp Talk,” 253.41. 
TV Guide: Star Meikan, 200942.  (Tokyo: Tokyo News Tsūshinsha, 2008).
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In the TV program titled 43. Kiyoshi to kono yoru (This night with Kiyoshi) 
on NHK in 2006.
Okamoto, “Tasteless,” 301.44. 
In a video titled “45. Pafunaito, shitteta tsumori!?”gei” “bian”!! O-nē-kotoba 
wa futsū jōshaken!? On Youtube, 2007 (viewed in April of 2008).
Interviewed by Kuroyanagi Tetsuko at 46. Tetsuko no heya (Tetsuko’s room) 
on TV Asahi, viewed in 2006.
Cameron and Kulick, 47. Language and Sexuality, 39
O-n48. ē MANS by Nihon terebi (Nihon TV) aired between October 23, 
2007 and March 10, 2009. The catch phrase is “Otoko nano ni otoko ja 
nai “o-nē kyara” no saijin tachi, sono na mo “o-nē man”-tachi (Though 
they are men, they are not. They are men of talent with o-nē character. 
And their name is “o-nē man” [plural]). The fact that they used mans, 
instead of men to show the plural, indicates that they simply added an 
“s” to “man” to emphasize the plural which Japanese would know. 
Grammatical correctness is not an issue here.
Note that K49. ōhei uses the term o-kama. I assume that he does not con-
sider himself as o-kama.
This notion that people, especially men, do not pay attention to middle-50. 
aged women is in contrast with the study by Ogasawara Yūko in which 
she discusses how salaried men pay attention to what the young female 
employees called office ladies, have to say about middle-aged men in 
terms of their behavior and fashion. Ogasawara Yūko, Office Ladies and 
Salaried Men: Power, Gender, and Work in Japanese Companies (University 
of California Press, 1998).
TV Guide51. , 402.
The program called “52. Kanemochi A-sama, binbō B-sama” (Mr./Ms. rich 
A and Mr./Ms. poor B), was aired in December 2004 by Nihon terebi 
(Nihon TV). The program consists of five people; two women and three 
men. Osugi and Piiko interview a guest every week, but since this was a 
Christmas special, five of them are there. They are having a Christmas 
party where two female personalities are dressed up.
I assume that he meant to say 53. konna ii kata shichā (this way of saying), 
but shichā became sha. He was speaking very fast.
The shortened form of 54. iya (no). Notice that male prostitutes used iya 
often. Here ya in iya is considered an o-nē-kotoba.
There has been a big debate on the issue of the term, 55. o-kama. Shūkan 
kinyōbi (Friday weekly), a liberal magazine was criticized for using this 
term to refer to Tōgō Ken, who calls himself o-kama. See Fushimi et al., 
eds., “O-kama” wa sabetsu ka (Is o-kama discriminatory?) (Tokyo: Potto 
Shuppan, 2002).
It was shown on December 12, 2006 on Kansai TV.56. 
Harvey, “Describing Camp Talk,” 253.57. 
The utterances were heard on 58. Waratte mo ii to mo (It is OK to laugh) on 
Fuji TV in 2005.
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Rusty Barrett, “The Homo-genius Speech Community,” in 59. Queerly 
Phrased: Language, Gender and Sexuality, ed. Anna Livia and Kira Hall 
(New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 181–201.
Fushimi, 60. Sei to yū kyōen (Banquet called sex) (Tokyo: Potto Shuppan, 
2005), 325.
Fushimi, 61. Sei to yū kyōen, 290.
Ueno Chizuko, 62. Sei to yū kairaku (Pleasure called sex), (Tokyo: Keisō 
Shobō, 1986), 13–14.
Fushimi, 63. Gei to yū keiken, 600.
This is why some lesbians hate 64. o-nē-kotoba. Female speech is always the 
one to fix the problem, not to attach or criticize.
Linda Hutcheon, 65. A Theory of Parody, xii.
Harvey, “Describing Camp Talk,” 253.66. 
Simon Dentith, 67. Parody (Oxford: Routledge, 2000), 6.
The program is shown between 7 and 7:30 p.m. on TV Asahi on Fridays. 68. 
It started in 1992 and has been telecast in thirty-seven countries in-
cluding the United States. See http://www.futabasha.com/sinchan/
about.html. You can also watch it on YouTube. The author, Shirai 
Yoshito, for the original manga died in 2009.
Shin-chan’s vocabulary is beyond his age, though he does make mistakes 69. 
which are later corrected by adult speakers, e.g., zutū ga itai (headache 
hurts) instead of zutū ga suru (I have a headache); okaeri (welcome home) 
instead of tadaima (I am home).
Fushimi, 70. Sei to yū kyōen, 405–406.
Fushimi, 71. Sei to yū kyōen, 406.
Fushimi, 72. Sei to yū kyōen, 406.
Fushimi,73.  Sei to yū kyōen, 394.

C  Q’ S   P M

David Sonenschein, “The Homosexual’s Language,” in 1. The Language 
and Sexuality Reader, ed. Deborah Cameron and Don Kulic (London 
and New York: Routledge, 2006 [1969]), 47.
This term is also used to refer to ejaculation.2. 
Bearine de Pink, and Hasegawa Hiroshi, 3. Kuma-fujin no kokuhaku 
(Confessions of Bearine de Pink) (Tokyo: Potto Shuppan, 2005), 65.
There are other reasons as well. See, Hideko Abe, “From Stereotype to 4. 
Context: The Study of Japanese Women’s Speech,” Feminist Studies 21 
(1995): 652–655.
The use of 5. yo with a noun or na-adjective is classified as a strong femi-
nine form by Okamoto. Shigeko Okamoto, “ ‘Tasteless’ Japanese: Less 
‘Feminine’ Speech Among Young Japanese Women,” In Gender 
Articulated: Language and the Socially Constructed Self, ed. Kira Hall 
and Mary Bucholtz (New York and London: Routledge, 1995), 301.
Fushimi used 6. uchi in uchi-ra (we). See chapter 5.
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Note that Satoru uses 7. darō instead of deshō.
In contrast, about one in five male same-sex couples and one in three 8. 
female same-sex couples are raising children in the United States. New 
York Times Magazine, November 8 (2009): 9.
Kiyotta9.  (Miyazaki dialect) means kita (came).
Note that Goichi uses 10. deshō instead of darō.
Adrian Thorne and Justine Coupland, “Articulations of Same-sex Desire: 11. 
Lesbian and Gay Male Dating Advertisements,” Journal of Sociolinguistics 
2, no. 2 (1998): 254.
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